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SU vs. Clemson : : Saturday, October 5

See page 12 for a complete list of weekend events!

✹ Meet the New Alumni Director ✹

See page 3, ESF’s New Alumni Director Named

Alumni & Family

Fall Barbecue
October 4 & 5 will coincide
with SU once again!

could do alone. On the back page of this issue is a list of events scheduled for alumni
and parents, and it is hoped that everyone
can find something of interest. For examor almost a decade, ESF has ofple, there is a reception planned for Friday
fered alumni and the families of
night where alumni can get together with
students a special weekend in the
classmates, meet some students and their
fall to come to Syracuse and get a taste of
parents, and enjoy a beverage or two and
campus life. Mixing Homecoming with
then start celebrating their graduation anthe traditional Parents Weekend, the College will once again offer alumni, students niversary. Or, they might want to take in
and their families an opportunity to mix some local talent at the Coffee Haus in the
and meet this fall. Happily, this is also the Alumni Lounge which has proven to be
weekend Syracuse University welcomes highly entertaining. Saturday, the Syracuse
University football team hosts Clemson in
back alumni for “Orange Central.”
Plans for October 4 and 5 put the Fall the Dome in SU’s inaugural game in the
Barbecue Weekend at a delightful time of Atlantic Coast Conference. The Orange
the year as early October usually boasts are guided by a new coach and with a lot
cool nights, warm days, and the start of of talent on the SU team, expectations are
the spectacular fall foliage season that high. But enough of football, if it is a walk
attracts visitors from many parts of the in the woods that you like, we suggest taking the Lafayette Road Experiment station
country.
However, there is a lot more to do than tour instead of the game and see some of
just look at leaves as the Office of Alumni the young American Chestnut trees being
Relations and the Office of Student Affairs tested there and demonstrations by the
have combined resources to offer their re- Woodsmen’s Team. You can also visit the
spective guests much more than either wonderful Syracuse zoo or pick apples in
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Where are they now?

Dr. Donald Koten
by Justin Culkowski

As a teacher, Don
taught an impressive
list of courses.
any faculty at ESF have come to
Syracuse from other parts of the
country. That is not surprising, but
for Dr. Donald Koten, born in Normal, Illinois, what is surprising is the academic
path that eventually led to a position in
Forestry. His father was head of the chemistry department at North Central College
in Naperville, IL where Don would earn a
BA in physics. However, he is quick to add
that, “My interest in forestry was sparked
by enjoying a month each summer at my
parents’ summer home in northern Wisconsin.” This interest was strengthened
when, at only 18 years of age, he bought
his own 90 acres of forestland on a lake in
northern Wisconsin which he sold only
eight years ago.
Using his physics background, Don
earned a position as electronic scientist at
the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C. However, after two years
there, he shared, “I discovered I was not
a bench scientist.” Therefore, with the
Korean War as a backdrop and without
asking for a further deferment, Don was
drafted from the Naval Research Laboratory and was promptly assigned by the Army
in 1953 to serve at the Aberdeen Proving
Grounds in Maryland as the System Im- Oregon,” so off he went to Oregon State
provement Engineer on the EDVAC com- University where he earned a BS in forputer. This was the first computer that ran
est engineering in 1957. For the next four
from a stored program. (How things have
years he worked with the US Forest Serchanged!) Quite different from Forestry,
Don was doing interesting work at the vice on the Umpqua National Forest. He
forefront of computer development, and served two different Districts and on the
helped define standards and design of a second District, he served as head timreplacement computer for the EDVAC and ber management assistant where he was
involved in timber sale long range planalso the famous ENIAC computer.
After his discharge from the Army, he ning, timber sale administration and laynoted, “I heard the call of forestry and out, and appraisal for a 65 million board
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❛❛ I have great
respect for
Professor Charles
Lee who was my
major professor.
His guidance and
encouragement
were so important
to the completion
of my PhD. ❜❜

The Class of 1972 gathers in Moon
Library during the Alumni & Family Fall BBQ weekend.

The Friday night reception is the “kickoff” event for the Alumni & Family Fall BBQ weekend.
The plentiful food and great company always draws a
large crowd.

Questions?
Contact the Alumni Office
315-470-6632, alumni@esf.edu, or
visit www.esf.edu/alumni/fallBBQ/

foot annual timber harvesting program.
He laments that on a recent visit to this
very same District, “Less than 3 million
board feet are harvested annually due to
changes in USFS policies.” Instead of foresters, the Forest is now staffed by a wide
variety of specialists. Again, how times
have changed. After gaining four years
of very practical experience, Don thinks
that to some degree, due to his father’s
vocation, there was a “pull towards higher
education.”
Therefore, following the advice that if
you get a degree in forestry in the West, it
would be smart to get the next degree in
the East, he began to apply to eastern forestry colleges. Dr. Paul Graves from ESF
made it a point to visit Don when he was
in Oregon and even offered him a parttime job back in Syracuse where he could
continue his education. The plan had Don
teaching surveying on campus in Syracuse
and at summer camp on Cranberry Lake
while pursuing a Master’s degree. Therefore, in 1961, with his wife, Margo, and
their daughter, they moved across country to Syracuse and began a long-term relationship with the College of Forestry at
Syracuse University (SUNY-ESF).
For the next five years, Don worked
as Dr. Graves had arranged while taking
a heavy course load. He says these were
interesting years as he was both a graduate student and teacher. Bypassing the
Master degree, he would earn his PhD. in
1966. “I have great respect for Professor
Charles Lee who was my major professor.
His guidance and encouragement were so
important to the completion of my PhD.”
As a teacher, Don taught an impressive
list of courses: surveying, forest operations, management and policy, management models, management of the forest
enterprise, various undergraduate courses
in forest management and even portions
of wildlife management. He added, “I
particularly enjoyed teaching a course in
advanced forest management to a small
number of students in the Master of Forestry program.” He was advisor to graduate students focusing on forest operations,
Please see KOTEN, Page 3

the orchards south of Syracuse.
This weekend is also designed for alumni who graduated in a “3” or “8” year to
get together for a reunion. Beginning on
Thursday, October 3rd, alumni from the
senior classes: ’63, ’58, ’53, ’48, and ’43
will celebrate their reunions.
Syracuse offers numerous attractions
such as the mammoth Destiny USA Mall,
a nearby casino, quaint villages, and closer to campus, there are visits to familiar
buildings and Marshall Street to spark
some memories. New buildings at ESF
worthy of a visit are the residence hall
(Centennial Hall) and the fabulous Gateway Center with an exceptional display
of the Roosevelt Wildlife Collection and
the brand new College Bookstore. Downtown, Armory Square, an area of renovated buildings offers clubs, restaurants, and
music for all tastes. It is an area the students and alumni love to visit.
Hotel rooms have a way of filling up fast
during f ootball weekends, so alumni are
advised to look at the back page and make
reservations soon. And speaking of reservations, you may use the back page to
send in yours for the package price covering most events. You may also use this
form for football tickets. See you in the
fall and get ready for a fun-filled weekend
that will create new memories. 1
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College President’s Message | Dr. Cornelius B. Murphy, Jr.
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❛❛ ...we

have been very busy and
have received a lot of good news.❜❜

e had a very successful gradua- nor Cuomo. ESF partnered with Upstate
tion weekend with a record num- Medical University, SUNY Oswego, and
ber of undergraduate and graduate Onondaga Community College in winning
degrees awarded during our Convocation a $15 million grant to create an Institute
on May 11th and our joint graduation exer- of Environmental Health & Environmencises with Syracuse University.
tal Medicine. We will be offering a BS in
Over the last month and a half, we have Environmental Health beginning the fall
been very busy and have received a lot of semester of 2014.
good news. ESF was prominently listed
Our alums continue to distinguish us.
in the Princeton Review’s Guide to 322 Dr. Jean Frechet (MS ’69, Ph.D. ’72) was
Green Colleges and the Second Nature/ awarded the 2013 Japan Prize for his work
American Colleges and University Presi- in polymer, carbohydrate and wood chemdents Commitment to Climate Change istry. This is one of the most prestigious inawarded ESF one of three National Cli- ternational awards recognizing substantial
mate Leadership Awards in the category contributions in science and technology.
of National Universities.
We congratulate Dr. Frechet for his outThe College was also part of a team that standing contribution to improve our world.
was successful in winning a NYSUNY
Our current faculty members are also
2020 Challenge Grant awarded by Gover- pushing the boundaries of science. Dr.

W

Chris Nomura has recently been awarded
a $0.5 million award by the National Science Foundation to expand his research in
the area of bacteria switches. The Walter
Reed Medical Center has entered into a cooperative research and development agreement with Dr. Nomura and his research
team to take this science to field medical
treatment for our wounded warriors.
In addition to all this good news, our
graduates are finding admission to top
graduate programs and employment in areas related to their course of study. Our recently published 2012 Graduating Student
Survey showed 87% of our 2012 graduates
have a full-time or part-time position related to their ESF major.
Have a great summer. We continue to
work hard to make you proud of ESF. 1
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❛❛ How

can you support ESF beyond
giving money? Here are a few ways...❜❜
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ecently as I blew out the inferno we would love to see that number increase. can link you to them and them to you. We
on my birthday cake I noticed the However, regardless of any increase in do- have begun that process already and will
year 2013 scrawled on it; that mes- nations, many of you would like to find continue to do it through 2013 and 2014.
sage inscribed in sugar meant that I grad- other ways to contribute beyond money.
We will do it through social media on a
uated from ESF 40 years ago!! That mental
How can you support ESF beyond giv- daily basis, and via events and programs
jolt was matched by the shocking reality ing money? Here are a few ways: recruit- on an occasional basis.
check that while I have spent 40 years in ing prospective students, sponsoring
Thanks to the College Foundation, the
the Alumni Association, I was only on events in your area, hosting professional College and the Alumni Association have
campus for four years as a student. My events, providing internships for ESF stu- a modern digital database that has contact
alumni connection may not have had the dents in your work place, mentoring an information on all 19,000 of us. We are a
intensity of involvement that my degree ESF student, recruiting students for full powerful group. As the “Greatest Generadid, but what it lacked in intensity it has time jobs, co-sponsoring issue forums
tion” classes of the late ’40s and ’50s move
made up for in longevity. While my educa- with your major department, hosting a
into the revered oldest alumni status, the
tion was an invaluable foundation for my student research or off-campus project,
classes of the late ’60s, ’70s and early ’80s
career, the Association has been a life- promoting the College among your proare
moving into the role of Senior Alums.
long resource for my development as a fessional peers or in your professional asWe
call
upon all of you in these classes to
professional. Both have made an equal sociation, promoting the College in your
follow
the
leadership path that was set in
contribution.
community (Chamber of Commerce, Romotion
by
our revered “Greatest GeneraThe old paradigm was that you put in tary or Lions), hosting a College event in
tion”
alumni
peers.
your time in class, you graduated and you your workplace or home, speaking on
The world, the nation and the College
were done. My experience over the years campus in a classroom, teaching for conhas shown me just the opposite. Over the tinuing education off campus, serving on have undergone immense change in the
last 40 years my continued connection to a College Committee or Advisory group, or last 40 years; yet despite all the world upheaval there remains one constant: the
the College, the Association, and fellow al- donating equipment.
ums, has provided me with employees and
The Association is more than just a con- leadership of ESF graduates in shaping
research assistants for special projects for duit to the College, it is a conduit among the natural and built environment. The
the nonprofit organization I ran, and the all of us as alums; the ESF Alumni Asso- Alumni Association is a vehicle to connect
community I worked for before that. They ciation is the largest multidisciplinary pro- us all as we do our important work.
have been a source of leads for my busi- fessional environmental network in the
The College was created at the birth of
ness. Most importantly, over 40 years, my USA. It is a valuable peer-to-peer learning the Conservation movement in the early
connection to the College and the Asso- network, it is a way to advance your career part of the 20th Century when our soils
ciation has informed me of issues, politics by networking for jobs (or research), it is and forests were at risk. Now we face
and movements in other places and pro- a means to contact fellow graduates for complex issues of clean air, global warmfessions, and they have been a conduit for business opportunities. Our database in- ing, sprawl, urban and rural development,
lifelong friendships. ESF provided a very cludes 19,000 peers who are available for species decimation, resource depletion,
effective network for me; the continued research partnership, business to business
habitat destruction by natural and manconnection has served me well.
collaboration, business or professional
made disasters, and a spate of other comRecently, at graduation, I, as President mentorship, advocacy partnership, replicated environmental issues. Yet despite
of the Alumni Association, commented to source information and social and profesthis year’s graduates that networks were sional events. All of these ways (and many the change in the issues and the change
the future of personal success. Indeed the more) are very important methods for you in technology and politics, ESF graduates
ESF Alumni Association is just that…a to help the College and for your connec- and the College continue to provide strategic leadership.
very effective network in its breadth and tion to the College to help you.
So as a lifelong member of the “ESF
diversity. Many of us stay connected to the
The avenue for those of you who want
Network,”
I welcome your involvement, be
College by giving money; without a doubt to support the College in non-financial
it
your
time,
sponsorship, mentorship, or
your donations are extremely important in ways is through the program or departfinancial
support.
The Association needs
helping ESF achieve its mission. However, ment you graduated from. To that end,
you
to
give
back
so
we can continue to give
money is only one way of many to support the Association is strengthening our direct
the College. Thirty percent (30%) of our partnership with the various departments back to you, to our students and to “Imalums support the College financially, and and programs at the College so that we prove Our World.” 1
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ESF’s New Alumni Director ESF Alumni Participate in
Teacher Development Day
Named: Debbie Caviness

ESF in the High School Hosts Day Program for Teachers

Debbie Caviness
is no stranger
to alumni relations.
fter an extensive search College
President, Dr. Neil Murphy, announced on June 26, 2013 that
Debbie Caviness would serve as ESF’s second Director of Alumni Relations. Debbie
is no stranger to alumni relations as she
has served as the Assistant Director at the
College since 1996. Justin Culkowski , who
was appointed ESF’s first Director of
Alumni Relations in 1978, retired on June
30,2013.
“Debbie has been absolutely critical in
the Alumni Office,” noted Justin. “She almost single-handedly installed and managed our Bookstore’s transition to an
inventory system and on-line purchasing
mechanism. Further, she has been the key
to computerization of our record keeping
and she makes sure our financial records
meet or exceed all the requirements for a
charitable organization.” He added, “Without Debbie, we would not have been able
to run so many events over the years. She
is seemingly tireless and has an acute
sense of the ‘ESF culture’ which, I think,
is simply critical for an Alumni Director.
Though not an alumna of ESF, she understands us!”
Debbie is a graduate of St. Bonaventure
University and has been active in their local Syracuse club over the years. Prior to
coming to ESF, she was an admissions
counselor at Syracuse University. These
two activities will serve her well as she
plans to foster the development of regional ESF alumni clubs, and re-establish an
alumni network to recruit students. She
has been the editor of the monthly “Alumni E-News” and plans to expand the presence of the Alumni Association in various
social media such as Facebook.
Debbie Caviness is the mother of four
children and her oldest child, T.C., will
be starting college this fall at ESF in the

A

KOTEN
Continued from Page 1

land use planning, production efficiencies
of resource systems, and other forest management topics.
Internationally, Dr. Koten had substantial and official involvement in the International Union of Forestry Organizations
(IUFRO). This involvement resulted in extensive travel in Yugoslavia, Germany, Poland, and Norway. He presented papers on
U.S. forest research while visiting those
countries. In addition, he was able to travel to Cameroon to assist a graduate student working on a grant research project.
Other professional affiliations included active membership on the Council on Forest Engineering. He was also a principal
in the Forestry Software Associates group
which developed forest inventory software,
“This endeavor involved both faculty and
staff and had a direct impact on teaching
forest management.”
Dr. Koten reflected that a major professional activity was to write a Recreation
Forest Management Plan for the Allegany
State Park in southwest New York State
starting in 1977. Since no comprehensive
plan had been recently developed, this was
a tall task. He notes, “Everything from inventory of the Park’s resources to the final
analysis and development of a variety of
plan options had to be done. Several ESF
faculty were brought in for specific areas.”
The first draft was completed in 1981 and
at that time it was determined that public
hearings would be necessary before selecting a desired plan option. “Public hearings

Landscape Architecture program. “I am
thrilled to have been chosen Director and
very proud to have a future ESF alum in
the family. I feel this is a very special place
with remarkable possibilities for almost
any student. When you look at what this
College offers, you understand why ESF
alumni are so loyal.”
Debbie will be responsible for serving
nearly 20,000 alumni who literally live
all over the globe. She noted her first order of business is to make sure the various events planned for this summer and
fall are successful, but she quickly added,
“The first order of business is to find my
replacement as this is a busy office that
never really has time to relax. I urge alumni to check the ESF employment website to see if they would like to apply for
the Assistant Director’s position. I look
forward to the challenges ahead and am
grateful for an active Alumni Board that
makes our programs so rewarding for all
concerned.”
The Alumni Director’s search committee was comprised of the Alumni Association President, Preston Gilbert ’73; the
Director of Development, Brenda Greenfield; and the Vice President for Enrollment Management and Marketing, Dr.
Robert French. The Director of Alumni
Relations and the Assistant Director positions are funded by the State University of
New York. 1

Alumni participants in “ESF in the High School”, from left, Travis Hall ’07, John Lawler ’83,
Michelle Balzano ’93, Barbara Barker ’89, Pam Herrington ’97, and John Herrington ’94.

everal esf alumni were among
the teachers who participated in
ESF in the High School’s teacher development event.
Held at the College’s Heiberg Forest
in Tully June 9, the daylong training
provided teachers with the skills needed to contribute to and involve their students in a long-term applied research
and service project aimed at restoring native herbaceous communities in
post-agricultural forests. The teachers
also learned about synchronizing biology and chemistry projects, statistical
data analysis for high school students
and how to integrate a Citizen Scientist project in their high school courses.
Teachers did field work along with laboratory analysis of soil samples at Heiberg Forest.
ESF alumni participating were Travis Hall ’07, Solvay High School; John
Lawler ’83, Weedsport High School; Mi-

S

were an eye opener and drove home the Aide; and a Creation Stewardship group at
need for early public input during forest his church. Traveling is also part of retireand land use planning, and understanding ment with a great interest in trains. He dethe role that individuals and organizations scribes himself as a “rail-fan” with trips to
play.” The Plan, its development and the all corners of the U.S. and even northern
politics surrounding its development, pro- Mexico. He and Margo also enjoy visits
vided a variety of course material!” Some with their two daughters and four grandother professional experiences included sons as well as summers on the Jersey
a sabbatical focusing on determining the shore. Though his avocations and travelskills that were needed by USFS supervi- ing fill his time and he feels ESF’s future
sors on the National Forests. This involved looks strong, he admits, “I miss the daily

❛❛ Students need to have an understanding
of the impact of public sentiment
on management of our forests
and the concern the public has...❜❜
visits to a number of national forests and
the results provided guidance for the content of training programs for the USFS.
Further, he also had exposure to southern
forestry via a summer assignment to the
Francis Marion N.F. in South Carolina.
This provided an education in the differences in managing forest land between
the North and South.
Don officially retired in December of
1997 and initially kept busy helping a few
remaining graduate students and consulting. More recently he is busy engaging in
a host of community activities including
tutoring adult students in math; Habitat
for Humanity; “Circles”—helping those in
poverty; refugee resettlement, AARP Tax-

contact with colleagues and students. After retirement it is much harder to keep
up with new developments.”
Mulling over the future of Forestry as
a profession, in light of his many experiences, Don shared this advice, “Students
need to have an understanding of the impact of public sentiment on management
of our forests and the concern the public
has for how that management affects both
the ecology and the economy of the area. It
is also necessary to understand how all of
the multiple uses of the forest interact and
to be able to explain this to the public in a
straight forward way.”
Dr. Koten can be reached via email at
DKoten@twcny.rr.com 1

chelle Balzano ’93, Fowler High School,
Syracuse; Barbara Barker ’89, Our Lady
of Mercy High School, Rochester; Pam
Herrington ’97 and John Herrington ’94,
East Syracuse-Minoa High School.
The training was coordinated by Dr.
Richard Beal, Assistant Dean for Educational Outreach. Dr. Greg McGee, Assistant Professor in Environmental and
Forest Biology, and Dr. Neal Abrams,
Assistant Professor in Chemistry, were
program facilitators and instructors.
The ESF in the High School program
is a dual-enrollment program offered
by ESF since 1999. Students in partner
high schools experience college-level
work and receive college credit. Qualified high school teachers receive adjunct
faculty status at ESF. Students also explore diverse interests and career opportunities in STEM fields as well as
management, policy, design and law. 1

ESF ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

Mission
Statement
Adopted by the ESF
Alumni Association
Board of Directors
on December 22, 1995.
The College of Environmental Science and Forestry Alumni Association is a concerned group of
individuals who act as observers and
trustees of the heritage and achievement of the College. The Association aims to advance the personal
and professional development and
growth of its members.
The Association also serves to
promote and cultivate friendship
and cooperation among the alumni
and to assist them however necessary within the capabilities of the
Association.
The Association represents the
alumni in the affairs of the College
by acting as a facilitator between
alumni and students, faculty, staff
and administration.
The Association, working as a
partner with the College, assists and
promotes the College in the attainment of its objectives.
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Annual Department Updates
Sustainable Construction Management and Engineering page 4 // Environmental and Forest Biology page 4 //
Environmental Science page 5 // Environmental Studies page 6 // Environmental Resources Engineering page 6 //
Forest and Natural Resources Management page 7 // Landscape Architecture page 8 //
Paper and Bioprocess Engineering page 8

Chemistry
Gregory Boyer :: glboyer@esf.edu
Chair and Professor
Update unavailable at time of publication. 1

Sustainable Construction
Management and Engineering
(formerly WPE)
Susan E. Anagnost :: seanagno@esf.edu
Associate Professor and Chair
Changes to the Construction Management curriculum were approved by the
ESF faculty. The curriculum will add four business
courses and make other
course adjustments to align the curriculum to the accreditation standards of the
American Council for Construction Education (ACCE). The SCME Advisory Board
met with SCME faculty in September and
December, 2012 to discuss curriculum and
accreditation issues.
In November 2012 a team of construction management students, Cosmo Almeida, Erica Chapman, Danielle Liddle, Kevin
Minderlein, Jessica Nicholas, and Shane
Velie competed in the Associated Schools
of Construction Regional Construction
Management Competition in Morristown,
New Jersey. They were accompanied by
their advisor, Instructor Kenneth J. Tiss.
The SCME Department hosted Dr. Stephen L. Tekpetey, Research Scientist, Forestry Institute of Ghana April 9–11, 2013.
He met with Dr. Robert W. Meyer, Director of the Tropical Timber Information
Center, to discuss research and planning.
Dr. Tekpetey gave a presentation, “Exploring the Potentials of Bamboo Resources
as Renewable and Eco-friendly Materials
for Greener Construction” for the SCME
Speaker Series on Sustainable Construction and Renewable Materials.
Outreach activities included the Kiln
Drying Workshop: Drying Quality Lumber
for Prof it which was held for the 13th consecutive year, January 8-11, 2013. Dr. William B. Smith, leader of the workshop,
was responsible for the development and
organization of this course: arranging
guest speakers, delivering over half of the
lecture and laboratory sessions, and obtaining the lumber to kiln dry. The Eleventh Annual Green Building Conference
was held March 11–12, 2013 at the OnCenter in Syracuse, NY. Dr. Robert Meyer, who
was integral in initiating this conference
at ESF, served as Conference Chair. Paul
Crovella and Judy Barton also serve on the
planning committee.
The N.C. Brown Center for Ultrastructure Studies is now offering a Minor in
Microscopy. Robert P. Smith, Assistant
Director, along with Dr. Susan Anagnost,
Director, will teach several new courses
on electron microscopy, fundamentals of
microscopy and industrial and medical applications of microscopy. The N.C. Brown
Center will continue to offer graduate
courses in microscopy to support research
at ESF and Syracuse University.
The N.C. Brown Center for Ultrastructure Studies is pleased to announce that
the Syracuse Asbestos Laboratory and Testing Services (SALTS) achieved accreditation November 30, 2012 by the NYSDOH
ELAP program. The SALTS lab was awarded certification by the NYS Department
of Health as an official testing lab for airborne asbestos using the Fiber Counting
method (NIOSH 7400), and is designated
as NYS Lab ID No. 12002.
Robert P. Smith, Lead Technical Director

of SALTS, taught the Phase Contrast Mi- late July of each year.
croscopy Fiber Analysis Course (NIOSH
The new ’12 –’13 academic year be582 equivalent) to ESF students and staff. gan on a very sad note with the passing
Beth Ann Arthur, Jeremy Sullivan, Tiffany of Distinguished Teaching Professor Dr.
Brookins-Little and Kaitlyn Smith are now Guy Baldassarre on August 20, at the age
certified asbestos analysts.
of 59, from complications due to chronDr. Beth Arthur, QA/QC Manager of ic lymphocytic leukemia. Many fine tribSALTS, attended the PACNY Conference utes followed, including the article in The
in February, 2013.
Auk by Thomas Moorman (2013. The Auk
George Kyanka, Professor, received the 130:194–195). The College Foundation has
Lifetime ASME Award 2013 from the established an account to endow a student
American Society of Mechanical Engischolarship in Guy’s name. One can conneers; George was invited by American
tribute to this scholarship by contacting
National Standards Institute (ANSI), to
give a presentation on testing. George Ky- the Development Office or electronically at
anka completed his term of service to the this link: https://wwwinfo.esf.edu/scripts/
College as Chair of the College-wide Pro- giving/givingDonation.asp .
Two Professor Emeriti passed during
motion and Tenure committee.
this
last academic year. Dr. Maurice AlexPaul Crovella, Instructor, gave the folander
died on March 25 at the age of 95,
lowing presentation: Building Deconstruca
few
weeks
after the department had a
tion: an Innovative Approach to Integrating
special
seminar
and reception to thank
Sustainability into Construction at “Innovahim
for
his
ongoing
support and to deditions in Technical Education to Advance
Sustainability” conference at SUNY Al- cate Illick 5 in his name. Dr. Hugh Wilcox
fred on June 15th, 2012. Paul served as passed away on April 3 at the age of 96 at
Masten House Internship coordinator for his home in Ashland, Oregon.
SCME. Paul Crovella and Dr. Susan AnWe had two successful faculty searches,
agnost received a grant “Quantifying the hiring Dr. Shannon Farrell for the Wildlife
Environmental Benefits of Rural Building Habitat Ecologist position and Dr. Gordon
Deconstruction” from the Environmen- Paterson for the Toxicologist position. Dr.
tal Finance Center at Syracuse University. S. Farrell’s background is with songbirds
Paul Crovella completed his term of ser- (and sage grouse) and she has experience
vice to the College as Chair of the Instruc- writing conservation plans and planning
tional Quality and Academic Standards habitat management on private lands incommittee.
volving a variety of stakeholders; she is
Dr. Rafaat Hussein, Associate Professor,
an ornithologist with skills in landscape
was invited to speak on “Economic Altermodeling, conservation planning, and a
native for Future Sustainability,” and “EcoFootprint Global Resource Consumption strong interest in the behavioral mechaPerspective” at The International Confer- nisms underlying species distributions. Dr.
ence on Sustainable Development, August Paterson is leaving his current position as
2012, in New Jersey. Dr. Hussein served on Research Associate at the Great Lakes Inthe Planning Committee of the Syracuse stitute for Environmental Research where
his research focused on gradient analysis,
area Construction Career Day.
pharmaceuticals,
and nanoparticles in the
Dr. Jennifer Smith, Assistant Professor,
Great
Lakes
region.
Both new EFB faculty
gave a presentation “Time-Dependent
begin
August
19
of
this
year.
Impact of RECPs on Surface Water QualSince 2006, EFB has hired 12 new facity,” at Geosynthetics 2013 Long Beach, CA,
April 1–4, 2013. Dr. Jennifer Smith com- ulty (Drs. Frair, Fierke, Whipps, Dovciak,
pleted two years service to the College as Folta, McGee, Cohen, Newman, Ryan,
Chair of the ESF Committee on Research. Rundell, S. Farrell, and G. Paterson), repDr. William B. Smith, Professor received resenting over one-third of the total numa grant from NYSERDA, “Test fuel char- ber of EFB faculty and a very bright future
acterization for improved energy-efficien- for the department. Drs. Melissa Fierke
cy measurements in residential wood and Chris Whipps were promoted to Asboilers”. Dr. William B. Smith offered the sociate Professor and awarded Continuworkshop “Kiln Drying Workshop: Dry- ing Appointment (i.e., tenure). Dr. Lee
ing Quality Lumber for Profit”, January 10- Newman, already promoted to Associate
13, 2012 for the 11th consecutive year. The Professor, was also awarded Continuing
workshop was co-sponsored by the SCME
Appointment.
department and ESF Outreach. Dr. William
After 44 years at ESF, Dr. Tsutomu NaB. Smith has served as Executive Secretary
katsugawa
retired at the beginning of last
of the New England Kiln Drying Associaacademic
year.
Since then, he has been
tion for over twenty years.
busy
travelling
and visiting with family
Kenneth J. Tiss, Smith, J.L., and Daley,
and
friends.
Drs.
Charlie Hall and Jim NaD (ERE) received a grant “An Evaluation
kas
retired
at
the
end
of the spring semesof the Central New York Commercial
ter
after
a
combined
60 years of service.
Construction Industry Awareness of SusCharlie
will
remain
very
active in scholtainable Construction Techniques and Rearship,
but
working
from
his new home
quirements” from the 2012 Sustainable
base
near
Flathead
Lake,
Montana. BeEnterprise Program (SEP) Mini-Grant Resides
continuing
his
research,
Jim plans
search Program, Syracuse University. 1
to spend more time fly-fishing.
Dr. John Castello, as Chair of the EBF
Promotion
and Tenure Committee, is
Environmental
leading
an
effort
to develop metrics for
and Forest Biology
faculty evaluation purposes. After many
Donald J. Leopold :: djleopold@esf.edu
research projects on birds, Dr. Jonathan
Distinguished Teaching Professor and Chair
Cohen has received NYS-DEC funding for
Only a few of the many ac- research on New England cottontails. Dr.
tivities and accomplish- Martin Dovciak continues his studies of
ments within EFB during climate-vegetation gradients and climate
the past academic year can change effects on the coniferous-decidbe included in this brief uous ecotone and on mountain sprucesummary. Individual fac- fir forests in the Adirondacks and across
ulty annual reports and the department northeastern US. Dr. John Farrell is guidannual report are available at: www.esf. ing significant facility improvements at
edu/efb/annualreports/default.htm as of TIBS including the construction of the
Frank Cean Researcher Building (student,

faculty, and staff residence spaces, common areas, office and meeting spaces),
renovation of the boathouse (including an
advanced fish culture and holding capability and new laboratory and shop spaces),
and new roofs on all buildings; a well and
updated septic system are being installed
this summer.
Dr. Danny Fernando finished writing
eight chapters (out of 12) for his new book,
Sexual Reproduction in Forest Trees (Cambridge University Press), that he is co-authoring with Dr. John Owens. In March,
Dr. Melissa Fierke was the keynote speaker (“Aspiring to be an intentional model:
mother, scientist, advisor, and teacher”) at
Utica College’s Womyn’s Herstory Month
luncheon and was recognized in April by
the Undergraduate Student Association
with their Best Teacher Award. Dr. Beth
Folta implemented the greatly revised undergraduate curriculum for the Natural
History and Interpretation major (to be
renamed the Environmental Education
and Interpretation major) and managed to
submit over $4 million in grant proposals.
Dr. Jacqui Frair has been quite busy growing her international program which included bringing a Fulbright student from
Paraguay (studying the endemic Chacoan
peccary), two different collaborations with
partners in Mexico through INECOL, and
serving as co-PI on a successful NSF proposal studying migration triggers in Galapagos tortoise (J. Gibbs, PI).
Taking advantage of a sabbatical leave
during the spring semester, Dr. James
Gibbs completed a year-long fellowship
as “Viejo Sabio” within the Prometeo Program of the National Secretariat of Higher
Education, Science, Technology and Innovation of Ecuador (SENESCYT) building
capacity for scientific investigation within
the Galapagos National Park Service by
collaborating with Park staff to complete
high priority applied research projects.
He also made progress with collaborators
in advancing a community-based endangered wildlife conservation program along
the Altai Russia/western Mongolia border.
In December, Dr. Charlie Hall received
the Association for the Study of Peak Oil
and Gas “Matthew R. Simmons/M. King
Hubbert Award for Excellence in Energy
Education, and this spring he received the
SUNY Chancellor’s Award for Excellence
in Scholarship and Creative Activities.
Dr. Tom Horton is making progress on
his book, Mycorrhizal Networks (Springer; Ecological Studies Series). Dr. Robin
Kimmerer created two major educational
programs that benefit ESF students, garnering $912,000 this year through the
Center for Native Peoples and the Environment (which she directs). Dr. Don Leopold
gave over two dozen invited presentations
to over 1500 people, including a lecture
(“Natural communities as templates for
restoring degraded landscapes and creating sustainable green systems”) at the
School of Environmental Design at Temple University (Ambler campus). Dr. Karin
Limburg continues her significant work
on Atlantic Ocean and river fish declines
and, with others, published “Fish and hydropower on the U.S. Atlantic coast: Failed
fisheries policies from half-way technologies?” in Conservation Letters.
Dr. Mark Lomolino is developing his
international network of colleagues and
research programs in the areas of biogeography, ecology and macroecology. Dr.
Greg McGee was given the Undergraduate
Student Association’s Best Advisor Award
in April. Dr. Myron Mitchell’s research during this reporting period has resulted in 14
refereed papers published or in press, and
research grants totaling $1,507,937. Dr. Lee
Newman has started work with a former
ESF graduate, Dr. Stephen Lebduska, who
currently serves as the head of the Spinal
Cord Injury Unit at the Syracuse Veterans
Hospital, to develop a Horticultural Therapy program for inpatients in the unit.
Dr. Dylan Parry has begun two collabora-
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tions with researchers working on climate
change, one on integrating insects into
understanding the effects on forests and
another with multiple investigators looking at the effects of climatic shifts on invasive insects.
The most significant accomplishment
this year from Dr. William Powell’s lab,
following 23 years of research by him,
Dr. Chuck Maynard (FNRM) and their research team, came from their field trials
of two-year-old transgenic American chestnut trees that for the first time indicate
that it is possible to enhance resistance to
chestnut blight; their newer tree lines appear to be even more resistant to disease
than are Chinese chestnut. Dr. Neil Ringler, also the VP for Research at ESF, continues working with graduate students on

projects that include restoration of Onondaga Lake, new studies of the fisheries and
invertebrates of the Mohawk River, and
perhaps a proposed Sea Grant study of Atlantic salmon. Dr. Rebecca Rundell taught
Principles of Evolution (EFB 311) and Invertebrate Zoology (EFB 355) and for the
first time for these courses, led very successful fossil-hunting field trips. Following
significant efforts by Dr. Sadie Ryan, the
new undergraduate Environmental Health
major at ESF has been approved by SUNY
and begins Fall 2014; Dr. Ryan will be
the coordinator for this program, offered
through Environmental Science. In January, in honor of her selection as ESF’s Exemplary Researcher, Dr. Kim Schulz gave
a campus seminar “Understanding stressors in aquatic food webs: The importance

5

of quality and quantity at multiple levels”. ues to serve as Director of the Cranberry
Dr. Bill Shields, as Director of the Hon- Lake Biological Station and as coordinaors Program, has put two MOU’s in place tor of the department’s relatively new and
with outside agencies for honors intern- required Diversity of Life courses which
ships and regularly interacts with a sig- each had enrollments of over 150 stunificant donor to this program. Dr. Don dents. Dr. Chris Whipps continues as chair
Stewart published a paper this spring in- of ESF’s Institutional Animal Care and
dicating that a second species of Arapaima Use Committee and is now the Director
described in 1847 is valid after over a cen- of ESF’s Center for Applied Microbiology.
tury of belief that only one species (gigas)
Last summer, EFB began hosting the
of this genus existed; in a few months, NY Natural Heritage Program (D.J. Evans,
Don has another paper coming out that Director), one of only nine university-state
describes a new species of this genus. Dr. heritage program partnerships in the U.S.
Scott Turner negotiated a MOU between Although the nearly 30 Heritage Program
ESF, Ben Gurion University, the Nation- staff members are still based in Albany,
al Museum of Namibia and the Cheetah the collaboration with this outstanding
Conservation Fund in Namibia to begin group of biologists, GIS specialists, and
development of joint educational/train- data managers has already greatly iming/research projects. Dr. Alex Weir contin- proved. We anticipate many unique opportunities for students and faculty to work
on the state’s flora and fauna.
EFB, primarily due to efforts by Drs.
James Gibbs and Jacqui Frair, is revitalizing the Roosevelt Wild Life Station, established at the College in 1919. Last August,
Meredith Perreault was hired as Executive
Director of the Station and is working with
the ESF Development Office to find external support for the Station’s ambitious
goals (see www.esf.edu/rwls/ ).
T he department very successfully
launched the Dale L. Travis (’59) lecture
series in March with the lecture by Dr.
James Gibbs, “On the Brink: Saving Russia’s Last Snow Leopards” in the new Gateway Building. Over 400 people attended
the talk and enjoyed a fine reception afterwards. Exciting talks are being scheduled
for this new academic year, two on campus and two in New York City.
Construction activities in Illick have
challenged teaching and research programs this past year, with new aquatic and
fisheries research and teaching labs being
built on the second floor and the replacement of the Illick roof and greenhouses
affecting much of the building. Both projects are scheduled for completion during
this new academic year. Construction on
the new biology building (for EFB faculty and grads and their research labs)
was supposed to begin this September
but has been delayed. On a more positive
note, some of the best specimens from the
Roosevelt Wild Life Museum have been
moved to the display cases in the Gateway
Center thanks largely to Ron Giegerich and
Dr. Jacqui Frair. These displays are now
among the finest in upstate New York.
I hope that you agree, after reading this
very brief summary, that the Department
of Environmental and Forest Biology is doing well, because of its excellent students,
fine faculty, and dedicated staff. Please let
us know how you are doing, and visit us
during the annual fall BBQ on October 5.
You can contact me directly at djleopold@
esf.edu. 1
Please see Department updates, Page 6

Blackmore
Forest
Property

➺ See page 27,
Blackmore Forest
Property Strengthens
Investment, Education
and Research to learn
about the most recent addition to the
Foundation’s holdings
of nearly 1,000 acres,
courtesy of a donation
by Ron Blackmore ’79.
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DEPARTMENT UPDATES
Continued from Page 5

Environmental Science
Dr. Russell Briggs :: rdbriggs@esf.edu
Professor and Director of the Division
of Environmental Science

(EST 702: Environmental and Natural Re- sociology, social psychology, and natural Economics.
sources Program Evaluation) to develop an resource management, her research—like
Professor Jack Manno started a year-long
assessment plan to evaluate the GPES pro- the fields of communication and environ- sabbatical in January. He is working on a
gram. This assessment addresses program mental studies—is highly interdisciplinary. book manuscript related to the 400th angoals such as interdisciplinarity in train- She has utilized both quantitative and niversary of the first covenant between Euing, professional/academic achievement qualitative methods, such as surveys, par- ropeans and the American Indian nations.
and program satisfaction. At the end of ticipant observation, and interviews, to exInstructor Dawnelle Jager of the Writing
the course, the students produced tools for plore complex, applied communication Program received continuing appointment
evaluation in the form of surveys, inter- questions, often with policy implications. this year and she enjoyed a sabbatical durview questions and analysis of pre-existing Her current research focuses on attribu- ing the spring semester in which she redata, and a plan for implementation. The tion of responsibility for public safety in searched ways to improve the Writing
benefits to GPES were as great as the ben- national parks, communicating about the Resource Center.
efits to the students learning to conduct intersection of ecological, human, and aniOur graduating seniors distinguished
mal health in natural areas, and strategic themselves as well in many ways. Here
formal assessment.
The other major change for Environ- communication about global climate are a couple of highlights:
mental Science is that Tim Knight is relo- change.
Drew Gamils and Frannie Monasterio
We said good-bye to Professor Myrna started a bike share program at ESF that
cating to the Washington DC metropolitan
area, leaving large shoes for the next Se- Hall who retired in May after 20 years at made the local TV news and will continue
nior Staff Assistant to fill. Tim will be ESF. She started at ESF in 1993 and for 9 to serve campus far into the future.
sorely missed. In addition to providing years was an instructor in the Division of
Matthew Gretton, as Venture Captain
excellent advising for our lower division Continuing Education and EFB. In 2001 for Trifecta–an energy-efficient method
students, he has played a key role in ad- she came to the Environmental Studies for producing leafy greens, fish and mushministration and assessment of the B.S. Department, first as a half-time Assistant rooms, worked with Michael Amadori,
program in Environmental Science. Tim Professor and then moved into a full time Aquaponics Consultant, to compete for
assisted with the revision of the student Research Associate position in 2007. In start-up money for this business from the
plan sheets, improving their utility for that time, Myrna led the Urban Environ- “Innovation & Disruptive Entrepreneurboth students and faculty advisors. In ad- ment Center, and worked with faculty to ship Accelerator” here in Syracuse. Matt
dition, Tim made strong contributions develop and manage the minor. Her spe- won $10,000 for Trifecta and will pursue
in planning and administration of senior cialties in spatial modeling, urban sys- this venture upon graduation.
synthesis projects. He worked closely with tems and natural resources were brought
We hosted nearly 160 graduates and
instructors in the writing program to de- together in many scholarly activities and family members at an awards reception,
velop a section of Technical Writing (EWP support for conservation in practice do- filling the Alumni Lounge, prior to the
405) specifically for Environmental Science mestically here in Syracuse, the Catskills, May ESF Convocation and Graduation.
students. This section facilitates develop- Montana, Florida, Puerto Rico, and in ArWe love to hear from alumni, so drop a
ment and presentation of proposals for the gentina, Brazil, Mexico, and Bolivia. She note to envsty@esf.edu and let us know
senior synthesis projects. Tim also taught has worked with numerous graduate stu- the latest about how you are putting your
the 1-credit capstone seminar course, as- dents and taught several courses over the Environmental Studies degree to work to
sisting students in writing and presenting years including Introduction to Geograph- improve our world. 1
their final projects. At this point in time, ic Information Technology, Urban Ecology,
we are actively searching for Tim’s replace- and Introduction to Geographic Modeling.
ment and expect to have that individual on This is just a bit of her work while here
Environmental Resources
board in time to overlap with Tim for one at ESF. Myrna has moved to Montana and
expects to pursue adventures in Hawaii, Engineering
week before his departure.
Argentina
and other global destinations.
Ted Endreny :: te@esf.edu
I would like to invite alumni to become
This
year
also brought many faculty Professor and Chair
involved with current students. If you are
interested in sharing details of your em- accomplishments including grants and
Settle back easy and enjoy
ployment with students in the Introduc- publications as well as recognition of pronews
from the Departfessional
contributions
in
many
forms.
tion to Environmental Science Seminar
ment
of
Environmental
Dr. Richard Smardon received the high(ENS132), please let me know. Typically,
Resources
Engineering
two of the classes during the semester are est professorial rank in SUNY, Distin2012-2013
academic
year.
allocated to presentations and discussion guished Service Professor. He was also
You
graduated
from
an
exwith Environmental Science alumni who appointed as a member and Chair of the
cellent
program
and
College,
and
the
exare employed in the realm of Environmen- Great Lakes Basin Advisory Council- for
tal Science. During the hour long period, the third time. This organization advis- cellence continues. Not only do surveys of
two or three professionals describe what es the Governor and NYS legislature on educators and employers place ESF at the
top, but the 2012 SUNY survey of students
they do in their current position and how Great Lakes policy issues.
Dr. Valerie Luzadis was elected Presi- ranked ESF first in overall educational
it relates to their academic training. This
provides a window into possibilities that dent of the U.S. Society for Ecological quality. In late August of 2012 ERE matricprovides motivation and insight for many
students.
As you can see, the Division continues
to evolve, responding to societal needs
and scientific developments in the realm
of Environmental Science. This is the sign
of a healthy and vigorous program. If you
have the opportunity to visit the campus,
please stop by 134 Baker, the current home
The Alumni Office is entering the arena
for the Division. You can browse through
of Social Media in full force. Follow us on
the capstone synthesis reports of our graduating seniors, as well as theses and disFacebook and Twitter, and join us on LinkedIn.
sertations of the GPES students. If you
have any questions or comments, please
The current SUNY-ESF Facebook page posts a wealth of
feel free to share them with me. 1
information about the College and our faculty to keep

This marks my fourth year
as Director of the Division
of Environmental Science.
It also marks the completion of one year for our
Department Secretary,
Cariann Linehan. Cariann has been a wonderful asset to the Division, managing the
office and providing support to students as
they navigate the forms and deal with logistical questions about the Division. As a
team, we have been working diligently to
move our records system from the world
of paper to the digital records world.
Enrollment in the Division continues
to be strong. As of June 2013, 161 undergraduate and 106 graduate students are
enrolled for the fall 2013 semester. Our
students come from across the United
States and across the globe (one undergraduate is from Singapore). This year’s
reception for Environmental Science
graduates and their families and friends
was well attended, and featured a sumptuous array of fresh fruit, coffee, bagels and
muffins.
The Division continues to evolve to
meet current and emerging needs to train
environmental scientists. We periodically
evaluate our curricula and make appropriate adjustments to strengthen our program. The big news for 2013 is that SUNY
and the State Education Department have
approved our proposed B.S. program in
Environmental Health, which integrates
human health with Environmental Science. ESF’s strength in Environmental
Science, coupled with our proximity and
faculty ties to SUNY Upstate and Syracuse
University, provides a strong anchor for
the new program. Dr. Sadie Ryan, cooperating faculty member in Environmental
and Forest Biology, was instrumental in
navigating the approval process and continues to provide effective leadership for
the Environmental Health program. We
expect to admit our first cohort of students in the fall 2014 semester. We are excited as we prepare to begin a search for a
new faculty member to teach foundational
courses.
Three new areas of study have been
added to the Graduate Program in Environmental Science: Biophysical Ecological
Economics, Ecosystem Restoration, and
Environmental Modeling and Monitoring. Biophysical Ecological Economics is
led by Dr. Karin Limburg, who is taking the
reins from Dr. Charlie Hall, who recently
retired. Students obtain an understanding
of environmental problems and solutions
through analyses of the relations between
the human economy of goods and services
and the biophysical economy of networks
of energy and material resource flows.
Ecosystem Restoration, led by Dr. Stewart
Diemont, focuses on the technical, biogeochemical, ecological and cultural aspects Environmental Studies
of rehabilitating and restoring degraded Valerie A. Luzadis :: envsty@esf.edu
ecosystems, habitats and landscapes. En- Professor and Chair
vironmental Modeling and Monitoring,
The Department of Enviled by Dr. Chuck Kroll, focuses on multironmental Studies had a
disciplinary approaches to measuring and
terrific 2012-13 academic
modeling environmental systems and
year. In August we welprocesses.
comed Dr. Laura Rickard to
One of the current issues for Environthe Environmental Studies
mental Science, as well as every department at ESF, is assessment. The question faculty as Assistant Professor in Environis ‘How do we evaluate our graduate and mental Communication, having completundergraduate programs with respect to ed her Ph.D. at Cornell University.
educational outcomes based on an inter- Whether focusing on how audiences seek
disciplinary educational structure?’ The information, perceive risk, communicate
Division of Environmental Science had about scientific issues, or attribute responthe good fortune to utilize the talents of sibility, Dr. Laura Rickard’s work has broad
GPES students enrolled in Dr. Andrea application to organizational risk and enParker’s graduate course in assessment vironmental management. Drawing from

ESF Alumni on

Social Media

you in the know. We are planning to expand on that
information to include more postings of interest to and/
or about our alumni. So if you aren’t already a member, be sure to
“like” the SUNY-ESF Facebook page.
Twitter is a great place to keep in touch with the pulse of
the College. For hard-news and feeds about our faculty,
follow @sunyesf, the College’s primary Twitter account.
For a look at the lighter side, follow @sunyesfalumni
where we will be keeping you up-to-date with event announcements
and snippets of on-campus life.
On the business and networking side, join our LinkedIn
group “ESF World,” which not only includes alumni,
students and faculty of the College, but also academic
and professional colleagues, leaders in business, government, hiring professionals, and others around the world. If you are
looking to network, this is the place to be!
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2014 Alumni Dues
The ESF Alumni Association is in the
midst of our 2014 Dues Campaign. Each
year we ask that you support the Alumni
Association and its programming with
your donation. Without your help, we
would not be able to do all that we do so
thank you for your continued support.
You Can Now Make Your Payment On-line
This year, in an effort to make it even easier
for you to donate, you can now make your payment
on-line. It’s quick, easy and secure.

Just visit www.esf.edu/forms/alumni/dues.asp, submit the completed form and then follow the PayPal
link to pay by PayPal, Credit or Debit. It’s that easy!

As a way of saying “Thank You”
for supporting the Alumni Association, the ESF College Bookstore is
offering a 10% discount coupon to all
2013-2014 dues payers or a 20% discount
to all new and current life members.
SHOP THE ESF COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

www.esf.edu/bookstore

Since we have moved to our new location in the Gateway Center, the Bookstore has expanded its inventory, so be
sure to check out all that we have to offer at www.esf.edu/bookstore

ulated 32 new freshman, 4 transfer, and 13 lowed 25 members of the ESF Engineers and training video for the Mayan Medinew graduate students with outstanding Without Borders (EWB) group to attend cine Museum. Stew and his ERE graduate
academic experience and potential. By ear- the regional 2012 annual EWB meeting in students explored a wastewater treatment
ly May 2013 ERE graduated 33 undergrad- Philadelphia. This then triggered the ESF idea based on trophic cascades as well as
uates and 9 MPS, MS and PhD graduate EWB club to donate their time and money evaluated internal energy (emergy) of trastudents, most of whom already had full- (earned in part via bake sales and the an- ditional knowledge relative to scientific
time jobs. Based on ESF survey data from nual Engineers with Appetites dinner) to knowledge. Stew’s NSF funded project
ERE’s 2012 graduates, 100% of BS recipi- build composting toilets at Amberations, kicked off this May in Mexico with some
ents were employed or in graduate school, a local not-for-profit mental health and controlled forest burns to compare indigand 100% of MS, MPS, or PhD recipients environmental advocacy facility. Similarly, enous and government ecosystem restorawere employed. These students are all alumni donations supported 12 members tion strategies. Stew is currently serving
around the world, so as you trot the globe, of the ERE NYWEA student chapter to at- as President of the American Ecological
stay connected with your ERE family. You tend the NYWEA spring technical sym- Engineering Society. Professor Chuck
can find each other through our LinkedIn, posium in NYC, which looped back into Kroll continues to innovate with his EngiFacebook, and other channels, all reach- those students providing community- neering Probability and Statistics course,
able from the ERE homepage www.esf. based design projects.
introducing the free R software earlier in
edu/ere.
Our student work is facilitated by dedi- the semester and creatively disrupting lecStudent achievements were many for cated ERE staff. This year the SUNY Chan- ture with student presentations on “Your
2012-2013, and perhaps best exemplified cellor recognized Mark Storrings, ERE Favorite Statistic”. Chuck’s Hydrological
by ERE senior Eugene Law’s receipt of a Instructional Support Specialist, with Modeling course used the upper SusqueSUNY Chancellor’s 2013 Award for Stu- the 2013 Award for Excellence in Profes- hanna River as the class study site to build
dent Excellence. Yes, this is the second sional Service. Mark earned this recog- on ERE’s expertise in Northeastern rivers.
year straight an ERE student received this nition for his mapping help for the US Chuck had 3 graduate students pass their
prestigious award! Other ERE student military, his contributions to the Taste of thesis defense, published a book chapnames to note, Peter (P.J.) Connell was ESF luncheons, his ERE leadership at the ter on estimating low flows, and began a
elected President of the ESF Undergradu- NYS Fair booth, his musical performanc- new research project funded by National
ate Student Association, Katie Mott was es at ESF Convocations, and much more. Grid to explore the infiltration properties
elected President of the ERE Club, Ana Paul Szemkow, ERE’s other Instructional of substation aggregates, which has imFlores was elected President of the EWB Support Specialist, worked with me and plications for stormwater management.
Club, and Elliot Alexander leads the ESF ERE students on several ERE outreach Chuck served ERE and ESF as the Study
student chapter of NYWEA. Here is an il- activities this year, including flume dem- Area Leader for the Graduate Program in
lustrative list of other recognitions given onstration programs for Boy Scouts and Environmental Science (GPES) in Environto ERE students: ERE Alumni Award win- designing easy-to-assemble fountains to mental Monitoring and Modeling.
ners, Student Ambassadors, Orientation teach simple hydraulics on Take our Kids
Faculty triumphs continue: Giorgos
Leaders, USA Class Senators, Freshman to Work Day.
Mountrakis was promoted to Associate
Mentors, Residential Assistants, Student
Our ERE faculty were turning heads Professor and tenured this year! Giorgos’s
Club Officers (including Green Campus with their award winning teaching, re- teaching included Remote Sensing, which
Initiative, Nautilus, Primitive Pursuits, search, and outreach, and you may want to he says the students enjoy because of the
and Trout Bums), and leaders on sports plan an ERE visit to catch this excitement. Blackboard real-time quizzes that identify
teams (including women’s cross coun- For the second year, Associate Professor clear or murky topics, interactive lectures
try captain and men’s basketball captain), Doug Daley coordinated his Planning and using small group discussions, and the inMarching Band, Honor Societies, Campus Design course with Landscape Architec- volvement of guest lecturers. Giorgos used
Ministries, Volunteer Services (including ture to create ERE-LSA student teams that his upper-level courses to teach object-oriAlpha Phi Omega), Dean’s List, President’s addressed multi-layered design experienc- ented classification and image segmentaList, and committees with transformative es. Doug was also involved with engineer- tion techniques and exploratory projects
initiatives such as Earth Week and the ESF ing services at ESF’s new Gateway Center, that have translated into innovative and
Bike Library. That is right, a bike library. which sits just west of Moon Library. potentially publishable work. Giorgos reDoug is helping ESF use wood ash from ports a highly productive publication run
Check it out!
Smile and enjoy your connection to the Gateway combined heat and power this year with one paper becoming the
these student experiences – you partook system for road maintenance on ESF For- #3 download from the esteemed Journal
in something similar, you inspire the est Properties and is working to monitor of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing.
current generation, and you support the long-term performance of the Gateway’s Giorgos is collaborating with Dr. Gibbs of
realization of these achievements. ERE novel green roof system. Doug remains EFB on a USAID sponsored snow leopard
students visit my office throughout the involved in Honeywell-sponsored research conservation project in Mongolia. Giorgos
semester to express their gratitude for to implement a full-scale willow biomass now chairs the ASPRS national committee
the financial support that enabled them closure project in Solvay, NY and has new on Academic Engagement, which should
to reach towards a dream. I smile back funding with the ESF’s Sustainable Con- increase ERE’s visibility. Associate Profesand explain we are blessed by a strong struction Management and Engineering sor Lindi Quackenbush is teaching Introalumni base. And for those who have not program to examine bio-mediated erosion duction to Engineering Design, Surveying
donated to ERE, try giving what you can control products. Assistant Professor Stew for Engineers, and GIS for Engineers and
afford because it is a win-win situation. Diemont taught three courses with service working with Mark Storrings to provide
Every donation is cherished (even $1!) be- learning components, having students additional AutoCAD guidance and comcause it puts a spring in the step of the work with the city of San Cristobal de Las puting resources for the freshman stugiver and receiver. As this year’s ESF-SU Casas, Mexico, the village of Lacanja Chan- dents. Lindi published 3 papers on GIS
commencement, speaker Nicholas Kristof sayab, Mexico, and our own city of Syra- and remote sensing in peer-reviewed jourexplained, in 100% of cases, philanthropy cuse. Deliverables created by the courses nals and has others in review and developincreases happiness for the giver. ERE has included rain garden designs, a natural ment. Lindi spent much of last summer
a systems approach to this philanthropy, wastewater treatment design, and a bio- and this fall 2012 coordinating the ABET
where 1 generous alumni donation al- cultural ecosystem restoration evaluation review of ERE’s undergraduate degree pro-
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gram. During the fall 2012 ABET visitation
of our program we received only positive
comments, so we expect a favorable decision from ABET by late July 2013 as they
coordinate national notifications. In the
late spring, Lindi performed a program
evaluation for Tennessee State University to help them prepare for an upcoming ABET visit. Assistant Professor Steve
Shaw is developing new labs and lectures
for Statics and Dynamics, and Fluid Mechanics, courses traditionally taught outside of ERE. He also teaches Hydrology
in a Changing Climate and a seminar on
Hydraulic Fracturing. Steve mentors students to use new climate and land use
data to infer hydrological changes for local watersheds. Steve received funding
from ESF and the NYS Water Resources
Institute/Hudson River Estuary Program
to analyze causes of flooding on the Mohawk River. Steve is a primary organizer
of ESF’s “Spotlight on Research” and
helped moderate the SUNY Conversation in the Discipline entitled “Resiliency
of the Great Lakes to Climate and Storm
Events.” Steve took his show on the road
and taught high school science teachers
on the linkages of climate change to flooding at their STANYS Conference. Assistant Professor Wendong Tao taught record
numbers of students in Water Pollution
Engineering, Ecological Engineering for
Water Quality, and Methods in Ecological
Treatment Analysis. He also trained students for their FE exam on the significant
regulatory changes in engineering practicing. Wendong has published 7 articles in
top environmental engineering journals
including Journal of Hazardous Materials.
Wendong is working with a Ford-sponsored MPS student to initiate anaerobic
digestion research and a Fulbright-sponsored PhD student to advance research on
struvite recovery from dairy manure. Wendong served on NSF and EPA proposal review panels, organized and moderated 2
technical sessions on nutrient recovery
at the 2012 ASABE Annual International
Meeting, and has managed ERE’s Ecological Engineering Laboratory. ERE courses
have also been delivered by ERE alumnus
Chris Somerlot ’99, who taught Numerical and Computing Methods, John Dunkle
who taught Stormwater, Garth Werner who
taught Mechanics of Materials, Richard
Martin who taught Thermodynamics, and
Swiat Kaczmar who taught a Seminar on
Natural Resources Damages Assessment.
As Chair I energetically advocate for
our alumni, students, staff, and faculty as
they set ambitious goals and we find the
resources to help them reach those goals.
This year I also reluctantly accepted the
resignation of our remote sensing Assistant Professor Dr. Jungho Im, a decision
supporting Jungho and his wife’s desire
to return to South Korea so their young
children could connect with their extended family. With Jungho’s departure comes
a search for a new ERE faculty member,
and this will be formally announced in
the fall. I taught Engineering Hydrology
and Hydraulics using the flumes and
river table in Baker 106, River Form and
Process at Baltimore Woods, and Ecological Engineering in the Tropics at Rancho
Mastatal in Costa Rica. Our Appropriate
Technologies course focused on the role of
engineering in the Millennium Development Goals. My research is funded by the
USDA Forest Service, NSF, and National
Park Service to create models and theory
allowing managers to restore watersheds
and deliver environmental services, and
I have focused more on issues of water,
food, energy, and health security. I helped
convene the ERE Employer Networking
Day, was a moderator at the National Climate Assessment Town Hall in Syracuse,
and became an Associate Editor of AGU’s
Water Resources Research journal. I want to
serve you and learn from you, so let me
Please see Department updates, Page 8
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DEPARTMENT UPDATES
Continued from Page 7

know your goals! Try to visit us, perhaps
at the ERE socials, the ERE Picnic, the Fall
BBQ, spring P&D, or just drop by campus.
To keep up-to-date on us, tour our hallway
photos and posters or visit us online–there
you will find our WordPress blog post
(erengineering) and other social media
outlets where you can watch us thrive. 1

Forest and Natural
Resources Management
David H. Newman :: dnewman@esf.edu
Professor and Chair
This has been another
outstanding year for the
Department. This past
year, we had the largest
enrollment in recent
memory with over 175
students. This was accomplished, in part,
by the development of a new major in Sustainable Energy Management. The program was only approved by SUNY last
August, and we already have 21 students
enrolled in its first year. This major, led by
Dr. Tim Volk and Mr. Mike Kelleher, has
helped to broaden the management areas
covered by the department. This past year,
we graduated 36 undergraduate students
and 15 Master’s and Ph.D. students. Our
entering classes this coming fall continues
our strong growth in the program with 71
students expected to enroll this on the
main campus, and about 50 at the Ranger
School. Once again, about ½ of the transfer students coming to the Syracuse campus are from the Ranger School. This
highlights the effectiveness of our expanded 1-1-2 degree program, whereby students
are able to obtain both the AAS and BS in
4 years. In addition, we had the largest
number of students in years at our summer program at Wanakena for our undergraduates. As he has for the past 5 years,
Dr. Chris Nowak was the director of the
program.
A sampling of some of the accomplishments and changes in the Department
this year include:
A group of 4 FRM students won the SAF
forestry quiz bowl in Spokane this past fall.
Major changes in administration are
occurring at the Ranger School. Mr. Chris
Westbrook is stepping down as Director
after 18 years in the position and a total of
24.5 years in Wanakena in various capacities. Dr. Mike Bridgen will assume the role
of director and Mr. Greg Vaverchak was
promoted to Instructor.
Drs. John Stella and Mariann Johnston
were promoted to the rank of Associate
Professor with tenure.
Ms. Mary Thompson was hired as a
math instructor starting this past fall; Dr.
Ruth Yanai spent the fall semester as a Visiting Professor at the University of Tokyo
in Japan; and Dr. Mike Bridgen was on sabbatical during the spring semester, cataloging the Ranger School archives.
Dr. Chuck Maynard and his colleagues
announced that they now have real trees
growing in the field that were far more
resistant to the chestnut blight than wildtype American chestnut, and nearly as resistant as Chinese chestnut.
Dr. Chris Nowak led the national development of a vegetation management certification system (similar to SFI and FSC),
including lead development of performance standards for the sustainable practice of integrated vegetation management
on rights-of-way.
Dr. John Wagner published his longawaited textbook, Forestry Economics: A
Managerial Approach (Routledge Press).
He also developed a number of management plans for the various College properties’ enterprises with his management
class that have an estimated 2014 revenues

at the University of Washington in 1986. an outstanding Chair. For those alumni
of more than $350,000.
Dr. Bob Malmsheimer was one of three Doug then joined the LA faculty at the attending the ASLA conference in Boston,
panelists (and the only scientist) invited by University of Illinois at Champaign-Urba- you will have an opportunity to meet Doug
the Congressional Research Service to give na rising through the ranks to full profes- at the alumni reunion on Friday, Noveman invitation-only presentation to Senate sor. While at the University of Illinois he ber 15th.
Finally, Doug’s doctoral thesis title “Muland House of Representative staff on the held additional positions including Direcstate of Forest Service Administrative Ap- tor of the Geospatial Modeling Systems tiobjective Decision Making Under UncerLab and Senior Research Scientist at the tainty: An Application of Fuzzy Set Theory”
peals and Litigation.
As in past years, the Department, along National Center for Super Computing Ap- is wonderful preparation for the challengwith the Alumni Association, will hold plications. In 2007, Doug was appointed ing times ahead. Please join me and the
receptions at this year’s SAF convention Chair of the Department of Community DLA faculty in welcoming Doug Johnston
in Charleston, SC, the combined NY SAF and Regional Planning, Department of to the ESF community. 1
meeting in Syracuse, and the NYSAPLS Landscape Architecture, College of Design,
meeting in Rochester. We look forward to Iowa State University.
Doug has received numerous honors Paper and Bioprocess
seeing alums there. 1
and awards from CELA, ASLA, and the Engineering
U.S. Army Construction Engineering ReGary M. Scott :: gscott@esf.edu
search Lab for his research, teaching and
Landscape Architecture
Professor and Chair
administration. He has been responsible
Richard Hawks :: rshawks@esf.edu
for
over 75 professional presentations,
Professor and Chair
Greetings to the alumni of
articles, book chapters and editorships.
the Department of Paper
I am happy to announce Doug has conducted millions of dollars of
and Bioprocess Engineerthat Dr. Douglas M. John- externally funded research in the areas of
ing (PBE). I hope this letston ’80 became the new
Landscape Modeling and
ter finds you well, happy,
Chair of the Department
Visualization, Geographic
and in good health. This
of Landscape Architecture
Information Systems and year’s focus has been on the preparation
on July 1. I want to take
Development, and Ecolog- and follow-up from our ABET Accreditathis opportunity to introduce Doug to you.
ical Design.
tion visit in November 2012. The hard
Doug received his BLA from ESF in
I believe Doug is a fine work and dedication of the faculty and
1980 and we overlapped during my first
choice for the Depart- staff of the department has made this a
Dr. Douglas M.
Johnston ’80 is
year of teaching. He went directly to Harment. He has the admin- successful and informative visit, and we
the new Chair of
vard Graduate School of Design where he
istrative skills, leadership are awaiting the results of the visit to be
the Department
earned an MLA in 1982 and then a PhD
experience and manage- announced in August.
of Landscape
Architecture.
in Civil and Environmental Engineering
ment temperament to be
The program continues to grow with
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a significant graduating class again
this year. At the undergraduate level, 13
students graduated in the Bioprocess
Engineering program and 6 students
graduated in the Paper Engineering program. This total matched the graduating
class for the previous year at the undergraduate level. At the graduate level, 8
students graduated: 4 MPS students, 1
MS student, and 3 PhD students. Total
enrollment for the spring semester in
the department was 118, up 6 from the
previous year. This includes 82 undergraduates and 36 graduate students. In
Fall 2013, we are expecting about 30 new
undergraduates, and over 15 graduate students, including 6 new students in our
developing MPS programs.
Student placement continues to be very
strong at the undergraduate level. While a
number of graduates have decided to continue their studies, either at SUNY-ESF
or other institutions, many of the others
have accepted positions with the industry. Students have accepted positions with
companies such as Finch Paper LLC, JBI
Plastic2oil, Kemira, and Nalco. Internship placement has also been strong with
three students participating in a semester
abroad in Germany, which also included
internship experience.
Now for some highlights from the faculty and staff including milestones being reached as well as exciting research
accomplishments.
Dr. Biljana Bujanovic was promoted,
effective with the Fall 2013 semester, to
Associate Professor. Dr. Bujanovic also introduced a new course on lignocellulosics
(PSE 223, Introductiton to Lignocellulosics) as a substitute for Organic Chemistry
II in our undergraduate programs. The
reintroduction of this course to the curriculum may bring back “fond” memories
of the wood chemistry course that was
taught for many years by Drs. Tore Timell
and Leland Schroeder.
Dr. Klaus Doelle continues to work with
the Village of Minoa through the newly
established Trinity Institute. The village’s
Cleanwater Educational Research Facility (CERF) featured an outreach component with the East Syracuse Minoa (ESM)

School District for senior high school
students. This fall and spring semester, 20 ESM high school students were
working on CERF projects. Six of the
students took ESF research credits. The
work, funded through a New York Environmental Facility Corporation (NYEFC)
grant which the Village of Minoa received,
will result in modifications to the existing wetlands, anaerobic fermentation and
composting system.
Dr. Shijie Liu continues to serve as the
Editor-In-chief for the Journal of Bioprocess Engineering and Bioref inery and as
the Executive Editor for the Journal of
Biobased Materials and BioEnergy. In October 2012, he gave the plenary lecture at
the International Conference on Biomass
Energy Technologies in Nanjing, China.
Dr. Liu also celebrates the publication of
his textbook, Bioprocess Engineering, published by Elsevier.
Dr. Bandaru Ramarao was awarded the
Alkyl Amines CHEMCON Distinguished
Speaker Award 2012 by the Indian Institution of Chemical Engineers, Kolkata,
India. He also continues as an editor of
the Separation and Purification Technology journal published by Elsevier. Dr.
Ramarao was also co-editor of the book,
Separation and Purification Technologies in
Biorefineries, published by Wiley.
Dr. Gary M. Scott, while remaining chair
of the PBE Department, has accepted a
part-time administrative appointment as
the Assistant Provost for Assessment and
Academic Initiatives. With this appointment, Dr. Shijie Liu has been appointed
Associate Chair of the department. In other changes, Dr. Thomas Amidon takes over
as the Graduate Coordinator, Dr. Klaus
Doelle takes over as the Undergraduate
Coordinator, and Dr. Bandaru Ramarao is
now the ESPRI Director. Dr. Doelle also
continues as the TRINITY Director.
The education of new engineers for
the industry continues, and the exciting
and groundbreaking research moves forward in the department. We are looking
forward to another exciting year at SUNY-ESF. I always look forward to hearing
from alumni so please keep in touch and
stop by to visit if you are in the area. 1

SUNY-ESF

Old Yearbook Offer
The Alumni Office recently came into possession of
a number of old texts and yearbooks, some having
belonged to renowned professor Ed Ketchledge.
Would you like one? Contact the Alumni Office!
alumni@esf.edu or 315-470-6632
The available volumes are listed below. We respectfully
request $10.00 per book to cover the cost of shipping.
Books

Yearbooks

General Introduction to
Forestry by Nelson Courtlandt
Brown (1937)

1939
1942
1946
1947 (2)
1948
1949
1950

Apgar’s Ornamental Shrubs
of the United States by Austin
Craig Apgar (1910)
Trees of the Eastern and Central
United States and Canada by
William M. Harlow (1957)

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

1958
1959
1967
1968
1969
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ESF Presidential Search
by Preston Gilbert ’73

The challenge and the opportunity that we now face is
to find someone to lead the College as its 4th President.
s many of you may know, last December Neil Murphy announced
that he would be stepping down as
ESF President at the end of the year. Fortunately for all of us that know and respect
Neil, he will remain a member of the College community working on special projects and in the classroom. The challenge
and the opportunity that we now face is to
find someone to lead the College as its 4th
President. A search committee was established, which includes Alumni Association
President Preston Gilbert as the alumni
representative. The search committee has
enlisted the support of the “top drawer”
search firm Storbeck / Pimentel; Steve Leo
Vice President of the firm is our lead consultant. SUNY Chancellor Nancy Zimpher
and Vice Chancellor Tim Killeen have been
active participants advising the committee.
The committee has had a series of meet-

A

ings these last few months under the guidance of the two co-chairs of the search
committee: Vita DeMarchi, Chairwoman
of the College’s Board of Trustees, Bill
McGarry, member of the College Board
of Trustees, and Steve Leo of Storbeck /
Pimentel. The committee has developed a
position announcement and a longer position profile, both of which are available at
the Presidential Search website: www.esf.
edu/presidential-search/. At the request of
the search committee, we are issuing this
announcement to all 19,000 alums in the
hope that an alum, friend of an alum or
associate of an alum might be interested
in applying for the position.
The committee will be issuing a recommendation to the Chancellor sometime in
the fall with an expectation that we will
have a successor announced by the time
Neil leaves in December. 1

President S.U.N.Y. College of
Environmental Science and Forestry
The State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry (SUNY-ESF) invites nominations and
applications for the position of president.
The president exercises broad responsibilities for academic, student, financial,
and administrative dimensions of the
institution. The new president will succeed Dr. Cornelius (Neil) B. Murphy, Jr.,
Ph.D., SUNY-ESF’s outstanding leader for
13 years, who has announced his plans to
step down from the presidency. The new
president, working with the entire College
community, has the opportunity to sustain
and build upon a record of growth and innovation and to lead SUNY-ESF to new
levels of excellence in service, research,
teaching and national recognition.
The State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry is the nation’s oldest and most respected
college dedicated solely to the study of the
environment, developing renewable technologies and building a sustainable future.
Founded as the New York State College of
Forestry at Syracuse University in 1911,
the College became a member of the State
University of New York in 1948. In 1972,
the name of the College was changed to
the State University of New York College
of Environmental Science and Forestry.
Today, SUNY-ESF enrolls over 1,700
undergraduate and 550 graduate students studying in 24 undergraduate and
30 graduate degree programs, including
associate’s, bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral programs in the sciences, engineering, forestry and landscape architecture.
The SUNY-ESF campus occupies 18 acres
in Syracuse, N.Y., and 25,000 acres in its
regional campuses throughout Central
New York and the Adirondack Park. The
College also maintains a tropical field station in Costa Rica. The 2013 Best Colleges edition of U.S. News & World Report
magazine ranks SUNY-ESF number 77 in
the National Universities category, number 32 in the Public Universities category, and number 42 in the “Great Schools,
Great Prices” category. Forbes has ranked
SUNY-ESF number 54 on its list of “Best
Buy Colleges” and third on its list of the
20 Best Colleges for Women in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). The College is listed in the
2013 Princeton Review Guide to 322 Green
Colleges.
Position and Qualifications. As the
leader and chief administrative officer of
SUNY-ESF, the president exercises broad
responsibilities for all aspects of the institution, inspires and guides members
of the campus community, and serves

as its chief representative externally. The
president reports to the chancellor of the
State University of New York. The ideal
candidate will have, among other qualities: outstanding leadership experience;
a demonstrated commitment and appreciation for the mission of SUNY-ESF; the
academic or equivalent background to
lead a doctoral-granting academic institution; the experience and skills to manage
and guide a complex and dynamic college;
strong communication skills; a strong
record of financial management; demonstrated experience and leadership in
fundraising across a diverse donor base; a
commitment to innovation and creativity;
a strong record of teambuilding and collaborative leadership at all levels; evidence
of successful interactions with governing
boards; a demonstrated record of building and maintaining an atmosphere of
transparency and collegiality; a record of
achievement in strengthening and infusing diversity in his or her current operation; a demonstrated understanding and
commitment to internationalization and
globalization through support for international programs and international students; and a respect for faculty and staff
ideas and decisions. Additionally, this candidate will have the highest integrity; be
able to develop and communicate a clear
vision; have the ability to inspire others
to enhance their contributions to SUNYESF’s mission; and have energy, passion,
and an abiding sense of humor.
Information for Applicants. The search
committee will make its recommendations to the SUNY-ESF Board of Trustees,
which in turn will make its recommendations to the SUNY chancellor and SUNY
Board of Trustees. Review of candidates
will begin in July and continue until the
position is filled. Application materials
should include: a letter describing the candidate’s interest in and qualifications for
the position; a curriculum vitae; and the
names, addresses (including email), and
telephone numbers for at least five references which may include trustees, administrators, faculty, students, and community
leaders. Applicants and nominators are
strongly encouraged to communicate by
email utilizing Word attachments.
All nominations and applications shall
be confidential. Requests for information
and all written nominations and applications should be directed to:
Steve Leo, Vice President
Vicki Henderson, Senior Associate
Storbeck/Pimentel & Associates, LP
SUNY-ESF@storbeckpimentel.com
610-572-4296
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Meet the Alumni Board

Members of the ESF Alumni Association Board of Directors
Sandy Bonanno BS ’89, MS ’92
Environmental Studies/Environmental
and Forest Biology
Biography: I live near Fulton, NY on 13 acres of forest, field and brushland
property, which I hike
with my dog every day. I
am a self-employed conservation ecologist. I work with the Finger
Lakes Land Trust, documenting baseline
conditions for properties on which conservation easements are being established. I
am also happy to take contracts for invasive species management, habitat management, monitoring, and environmental
education. And I still drive a school bus
for the Phoenix School District! I also hike
and canoe whenever and wherever I can
and enjoy RVing with my husband Dick
and visiting our four children and six
grandchildren.
Personal goals on the Board: I would
like to continue serving on the Memorial
Scholarship Committee, as well as participating in the May and December toasts
for graduates. I would also like to get involved in helping with the annual Golf
Tournament.
Why should alumni support the Association/College: Alumni can support existing
students and new alumni, with scholarships, contacts in the professional world,
and by sharing their experience. Alumni
are also a source of political support for
public funding of college priorities and for
private fund-raising. 1

Thomas J. Powers ’82
Environmental Studies
Biography: I’ve been a recycling professional for the
last 30 years; currently Director of Recycling Operations Improvement for
Waste Management. I returned to CNY in 2011 after spending six
years in Houston as Director of Safety &
Environmental Compliance for Waste
Management’s 140 material recovery facilities. I’m happy to be back in the CNY area,
enjoying the four seasons, SU basketball,
serving on the Alumni Board, being closer
to family/friends and much more. My
daughter, Olivia, just completed her freshman year at ESF—in the Environmental
Studies program.

the idea of starting a career can be quite intimidating. Remember what it was like to be inexperienced
and eager to embark on your new path?
Imagine what it would have been like to
have a professional to guide and advise
you as you entered the professional world.
Or perhaps you were lucky enough to have
such a supporter. Now imagine providing
that support to a current SUNY-ESF student. Our students are eager for advice and
connections on how to become involved in
their soon-to-be profession.
According to the National Association of
Colleges and Employers, 83% of students
are completing undergraduate internships: experiential learning opportunities
that allow students to demonstrate their

to work on encouraging involvement from
alumni whose paths have taken them into
areas other than environmental science.
Why should alumni support the Association/College: The reach of our college is
broad both geographically and in the ways
the knowledge from our fields of study
can be applied. It takes monetary support and personal involvement to keep
academic programs, infrastructure, and
staffing at a level of excellence sufficient
to support that reach. The same applies
to the Alumni Association. The camaraderie we enjoyed as students and now as
alumni, and our vision for a better world,
can be fostered by reigniting our commitment to each other and the mission of our
college. 1

summer months, although some students
complete internships during the fall or
spring semesters as well. A typical summer internship is around 150 hours spread
over the summer months. Students may
work 40 hours per week (or less) to fulfill
these hours. Other opportunities are simply on a part-time basis.
Supervisors of interns will typically identify projects for the student, have ongoing,
educational discussions, as well as complete evaluations sent by the student’s academic department to assess their success
and progress. Internships can be paid or
unpaid, and can be completed for credit
toward the student’s ESF degree.

reer path, current position, and professional advice. The rest of the time would
involve the student observing and engaging with you in your day-to-day setting.
The benefit of this experience for the student is to be able to network with alumni in
their field of study, observe a specific type of
work environment, and continue to learn
about their future career.
You may not be asked to provide a shadow experience to a student during every
break. Your organization would be listed
for students as an option. If a student is
placed with you, you will be notified by the
Career Services Office, or the student will
reach out to you to work out any necessary
details for their shadow experience (times,
locations, directions, etc.)

Personal goals on the Board: Over the
next two years my goals include communicating how important our natural
environment and its resources are, and
communicating the high quality of education and value that ESF offers to current
and prospective students. In addition, I
want to do all I can to help raise funds
for the various needs of ESF, including
scholarships, and helping graduates find
meaningful employment as they begin
their environmental careers.
Why should alumni support the Association/College: Alumni should support ESF
and the Alumni Association not only to
Erna Hamel Baumann ’68
give back what the College gave us, but
to ensure that protection, improvement
Environmental and Forest Biology
and study of the environment continues Gary A. Lipp ’86
throughout the generations. Time and Environmental and Forest Biology
Biography: I live half the
money are a very small price to pay to enyear, each, in Central New
sure the existence of flora, fauna and other
York, and Beals, Maine. I
Biography: I live and work
wonderful natural resources that we are
am happily retired, but
in the northeast suburbs
stewards of. 1
still
active in environmenof Syracuse (Liverpool,
tal affairs, in the Town of
North Syracuse) and teach
biology to 7th graders in Lee in NY, and in eastern Maine. Maine
North
Syracuse schools. I may become the site of floating wind turArnold Lanckton ’61
bines, and I am interested in the impact
love
golf,
keeping
active,
and family.
Forest Management
Personal goals on the Board: Trying to on the local lobster fishery, since it is the
source for nearly everyone’s livelihood. I
Biography: Arnold (Arnie) help out as much as possible to fulfill the
H. Lanckton graduated President’s and Board’s agenda and goals. am happily educating myself about wild
from the Ranger School in When I retire in a few years, I would like things to eat, both from the sea, and the
shore. And if it’s raining, I am cooking or
1953 and joined the Ma- to help out more!
reading!
Why
should
alumni
support
the
Associarine Corps attaining the
Personal goals on the Board: I hope to
rank of staff sergeant. Af- tion/College: It is the ethical thing to do
ter he was discharged as a Drill Instructor – kind of like paying it forward. We have continue the efforts of the alumni, as a
from Parris Island in 1958, he matriculat- grown so much and have given to so many body, to support the growth and evolution
ed in forest management at the College of people. The least we (alumni) can do is of the College’s mission. The Alumni AsForestry and received a Master of Science support the College, either through vol- sociation, through the efforts of its Board,
in 1962. Arnie was employed by the Air unteerism, financially, or both, like me. 1 plays the leadership role in continuing
Force as a research engineer in Rome, NY
this effort. Keeping Alumni informed and
for 31 years. During that time he was a lecengaged is most important, since most of
turer at Syracuse University in geodetic
us surely value our time and experiences
surveying for 2 years and while on a sab- Gail Romano ’80
at the College. We want it to continue to
batical from 1967 to 1970 he taught survey- Environmental and Forest Biology
hold the significant position it does, in ening and remote sensing as an Assistant
vironmental education, and wise use of
Professor at the College of Environmental
Biography: I am a stay at resources.
Science and Forestry. After retirement
home mom living in LiverWhy should alumni support the Associafrom the Air Force he was employed as
pool, NY with my husband tion/College: Our lives have been shaped
Vice President for Synectics Corporation
and 2 of our 4 children. In- by our education at the College, and it is
until his retirement in 1999. Arnie is acvolvement in Programs in imperative that the institution continue
tive in Boy Scouts holding most leadership
the Arts for Children, to provide these opportunities for generapositions including council commissioner HOPE Network (a support/information
tions of students coming behind us. The
and is currently Vice President for admingroup for families of children with special College will continue to evolve over time,
istration. As a member of the Armed Serneeds), various church activities, caring ever responsive to changes and demands
vices Communications and Electronics
Association, Arnie coordinates an annual for my elderly parents and my own family, on natural resources. It is very important
Air Force conference. He is also on the all keep me busy. I enjoy continued learn- for alumni to keep abreast of that evoluESF Alumni Association’s Board of Direc- ing about the natural world, and time tion and support it financially, if possible,
and in any other way that presents itself.
tors and is a member of the Sons of the spent in parks and gardens is treasured.
Personal goals on the Board: Continuing At a minimum, dues to the Alumni AsAmerican Revolution and Mayflower Society, and the American Society of Photo- to serve on the Alumni Memorial Scholar- sociation facilitate keeping up-to-date by
grammetry and Remote Sensing. During ship Committee and helping with as many way of the informative and interesting
his profession career he published 11 tech- activities of the Association as possible publications. Everyone should be sure to
nical papers and received two patents. Ar- would be my main goals. I would also like get them! 1

Help Current ESF Students
Network & Advance their Careers
Laura DeJoseph McArdle
SUNY-ESF Internship
Coordinator

nie is married to the former Linda Worden
and they have three sons and three
grandchildren.
Personal goals on the Board: My personal goal is to properly represent the classes
that have been assigned to me. Second is
to improve the Alumni Association so that
the College of Environmental Science and
Forestry and its off-campus Ranger School
meet the educational needs of our youth.
Why should alumni support the Association/College: It is the responsibility of
everyone, and especially the alumni, of
an educational institution to make sure
that we have an educational system for
our youth to improve the way we live. The
College of Environmental Science and Forestry has probably the most important educational area: managing our environment
for the benefit of mankind. 1

classroom knowledge through practical
experiences. Internships have become increasingly important for ESF students in
their specialized fields. Many ESF students
are finding excellent opportunities, but
with the establishment of my new internship coordinator position, we are certainly
looking to identify more.

Internship Opportunities

For many students, internship experiences
are required prior to graduation. For others, it is encouraged. For both, it is the key
to applying their classroom knowledge to
real world experiences. Our partnerships
with organizations and alumni are very
important in identifying opportunities for
students. When hosting a SUNY-ESF intern, you will expose students to projects
in the field, and advise them on how to be
a professional.
Internships typically take place over the

Job Shadow & Mentorship

If developing an internship at your company seems like too much to take on at
this time, we encourage you to consider
hosting a job shadowing opportunity for
a student. Instead of an extended project,
students would visit you for a few hours or
a few days during their summer, winter or
spring breaks. During this time, students
would conduct an informational interview
with you, asking questions about your ca-

Are you interested?

If you would like to support students
through a job shadow experience or by
hosting a SUNY-ESF intern, please contact
Laura DeJoseph McArdle, Internship Coordinator at lmdejose@esf.edu or by phone
at 315-470-4903. We look forward to working with you. 1
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The Alumni Association Board of Directors gathered in Moon Library for their spring meeting in June. This dedicated group of
alumni volunteers meets twice a year, and generously gives their time to alumni events and committees. Front Row (left to right):
Arnie Lanckton ’61, Gary Lipp ’86, Ken Hart ’82, David Tessier ’68, Thayer Miller ’71, Sandy Bonanno ’92, Kelly Reinhardt ’95, Tom Powers
’82, Mary Clements ’82, Mike Dugan ’00. Back Row (left to right): Ed Neuhauser ’73 (guest of the Board), Bob Schug ’85, Norman Roth
’74, Gail Romano ’80, Peg Coleman ’79, Walt Neuhauser ’71, Arthur Eschner ’50, Stu Hosler ’52, George Treier ’58, Preston Gilbert ’73, Terry
Bluhm ’70, Frank Moses ’01.

At the June meeting of the Alumni Association Board, Past-President David Tessier ’68 challenged the group to identify the plant
seen here. The winner was Laura Eiselen Nelson ’04, who correctly identified the plant and took it home with her as a prize!
Can you identify it?

Alumni Director Justin Culkowski ’73 is honored at the June meeting of the Alumni
Association Board. Justin retired on June 30th after more than 30 years as Director of
Alumni Relations at SUNY-ESF.

Get your 2013 Alumni &
Family Fall BBQ T-Shirts Now
and Tie-Dye Them on Saturday
of Fall BBQ Weekend!
Shirts are available through pre-order only!
White shirt with Forest Green silk-screening.
Available in sizes S-XXL. See back page to order your shirts
and for a complete registration form
for the Alumni & Family Fall BBQ weekend.

11
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Alumni & Family Fall BBQ Weekend

ESF Graduate
Student Research
the following short descriptions of the work
of College graduate students is being shared with
alumni and other readers to provide some insight
into the diverse research conducted at ESF. There
are approximately 600 graduate students at the College, and the following is just a small sample. These
particular profiles are the result of an invitation sent
to graduate students requesting highlights of their
work. More will be shared in future issues of the
Alumni News.

Fred Owusu Agyeman

Degree Sought
Masters of Professional Studies
in Environmental Management
Degrees Earned
University for Development
Studies, Tamale (Ghana)
Major Professors
Charles N. Kroll and
Wendong Tao
Research
Effects of Particle Size of
Food Waste on Methane Gas
Production and Dewaterability
of Digestate in Co-Digestion
with Dairy Manure

iogas technology could potentially transform vast amounts
of bio-waste into renewable energy and replace unsustainable fossil energy sources. Co-digestion of food waste and
dairy manure has been predicted as the most efficient approach to
making economic use of cattle slurry. Higher organic loading and
process stability was achieved through co-digestion. Three 2-L complete-mix anaerobic digesters are operated for co-digestion of domestic food waste and dairy manure (50%: 50% by VS) at mesophilic
temperature range (36 ± 1 ⁰C). The food waste was shredded
through cutting plates with different diameters (2.5, 4 and 8 mm)
for the three digesters respectively. The digesters were seeded with
municipal anaerobic digester sludge and anaerobically digested
dairy manure. Total solids in the substrates were 11.3% in the dairy
manure and, 30.4–32.1% in the food waste.
Reduced particle size of food waste caused a corresponding increase in biogas production and biogas yield. The average biogas
production rate was 1.85, 1.82 and 1.78 L/L/d in the digesters with
fine, medium and coarse particle size of food waste, respectively.
The biogas was composed of 72, 68 to 67% of methane in the three
digesters, respectively. Time-to-filter of the digestate decreased gradually, indicating improved dewaterability with time. Time-to-filter
was longer and ammonium concentration was higher in the digestate with coarse food waste. The study is intended to advance feasibility of co-digesting food waste and dairy manure as a sustainable
waste management strategy. 1

Tentative Schedule of Events
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
12:00 pm ESF College Bookstore | Main Floor, Gateway Center
to
6:00 pm College sweatshirts, T-shirts, and mugs will be available for sale at the bookstore.
ESF Alumni Association Annual Meeting | 315 Bray Hall
4:30 pm Join the Alumni Association Board and other alumni. We will review the past year and see
what’s next for the Association. All are welcome to attend.

Alumni and Family Reception & Class Reunions | Gateway Center
6:00 pm Mix and mingle with alumni, faculty, students and parents during our reception in the new
to Gateway Center. Heavy hors d’oeuvres, beer, wine, assorted juices and soda will be served.
8:00 pm There will also be a presentation of the Class of 1958 gift to the College.
➻ advanced tickets required
Coffee Haus and Campus Talent Show | Alumni Lounge

8:00 pm

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5
9:00 am ESF College Bookstore | Main Floor, Gateway Center
to
4:00 pm College sweatshirts, T-shirts, and mugs will be available for sale at the bookstore.
Coffee with the President | Alumni Lounge
9:00 am Join the College President, Neil Murphy, students, alumni and others for coffee and
conversation. It’s a great way to start the day!

9:30 am Moon Library Open House
to Stop in any time and join Steve Weiter, Director of College Libraries, as he highlights
12:00 pm the beautifully renovated Moon Library.
Student Affairs Meet and Greet | Marshall Auditorium

B

Amanda Sopchak

Degree Recently Completed
Master of Science in
Environmental Studies
Degrees Earned
Bachelor of Arts in
International Relations,
SUNY Geneseo
Major Professor
Theresa Selfa
Research
Participating in Agricultural
Environmental Management
Practices: A Study of Central
New York Farmers

ecause water quality is a public good, it is important for
farmers to participate in various environmental management practices and comply with regulations to decrease the
amount of pollutants caused by agricultural activities. However, this
is not always the case and this study seeks to understand why compliance varies and why some farmers are more willing than others
to participate in certain environmental management practices. The
first paper in this thesis addresses the Concentrated Animal Feeding
Operations regulations in the context of New York State. This paper
examines whether or not CAFO farmers’ perceptions of the regulations affect compliance. The second paper in this thesis examines
how farmers’ attitudes relate to their decision to/not to participate
in environmental management practices in Central New York. It
compares voluntary and involuntary environmental management
and discusses barriers to implementing more agricultural environmental management practices. This project has recently been finished, approved, and uploaded to ProQuest in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the Master of Science degree. 1

Be sure to attend the “Coffeehouse” in the Alumni Lounge. Be entertained by the many
talents of ESF students, faculty and staff. Coffee and munchies will be served. Families
and alumni are encouraged to participate.

Join the Student Affairs staff and the Dean of Students for a discussion of the resources
and services available to assist students. Q&A session will follow.

Trees and Shrubs Walking Tour | Leaves from Marshall Hall steps
10:00 am Join Dr. Don Leopold, Environmental and Forest Biology Chair, as he takes you on a walk

around campus and Oakwood Cemetery for a quick dendrology (tree identification) lesson.

Guided Tours | Front steps of Bray Hall

Join our student tour guides for a tour of our campus buildings and facilities.

10:00 am
to
1:00 pm

Activities Fair Carnival | ESF Quad (Rain location is 110 Moon Library)

Learn about the many student organizations on campus through a variety of displays and
demonstrations. Hang out on the quad, try a bounce house, do some spin art, or join the ESF
pep rally with ESF Athletic team demonstrations.

Tie-Dye Your Alumni & Family Fall BBQ T-Shirt | ESF Quad (Rain location is Marshall
10:00 am Hall Lobby)
to Tie-dye materials will be available to help you participate in a long-standing ESF tradition. See
2:00 pm reservation form to order your Alumni & Family Fall BBQ T-Shirt.
➻ shirts must be pre-ordered, see reservation form
1st Barbecue Session | Gateway Center
11:00 am Lunch will be served in two seatings and will feature barbecue chicken, hotdogs, hamburgers,
veggie burgers, salt potatoes, salads and dessert. ➻ advanced tickets required
Specialty Tour Sessions
Roosevelt Wildlife Collection | Gateway Center Concourse

11:15 am Join Ron Giegerich as he takes you through the College’s fascinating collection of wildlife
to specimens.
12:15 pm
Walters Hall | Departs from Bray Hall “Bridge” between Walters and Bray Hall
— and — Take a tour of the world of paper-making.
Centennial Hall
1:30 pm ESF’s first residence hall housing 452 ESF students
to
2:30 pm Gateway Center
Come check out ESF’s brand new, first Platinum LEED Certified building! The tour
will be led by ESF’s Director of Renewable Energy Systems, Mike Kelleher.

12:00 pm

Football Game | Tentatively Scheduled for noon

See SU take on the Clemson Tigers in the Carrier Dome. ➻ advanced tickets required

2nd Barbecue Session | Gateway Center
12:15 pm Lunch will be served in two seatings and will feature barbecue chicken, hotdogs, hamburgers,
veggie burgers, salt potatoes, salads and dessert. ➻ advanced tickets required
Trees and Shrubs Walking Tour | Leaves from Marshall Hall steps

Join Dr. Don Leopold, Environmental and Forest Biology Chair, as he takes you on a walk
around campus and Oakwood Cemetery for a quick dendrology (tree identification) lesson.

B

Composting 101 Tour | Moon Conference Room

1:30 pm

Hear about ESF’s aerated composting system. Short informational session followed
by a tour of the system.

Lafayette Road Experiment Station Tour and Woodsmen Team Demonstration

Drive yourself, maps provided—located approximately 10 minutes from campus. Take a tour of the
Lafayette Road Experiment Station. It’s a beautiful time of year to take a walk in the woods!
Also, check out ESF’s own Woodsmen Team in action!

2:00 pm Soccer Game | ESF Quad
A Taste of Central New York | Gateway Center Concourse
2:30 pm Wind down the weekend with us as we sample the many varieties of wine that are locally
to grown and produced. While enjoying the panoramic view from the Gateway Center, you can
5:30 pm savor the flavor of great wines and cheeses from the Central New York region. Non-alcoholic
beverages will also be served.
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Event Photos POSTER SESSION // CRUNCH // SAF // Career fair

CAPTIONS for ABOVE PHOTOS
1. Seniors Drew Gamils and Frannie
Monasterio present their “Bike Library
Program” at the Spotlight on Research
Poster Session in April. Their project
was awarded 2nd Place. Awards for the
Poster Session are funded by the Alumni
Association.
2. These alumni generously volunteered
their time to judge student posters at the
2013 Spotlight on Research Poster Session.
(Left to right): Karl Strause ’89, Gian
Dodici ’93, Ed Henry ’94, Peg Coleman
’79, David Tessier ’68, and Matt Smith ’09.
3. ESF student Dara Salley studied the
presence of atrazine in the drinking water
at the College using equipment in Jahn

Laboratory. Her research and results
(levels are very low!) were presented at the
Spotlight on Research Poster Session.
4. Mary Binder ’83 (left) chats with
Stacy McNulty ’97 at the NYSAF alumni
reception in Saratoga. Stacy is a Research
Associate at ESF’s Adirondack Ecological
Center in Newcomb.
5. At the NYSAF/ESF alumni reception in
January, these classmates from ’73 made
plans for a reunion in the fall. Standing (L
to R): Justin Culkowski, Tom Lynch, Tony
Harvish; Seated (L to R): Ron Johnson,
Robert Noble, John Kohn.

6. Bob Edmonds ’65 and Joan Colelli
Nichols ’81 discussed New England forestry
topics at the NYSAF/ESF reception in
Saratoga Springs.
7. Henry Tomassi ’86, Bob O’Brien ’89
and Jeff Denkenberger ’04 at the NYSAF/
ESF Alumni Reception in January. Jeff
shared some Syracuse pride by wearing his
SU shirt.
8. Karen and Don Schaufler ’74 had a
good time with fellow alum Art Brooks ’82
at the NYSAF/ESF Saratoga Reception in
January at “The Parting Glass.”

9. In March, a group of alumni and
guests were treated to a private tour of the
Syracuse War Memorial where they saw
the many new “green” initiatives being
instituted there. Afterwards, they stayed for
a Syracuse Crunch hockey game!
10. Alumni Office staff members Debbie
Caviness (left) and Jennifer Palladino
work at the Alumni Association’s table at
the ESF Career Fair. Debbie took the reins
from Justin Culkowski ’73 as Director of
Alumni Relations in July.
11. Aaron Fumarola ’10 represented Lime
Hollow Nature Center at the ESF Career
Fair in February.

12. Representing Bernier, Carr & Associates
at the ESF Career Fair are alums Michael
Altieri ’09 and Alumni Association Board
Member Kelly Reinhardt ’95.
13. At the Career Fair: Derrick Knudson
’12 (left), of Cornell Cooperative Extension,
caught up with Mike Gooden ’78 of SUNYESF’s Adirondack Forest Properties.
14. Dave Emmi ’08 and Corey Brunet ’11
represented O’Connell Electric Co. at the
ESF Career Fair in February.
15. The Audubon Center, represented here
by Frank Morehouse ’06/’09, was one of
the many organizations that participated in
the ESF Career Fair.
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Record Crowd Attends 2013
Central NY Alumni Dinner

Annual event doubles as
a tribute to retiring Alumni
Director, Justin Culkowski ’73

Alumni Association President Preston Gilbert ’73 congratulates his dear
friend Justin Culkowski ’73 on his retirement after over 30 years as Director
of Alumni Relations at ESF.

The CNY Dinner drew a record number of attendees. Here, the crowd gives a standing ovation for retiring Alumni Director, Justin Culkowski ’73.

n April 25, 2013, a record
number of alumni and their
guests came to campus for
the annual Central New York Alumni Dinner. The event was held in the
beautiful new Gateway Center, offering most of the attendees their first
glimpse of this innovative addition
to the ESF landscape. The 220 alumni and guests had the opportunity to
go on tours of the Gateway Center
led by Michael Kelleher, ESF’s Director of Energy & Sustainability, and
Andrea Webster, an ESF graduate
student.
The Gateway Center serves as the
“entrance” to campus, and houses
the Admissions Office, the Outreach
Office, the ESF College Bookstore,
exhibition space for the Roosevelt
Wildlife Collection, conference
rooms, and the Trailhead Café. The
combined heat & power system within the Gateway Center will provide
electricity and heat to itself plus four
existing campus buildings.
A highlight of this year’s CNY Din-

O

ner was that it doubled as a celebration of the retirement of Alumni
Director, Justin Culkowski ’73. After
over 30 years of service both to the
College and its alumni, this event
was the perfect venue in which to
recognize and commemorate Justin’s
many accomplishments. As Master
of Ceremonies, Jamie Steele ’70 introduced various speakers who paid
tribute to Justin. Paul Ray ’73, Art
Stipanovic ’74, Mary Clements ’82,
and Preston Gilbert ’73 spoke about
Justin’s days as a student, his guidance in fundraising for scholarships
through the annual golf tournament,
the massive growth of the ESF College Bookstore under his leadership,
and the strong bonds he has formed
with students, colleagues, and alumni alike. The commemoration concluded with Alumni Association
President and close friend Preston
Gilbert ’73 presenting Justin with the
2013 Alumni Outstanding Service
Award for his many years of dedication to the College and its alumni.

The evening was filled with “little
touches” honoring Justin. During
dinner, a slideshow was played highlighting photos spanning from when
Justin arrived at ESF as a freshman,
to the present. The centerpieces at
each table marked one of the many
milestones throughout Justin’s career, and for several months prior to
the CNY Dinner celebration, notes of
remembrance and good wishes were
collected by the Alumni Office and
compiled into a “Memory Book” for
Justin. He was clearly touched by the
entire evening…by the many people
who attended in his honor, by the
words that were spoken about him,
and by all of the efforts that were
made to pay tribute to his many
years of service. In his address to the
crowd, Justin specifically thanked
his office staff, College President Dr.
Neil Murphy, and his wife, Margie
(Gaylord) ’74, whom he met while a
student leader at ESF.
Thank you, Justin, and happy retirement! 1

Justin Culkowski ’73 addresses the group at his last Central New York
Alumni Dinner as Director of Alumni Relations. Justin became Alumni
Director in the summer of 1978 and has seen the alumni population grow
from 6,000 to nearly 20,000. He has guided the Alumni Association
through tremendous growth in his 30+ years of service.

Retiring Alumni Director Justin Culkowski ’73 thanks College President Dr.
Neil Murphy for his support throughout their years together at ESF.

2013 Alumni
Memorial
Scholarship
Winners
for over sixty years, the
ESF Alumni Association has
awarded outstanding students the Alumni Memorial
Scholarship Awards. These
awards honor the 48 alumni
who died in World War II.
The awards are based upon
scholarship, extracurricular
activities, and character. The
Scholars are presented with
their awards annually at the
Central New York Alumni
Dinner.

2013 Alumni Memorial Scholars

Alumni Memorial Scholarship Selection Committee

(Left to Right): Jenny Wang (Bioprocess Engineering;
International Graduate Student Award); Emily Hughes
(Professional Studies & Public Administration; US Citizen
Graduate Student Award); Kean Clifford (Wildlife & Fisheries
Biology & Management; US Graduate Student Honorable
Mention); Dave Keiter (Wildlife Science; Senior Class Award);
Drew Gamils (Environmental Studies; Senior Honorable
Mention); Xin Jin Huang (Landscape Architecture; Senior
Honorable Mention); Katy Austin (Wildlife Science; Junior
Honorable Mention); Autumn Elniski (Paper Engineering;
Junior Class Award), and Thomas Decker (Environmental
Resources Engineering; Sophomore Class Award).

A big thank you goes out to the Memorial Scholarship
Selection Committee for reading and reviewing all of the
applications! These Alumni Association Board Members
volunteer their time each year to examine the application
materials, then meet to discuss and decide upon the winners. We could not do this without them!
Back Row (Left to Right): Bob Schug ’85, Terry Bluhm ’70,
Matt Rayo ’08, Sandy Bonanno ’89/’92, Jim Goulet ’72, and
Gail Romano ’80 (Committee Chair)
Front Row (Left to Right): Peg Coleman ’79, Frank Moses
’01, Kelly Reinhardt ’95
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More Event Photos CNY // CHEERS // GRADUATION // NYSAPLS

CAPTIONS for ABOVE PHOTOS
1. Mike Kelleher, ESF’s Director of Energy
& Sustainability, leads a tour of alumni
through the Gateway Center at the Central
New York Alumni Dinner in April.
2. The 2013 Central New York Alumni
Dinner was held in the brand-new Gateway
Center on the ESF campus. The main
floor of the Gateway Center is home to the
Trailhead Café, the ESF College Bookstore,
conference rooms, and exhibition space for
the Roosevelt Wildlife Collection.

3. Alumni Association Secretary-Treasurer
Norman Roth ’74 visits the pasta station at
the Central New York Alumni Dinner. The
dinner, which featured a variety of food
“stations,” was held in the conference room
space in the new Gateway Center.
4. The Class of 2013 gathers for a group
photo at the Champagne Toast. Welcome
to our newest group of alumni!
5. These Class of ’13 graduates celebrated
at the Champagne Toast with ESF
Admissions Advisor Rocky Feola. From left,
Hillary Streit, Tiffany DellaVentura, Mary
Downey, and Kialey Day.

6. ESF Senior and Undergraduate
Student Association President Aislinn
Brackman (right) won this beautiful
frame for her diploma, courtesy of the
Alumni Association. Here, she celebrates
her graduation at the Champagne Toast
with Director of Student Activities, Laura
Crandall ’05.
7. College President Neil Murphy, Alumni
Board Members, and ESF faculty raise
their glasses as they toast the Class of 2013!

8. Seniors Dani Chen and Camille T.
Marcotte pose in their caps and gowns prior
to the 2013 ESF Commencement in May.

11. Catching up at the NYSAPLS reception
in January: Shaine Porter ’98, Steve
Truesdale ’78, and Joe Malinowski ’79.

9. These undergrads from the Forest
& Natural Resources Management
curriculum received their degrees at the
2013 ESF Commencement exercises in May.

12. At the January NYSAPLS reception:
George Butts ’51 (right) greets the current
student recipient of the Butts Scholarship,
Gary Jessmer ’13.

10. Graduate students from the Forest
& Natural Resources Management
department prepare to receive their degrees
at the 2013 ESF Commencement, which
was held at the OnCenter in downtown
Syracuse.

13. Representing two generations of ESF
alumni! (from left): Larry Russo ’74,
Adam Storino ’03, Sue Storino, and Tom
Storino ’71 visit at the NYSAPLS reception
in January.
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Shop the SUNY-ESF College Bookstore
1. Germ T-Shirt

2. Windfall ¼ Zip Sweatshirt

3. Mighty Oaks Decal

4. Stainless Bottle

This unique heavyweight, 100% cotton
Jansport t-shirt will be a conversation
piece! Incorporating a “germ” pattern
within the SUNY-ESF letters, this
t-shirt is available in XS through 3XL.

The women’s Windfall 1/4 Zip
Sweatshirt, made of 55% cotton/45%
polyester, has a stand up collar, straight
bottom and a two location print: a
subtle shadow design on the front
and the letters “ESF” on the left sleeve.
Available in gray and dark green.

Our athletic team logo comes in a
vibrant 4-color decal! This weather and
fade resistant decal will adhere to any
smooth glass, metal or plastic surface
and will remove with no residual effect.
Let everyone know that ESF athletics
are as strong as the mighty oak!
Measures 3.5 x 4.25 in.

Take our stainless steel bottle
anywhere you go. This 24 oz. bottle
includes a loop-cap that will attach
to any backpack. Each bottle comes
individually boxed for a great gift.

Pink: XS–XL
Green: S–XXL
Black: S–3XL

Sizes S–XL

$16.00

$13.50

$4.50

$42.00

8. Rival ¼ Zip Sweatshirt
Our best-selling sweatshirt is finally
back! A 55% cotton/45% polyester
pullover hooded sweatshirt with a ¼
zip and front center pocket. Available
in gray and navy with a screen printed
oak tree logo over the left chest.
Sizes: S–XXL

5. Reusable Grocery Tote

6. Water Bottle Pen

Our reusable grocery bag tote is made
of heavy, non-woven polypropylene
and has a removable plastic base for
additional support. Measures 12 in.
wide, 13 in. high, and 8 in. deep.

This unique pen is made from 100%
recycled water bottles. Pen writes with
black ink.

$40.00

10. Boreas T-Shirt
This has the most amazing feel! Made
of 100% polyester, the Boreas moisturewick performance t-shirt has a slight
stretch and is super lightweight!
Perfect for any workout. Available in
navy blue, dark green and oxford gray.
Sizes: S–XXL
$24.00

$2.00/pen

$3.00

7. Student Made Paper

11. ESF Logo Hat
This popular hat features the
embroidered ESF logo with imprinted
“ESF” on the sandwich style brim. A
Velcro closure and an embroidered
“Syracuse, NY” finish the back of the
hat. Available in tan, green or black.

Produced by the Paper Engineering
students on campus, our ESF logo
watermarked paper is made with 20%
cotton fiber. Approximately 30 sheets.
Laser and inkjet compatible. Please
specify size.

9. Kids “Go Nuts” T-Shirt

Small pad (5 ½ x 8 ½ in.): $2.50
Large pad (8 ½ x 11 in.): $3.50

$14.00

“Go Nuts” and show your love for
everything ESF. Available in 100%
cotton—light blue, red and dark green.
Children’s sizes: S (6/8), M (10/12),
L (14/16) and XL (18/20)

12. Green Pride Plaque
This dark green mirrored acrylic
emblem is laser cut and etched with
ESF and Syracuse. Apply to any flat
surface with attached premium 3M
tape. Measures 2 ¼ in. high and 3 ¼ in.
wide.

$20.00

$6.00

SUNY-ESF College Bookstore Order Form

Billing Information

Shop online at www.esf.edu/bookstore or complete this form and mail it, along with a check
(payable to ESF Alumni Association), money order, or credit card information to SUNY-ESF
College Bookstore, 136 Gateway Center, Syracuse, NY 13210. You may also fax your order
to 315-470-6994 or call us at 315-470-6559.

Name

Item

Color

Size

Qty.

Price per item

Address
City

State

Daytime Phone

Email

Zip

Total

Shipping Address (if different than above)
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Clothing subtotal $
Shipping & Handling
Orders
up to $7.99..........$3.00
$8 to $19.99........$5.00
$20 to $39.99......$7.00
$40 to $59.99......$9.00
$60 to $79.99......$11.00
$80 and up..........$13.00

Add $2 for each XXL size ordered / Add $4 for each 3XL size ordered $
Clothing total $ line 1
Non-Clothing subtotal $ line 2

Method of Payment

0 Check/money order enclosed payable to ESF Alumni Association
Charge my: 0 Visa 0 MasterCard 0 Discover

Shipping and handling based on total of lines 1 + 2 $
Non-Clothing items and S&H total $ line 3
NY State residents, please add sales tax.
4% tax on Clothing items (line 1) $ line 4
8% tax on Non-Clothing item and S&H (line 3) $ line 5

Grand Total (Add lines 1, 3, 4 and 5) $

Card Number
Expiration

CVC Code*

Signature

* This is a 3 digit code on the back of Visa, MasterCard and Discover.
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Class Notes
These class notes were received by the Alumni Office
before June 30, 2013. The next issue of the Alumni News
will have a deadline of December 31, 2013. Photos are
always welcome. Please print notes legibly, especially
e-mail addresses, and limit to 100 words. Ranger School
graduates are welcome to submit notes. Alumni News is
sent to all graduates of the College, including those of
the Ranger School.
A Note about Obituaries: When we receive the name of
an alum who has died, but do not receive an obituary,
we verify the death and publish the name and class year

IN MEMORIAM
Alfred Klayman, 1938
Maurice Alexander, 1940
Charles Bassemir, 1940
Robert Morrow, 1942
Stanford Perry, 1944
George Oechsle, 1947
Arnold Drooz, 1948
Donald Everett, 1948
Leslie Kick, 1949
Robert Negaard, 1949
William Tierson, 1949
Wilson Edinger, 1950
Alexander Coutras, 1951

Lloyd Wagner, 1956
John Kuhn, 1957
Richard Tree Patrick, 1958
William Krichbaum, 1961
Kenton Miller, 1968
Terence Nyman, 1972
James Gerringer, 1973
Jonathan Hescock, 1973
Douglas Northrup, 1975
Paul Stevenson, 1988
Christopher Kamide, 1990
Richard Collins, 1991
Maegan Spindler, 2010

1937
W. Leslie Robinette (FOR) writes, “I’m now 98 years old
and hoping for 100. My wife passed away 4 years ago and
while I live alone and can still drive, my son looks after
me. I had a career in wildlife research and management
with the U.S. Forest Services (7 years in Utah) and U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (11 years on a mule deer research project in Utah; 5 years as a supervisor of a dozen
biologists working on wildlife projects throughout the
U.S.); 1 year on a Fulbright in Africa; 4 years for U.S.A.I.D
as an instructor at a wildlife college in Africa with wildlife
details in Mexico, Alaska and Nigeria.”

1938
Alfred Klayman (WPE), 99, passed away on May 6 in
Boynton Beach, Florida. Born in Schenectady, NY, he was
a longtime resident of Syracuse before moving to Florida
in 1967. He graduated magna cum laude with a degree
in Forest Products Engineering from SUNY’s College
of Environmental Science and Forestry in Syracuse,
then known as the College of Forestry. Upon finishing
his studies, he worked for the New York City Board of
Transportation where he participated in the building of
the new Eighth Avenue subway by traveling to lumber
mills across the country, inspecting the material being
used to construct the subway. In the rank of Captain, he
fought in Europe in World War II, assigned because of his
engineering degree and experience, first to the Army’s 4th
Armored Engineer Battalion and later to the Air Force’s
Aviation Engineer Battalion, helping to liberate France, an
effort for which he received the French Legion of Honor
medal this year. For many years he owned and operated
the Hollywood Theatre in Mattydale, NY. In Florida, he
was a manager of the famous Rascal House restaurant
in North Miami Beach. Beyond his hard work ethic, his
legacy to family and friends includes: myriad paintings
as a self-taught artist; a detailed family genealogy once
he learned to use the computer in his 80’s; a great love
of nature, animals and fishing; kazoo playing; and the
unique Klayman sense of humor. Testifying to his creativity and humor mentioned above, he used to tell his children about his classes at ESF, notably his 8 am Chemistry
class in which the professor kept students in line by giving F’s if someone fell asleep in class. Al worked at night
to help pay for his college expenses, making it difficult to
stay awake in this early morning class. His solution: sit
near the back of the class, paint eyeballs on his eyelids,
put on his glasses and sleep through the class. His high
grade in the course attested to the success of his ploy. His
wife of 67 years Melva (Byer), a Syracusan by birth, predeceased him in 2009. The loving family members surviving him are: daughters Nikki Descoteaux (Albert) of
Boynton Beach, FL and Jane Klayman (Bruce Gillespie) of
Cloudcroft, NM, his son Mike of San Francisco, CA, his
grandson Mike, his granddaughter Laura (Anthony), and
his brother Mort of Scottsdale, AZ. A scholarship fund in
his memory has been established for SUNY-ESF students.
wwwinfo.esf.edu/scripts/giving/givingDonation.asp

in the “In Memoriam” section. If we received additional
information and/or an obituary, it may be found in the
individual’s class year. Due to spacing restrictions in
the Alumni News, published obituaries may be limited
to the following information: date and place of birth,
other colleges attended, a brief military history (when
applicable), a short description of career, any significant
accomplishments, favorite hobbies, and surviving family. As always, the editing of the Alumni News rests with
the Alumni Office staff. Thank you for your cooperation.
Please send obituaries to:
Jennifer Palladino
ESF Alumni Office
1 Forestry Drive; 219 Bray Hall
Syracuse, NY 13210-2785

CHE
DUA
EFB
ENSCI
ERE
ES
ES/LA
FEG
FOR
FORECON
FORZOOL
FRM
LA
PSE
RM
RS or W
WPE
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Chemistry
Dual Forestry / Biology
Environmental & Forest Biology
Environmental Science
Environmental & Resource Engineering
Environmental Studies
Environmental Studies / Landscape Architecture
Forest Engineering
Forestry
Forest Economics
Forest Zoology
Forest Resource Management
Landscape Architecture
Paper Science Engineering / Pulp & Paper
Resource Management
Ranger School
Wood Products Engineering

Bob Vokes (PSE) writes that he will be 99 years old on American Maple Museum Hall of Fame for his contribuSeptember 25th. He’s doing remarkably well. He also tions. Cornell’s Arnot Sugar House was named in his
thanked the Alumni Association for the Centennial book- honor during retirement ceremonies in 1983. Bob and
Betty encouraged lifelong learning, in their family and
mark he received for being a Life Member.
others’, establishing scholarships at Syracuse University
for deserving students. Bob and Betty were active in their
1940
community of Newfield. They were the primary instigaMaurice Alexander (FOR) passed away March 25, 2013. He tors and contributors to building the Methodist Sunday
served in the European theatre of World War II, receiving school, which serves as a focal point in the community.
the Bronze Medal. He stayed in the Army reserves for a He was active in youth athletic leagues, coaching several
total of 23 years, retiring as a Lieutenant Colonel. He re- summer teams. They were also strong supporters of both
ceived New York State’s highest medal, the Conspicuous the United Way and Habitat for Humanity; Bob sponService Cross. He was active in local community affairs, sored a Habitat house in honor of Betty following her
having served on the Board of the Onondaga Central death in 1991. Bob and Betty are survived by four children,
Schools, as scoutmaster of the local Boy Scout troop nine grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. After
and as a member and lay leader of the South Onondaga thirty-four years at Cornell, he retired to Easley, South
United Methodist Church. Dr. Alexander joined the fac- Carolina, where he raised prize-winning azaleas and rhoulty of SUNY-ESF as a wildlife biologist in 1949, becom- dodendrons and enjoyed boating on local lakes. He develing the Chairman of the Department of Forest Zoology oped a hobby of hiking to local waterfalls. This mirrored
and Director of the Roosevelt Forest Wildlife Research his interest in natural beauty found through travels
Station. He taught various courses in vertebrate zoology around the world.
and ecology, specializing in wetland habitat ecology. He
authored many scientific and professional publications. 1943 | REUNION YEAR!
An annual Maurice M. and Annette B. Alexander Wetland
Research Award at SUNY-ESF honors his work in that This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
area of study. He was a founding member of the New of events planned for the 2013 Senior Reunion/Alumni &
York Chapter of The Wildlife Society, serving at one time Family Fall BBQ Weekend October 3–5. The events begin
on Thursday night with the Senior Dinner honoring classes
as its president. He was also the President of the Syracuse
that graduated 50 years ago and earlier. Reservation maChapter of the honorary Society of the Sigma Xi at the
terials have already been mailed, so be on the lookout!
time of its 50th anniversary celebration. He was associ- Questions? Contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
ated with several professional societies including as a alumni@esf.edu.
Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, as a life member of the American Society George Prokupek (PSE) writes, “On June 21, 2012, my
of Mammalogists, chairing national committees, as a wife and I celebrated our 65th wedding anniversary. For
Certified Senior Ecologist of the Ecological Society of my 90th birthday on August 11, 2012, my three children
America, as a certified Wildlife Biologist of the Wildlife and their spouses held a family reunion at Old Orchard
Society and an active member of the Society of Wetland Beach, ME. Our children came in from Springfield, VA,
Scientist. He served many years on the Onondaga Annapolis, MD, and New Orleans, LA.”
County Environmental Management Council, the New
York State Fish and Wildlife Management Board and the 1947
New York State Freshwater Wetland Appeal Board. He
retired in 1983 and more recently was awarded the title of George A. Oechsle Jr. (PSE) passed away after a brief illIllustrious Emeritus Professor by his peers. He was pre- ness on December 15, 2012. He was 89 years old. George
deceased by his wife, Annette, in 2003 and son, Ralph, in is survived by his nine children, and by his loving and
2011. He is survived by two sons, five grandchildren and beloved companion, Adelaide Schultze. George was a
eight great-grandchildren. Donations may be made to the native of Philadelphia, PA, where he graduated from
Maurice M. and Annette B. Alexander Wetland Research Frankford High School. At Syracuse, George was a threeyear starter and letter winner for the Syracuse University
Fund, c/o SUNY-ESF.
Soccer Team and was elected captain twice, both before
Frank Barick (FOR) writes, “94 years old and still moving. and after enlisting and serving in the Army Air Force for
Have stopped planting Christmas trees because they take three years between his junior and senior years. In the
six years to attain merchantable size and I expect to be Army Air Force, George served as 1st Lt. and air inspector
pushing up daisies then.”
for the 57th Army in North Africa and the Middle East.
George had a distinguished career in the pulp and paper industry, where he rose to the position of national
1942
general manager of the Folding Carton Division of the
Robert Rising Morrow (FOR) passed away Continental Can Co. before forming the Newark Group
on February 4, 2013. Bob was born in with partner and Syracuse classmate Edward Mullen in
Vermont in 1920, the oldest of five sib- 1971. Before his retirement in 1991, the firm was the larglings, and learned the hard work of farm- est privately held recycled paper company in the U.S.,
ing during the Depression. He was sent with plants in the U.S., Caribbean and Europe. Following
to Syracuse with a Regents scholarship his retirement, George spent winters at his residence in
and a one-way bus ticket. He worked his way through Key Largo, FL, and summers at his home in Kennebunk
school, obtaining his B.A. and then, at the onset of World Beach, ME, where he was active in numerous social and
War, joined the U.S. Navy. He attended midshipmen’s philanthropic activities. Among George’s proudest moschool, becoming one of the sorely needed “90 Day ments was his naming as a Letter Winner of Distinction
Wonder” officers. He served as the firing officer on the by the Syracuse University Varsity Club in ceremonies
US Brooklyn, supporting the Allied invasions of Sicily, held in October 2012, the Athletic Department’s highest
Anzio, and southern France. Following the war, Bob re- achievement award for student athletes who distinguish
turned to Syracuse to marry his sweetheart, Betty Tracy. themselves as leaders in their professions and in comHe obtained his PhD in 1950 from the College of Forestry, munity service. The award ceremony was attended by 28
graduating in their first class of PhDs. He went on to proud members of George’s extended family. In life and
teach at Cornell University’s Department of Natural in business, George A. Oechsle was a doer, a man of great
Resources, where he instructed over 1,000 students in vision and achievement, but a man who bore it all with
good forestry practices. He taught and practiced environ- great humility. His joy for life was contagious, and it was
mental care. Additionally, he worked to develop the rural always remarkable how so many of his acquaintances conmaple syrup industry and in 1986, was inducted into the sidered him to be their best friend. George was always so
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In April, a crowd gathers for a memorial celebration in honor of Larry
Borger ’37 at the Queens Botanical Garden. Larry passed away in the
summer of 2012 (full obituary published in the Winter ’13 issue of the
Alumni News). At the microphone is Larry’s widow, Ruth Borger, alongside
Queens Botanical Garden Executive Director Susan Lacerte. Larry was a
founder and Board Member at the Queens Botanical Garden.

grateful for the life he had, and was fond of saying that
he was the luckiest man in the world. He was a father of
nine children and a teacher and mentor to all, a leader in
the business world and in civic affairs, and an inspiration
from his first to his very last days to all who knew and
loved him. George asked that those interested in making
contributions in his name consider doing so to the scholarship he endowed at SUNY-ESF. Contributions should
be addressed to the Syracuse Pulp & Paper Foundation
(SPPF), George A. Oechsle Scholarship Fund, SUNY-ESF,
One Forestry Dr., Syracuse, NY 13210-2778.

1948 | REUNION YEAR!
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Senior Reunion/Alumni &
Family Fall BBQ Weekend October 3–5. The events begin
on Thursday night with the Senior Dinner honoring classes
that graduated 50 years ago and earlier. Reservation materials have already been mailed, so be on the lookout!
Questions? Contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
alumni@esf.edu.
Arnold T. Drooz (FRM) passed away on October 18, 2012,
at the age of 90. He had a lifelong passion for nature that
started on Boy Scout wilderness trips and led to a career
as a research entomologist. He studied methods of biological control for forest pest insects, primarily with the
U.S. Forest Service. He published extensively, and traveled to Asia, South and Central America, the former
Soviet Union, and Europe with his work. He shared his
love of travel, the outdoors, gardening, and literature with
his wife of almost 50 years, Dorothy Drooz, who passed
away in 2001. His community of friends included Forest
Service colleagues, fellow Unitarian congregants, and
people across the globe. Arnold was born in Albany, NY,
November 17, 1921. He served in the Philippines in the
Army Air Force. Arnold is survived by two sons, and five
grandchildren.
Mr. Donald F. Everett (WPE) died peacefully on April 2,
2013. Born in Lewisburg, PA, he grew up in Chicago.
While at SUNY-ESF, he excelled as a member of the
Orange Men’s rowing team. Donald was a Navy pilot during the Korean War and retired as a Commander in the
Naval Reserves. He had a successful career as a stockbroker in Miami and Orlando. Donald helped out wherever
he could, including volunteering as a short wave radio
dispatcher for Seminole County, and as a leader of his
daughters’ Girl Scout troops. As a teenager he rallied

Back by popular demand in this issue is our latest
feature, “Everyone Has a Story.” We have selected
several alumni at random from among those who
paid their alumni dues or are Life Members and
asked them to fill us in on their lives since graduation as well as their favorite memories of ESF. The
idea behind this series is to show the great diversity
of our alumni: what they do, where they live, what
their opinions are, etc. We hope that you enjoy
reading the following alumni stories! The following questions were posed to participating alumni.
What was your major at ESF? Degree(s) and year
of graduation from ESF? Did you attend any other
colleges or receive any additional degrees? Where
do you currently reside (city, state or country)?
Current family, divorced, children, spouse, partner, etc. Career highlights or status? What was
your favorite or most helpful course at ESF? Who
was your favorite or most memorable professor?
Any courses you wish you had taken? Who would
like to hear from (classmates, roommates, etc.)?
Hobbies? Why did you attend ESF? What does ESF
mean to you—how did it affect or change your life?

his neighborhood friends to start a Boy Scout troop, ultimately earning Eagle Scout rank. He traveled with his
college buddy, Bob Perkins, from New York to Hollywood
in their Model A Ford, picking cotton to cover expenses.
Donald had the ability to build, fix and make anything
for any purpose. The ingenuity and quality of his work
was inspiring. He enjoyed motor home travel with his
wife, and they treasured finding their cat, Chessie on one
of their trips. Donald was fun to be with and had a gift
for spontaneous humor. He has given his family, friends
and coworkers so many memories of his creative skits
and pranks. In his later years Donald was appreciative
of help from others and expressed his gratitude with his
thumbs up and contagious smile. Donald was preceded
in death by a brother,his wife, Millicent S. Everett and
his former wife, Priscilla J. King. He is survived by a sister, two daughters, three stepsons, nephews, a niece and
eight grandchildren.

1949
Gerald Hough (PSE) writes, “Happily re-married. Living
in a retirement home. Enjoying life at 90.”
Richard Keller (FRM) writes, “I’m happy at 89 years to still
walk ½ mile plus a day. This on both ankles rebuilt, one
replaced hip, a knee rebuilt by robot and an arrhythmic
heart. Winters in FL and summers on the Tug Hill in
N.Y.S. Have 4 grandchildren there and 4 great there in general area to keep me busy. I don’t know if I had mentioned
before but I was inducted in Vermont Shires Hall of Fame
probably due to having been in 10th Mt. Division and a
ski instructor. Now all the great-grandchildren ski better.”

Class of 1951
Scholarship Recipients
for 2013
The Class of 1951 Scholarship was initiated
by Gabriel Buschle, Jay McConnell, and Carl
Miller in 2002 in anticipation of their 55th
reunion in 2006. This scholarship, endowed
by members of the Class of 1951, is awarded
annually to undergraduate students based on
financial need, academic merit, and strength of
character. We thank the Selection Committee
for diligently reviewing the numerous
applications: Phil Capone ’51, Whitey Coates ’51,
Amanda Cummings ’09 (former recipient of
this scholarship), William Duggleby ’51, Jay
McConnell ’51, and Mackenzie Osypian ’11
(former recipient of this scholarship).

Brittany Laxton
Senior from Camillus, NY

Thomas decker
Junior from Whitney Point, NY

Leslie Kick (FRM) passed away on December 8th, 2012.
He was born on March 13th, 1920, in Auburn, NY. He
Meghan White
was the son of Myrtle and John Kick. Bill developed a
Junior from Omega, GA
love of the outdoors in his teenage years, as he frequently
went hiking in the Adirondack Mountains. He graduated
from Port Byron High School in 1937 as the valedictorian
of his class. In 1940, he joined the Canadian Army. In
Joseph o’reilly
1941, when the United States entered World War II, all
Sophomore from Poolesville, MD
Americans who joined the Canadian Army were required
to go back to the States. That is when Bill became a member of the 82nd Airborne Division, headquartered in Ft.
Not pictured are Maureen Bishop, Senior from Deerfield,
Bragg, NC. During the next four years, he saw action at
NY and Deena Lucas, Sophomore from Pikesville, MD.
Normandy, Holland, Sicily, North Africa and the Battle
of the Bulge. When the war ended, he married Veronica
Maria Tabaczyk. Soon after graduating from the College Peggy for 61 years of marriage in the Villages, FL, since
of Forestry, the Korean War began and he found him- 2008. Still active in teaching platform tennis and play golf.
self back in the 82nd Airborne Division fighting in Korea. Have six children and four grandchildren.”
Once he completed his tour in Korea, Bill started his caWilliam Tierson (FRM), loving father,
reer with the United States Department of Agriculture,
grandfather and great-grandfather died
Soil Conservation Service, where he worked as a Soil
peacefully on June 19, 2013. He is surScientist in various locations throughout New York State,
vived by seven children, two sisters, a
retiring in 1975. Bill’s long and active retirement includsister-in-law, 13 grandchildren, 9 greated hunting, hiking, canoeing, and working in his wood
grandchildren, and many nieces, nephews
lots. He became a regular at the Vernon Downs horse and cousins. Bill was pre-deceased by his wife, Evangeline
track and The Turning Stone Casino where he could be (“Vange”), parents, five brothers, two sisters and a son-infound at the Black Jack tables. He continued working for law. Bill was born 87 years ago in Newark, NY. He met his
many years as a consultant Soil Scientist. His first wife, future bride working in a cherry orchard and they marVeronica, died in 1976, and he married Norah Fellows in ried in 1947. He was a World War II veteran and served in
1985. Bill remained active in veterans’ groups nearly to the Army Air Corps. Afterwards he attended Syracuse
the end. He is survived by his wife, Norah, a son, a daugh- University and the SUNY College of Environmental
ter, three grandchildren and six great-grandchildren. Bill Science and Forestry, graduating in 1949. He and Vange
was predeceased by his first wife and a grandson.
raised their seven children in Newcomb, NY, in the heart
of
the Adirondacks. Bill worked for the College of Forestry
Robert A. Negaard (PSE) a chemical engineer of St. Regis
at
the Huntington Wildlife Preserve and eventually rePaper Co. & inventor of the wing-rigger for rowing, died
tired
as Director of Wildlife Research in 1983. Bill and
Nov 26, 2012. He was 89. Born in Stillwater, MN Jan 6,
Vange
retired to Newark where they lived in a log home
1923 Bob formed his lifelong passions: family, singing,
they
personally
built. There they grew Christmas trees and
& outdoor activities. During WWII, he earned 3 stars,
enjoyed
their
beautiful
property. Vange suffered from
was part of the Battle of the Bulge & worked logistics for
Parkinson’s
disease
for
many
years and in her later years
General Patton’s troops, including rebuilding Remagen
resided
in
a
local
care
facility.
A
devoted husband, Bill was
Bridge as part of the 1262 Army Corp of Engineers. It was
during his college years in Syracuse that Bob met Shirlee with her virtually every day until her death in February. As
Bamforth (SU). They were married July 30, 1949. Bob was a teacher and colleague, Bill touched the lives of many at
fortunate to be the VP for St. Regis Paper Co. from 1946 the Huntington Forest. He loved to chat and had an enduntil retirement in 1981 as Production Development & less supply of stories from his life experiences. He loved
Technical Services Manager for the USA, in the Technical his family and they loved him.
Services Division. Bob was a 1993 Masters Single
Sculling National Champion, 29 year US Rowing Referee 1950
Emeritus, creator of the “Wing-It” single that introduced
Wilson Edinger (FRM) passed away on January 15, 2013.
the world to the “Wing-Rigger.” Thus he was inducted
Born December 4, 1924, he served as a sergeant in G
into the River & Rowing (England) & History of Rowing
Company of the 504th Regiment of the 82nd Airborne
(USA) Museums. Highest honor the “The Distinguished
Division in France, Germany, and Belgium, where he
Service Award” was given to Bob and family for volunearned a Purple Heart. After graduating from the College
teered time, talent & treasure to Jacksonville University
of Forestry, he moved to Oregon to work for the BLM
Rowing Program. Later he and his family became the
where he was instrumental in the development of the
namesake of JU’s Negaard Rowing Center. He was also an
Rogue River Trail in 1961. He retired in 1980 as the Galice
Eagle Scout, as are his son, and 2 grandsons. Bob was preDistrict Manager. He then spent his retirement traveling
deceased by his wife, Shirlee. He is survived by a daughter,
around the country with his wife, Sophie, who passed
a son, and two grandsons.
away in 1994. He kept himself busy painting houses for 10
Joseph Russo (WPE) writes, “After living and working in years, and always appreciated a good ball game or round
Northern NJ for 40 years, semi-retired to Ocean Pines, of golf. He is survived by one sister, one brother, five chilMD Eastern Shore for 16 years. Now reside with wife dren and three grandchildren.
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Stanley Marks ’53

Tim Anderson (son of the late Dave Anderson ’53) and Christine List
engage with a student at the ESF Career Fair. Tim and Christine attended
on behalf of RockTenn.

1951
Alexander Coutras (PSE) passed away on November 24,
2012. He was born in New York, NY in 1929. He married Luba Telesh in 1953. He worked as a chemist for
American Cynamid for 10 years, and then Witco Chemical
Company in Market Research until he retired. Al and
Luba were married for 59 years and their home produced
three wonderful children. He is survived by his wife, Luba,
two sons, one daughter, seven grandchildren and one
great-granddaughter.
Don Gilmore (PSE) writes, “Just finished and mailed the
annual 1951 Pulp & Paper Newsletter to the remaining
dozen Beater Rats. It was conceived by Frank Lorey and
he edited it for years until he passed away and I inherited that job...no, the privilege of the task! We have only
missed one year in some 62 years! All is well here in the
Sunshine State. All the best to all!”

1952
Ira Bray (FRM) writes, “The Class Reunion which included seven of us from 1952 was well planned, and the
tour of new facilities was remarkable. I was delighted to
see the school keeping up with the demands of the times.
Please invite me again next Reunion!”
Ed Kimball (FRM) reports that his bride of 62 years broke
her hip in November of 2011. He writes, “I’ve learned
what the gals do while we are out earning the ‘bread’ as
I’ve been housekeeper for 5 months! Now she is mending and I am fishing the McKenzie River on the west side
of the Cascade Range—May to September (dry fly only—
catch and release ‘redsides’) as long as the gas lasts. I
am fighting prostate cancer, but that does not affect my
vocal chords (note Stu Hosler!). Waiting for the over-80years Idol! I sing everywhere but in the shower—mainly
for Vets & seniors who appreciate ’40s ties to Broadway,
Sinatra, etc. I may get East one more time in June, health
and finances allowing. Hello to any ’52 and ’53 grads
(went to Cranberry Lake summer camp with ’53 class)—
still kickin’. Give a call: 541-420-9337—weekends. No
computer!”
Edward Liszewski (WPE) writes, “Still can’t make trout
fishing trips to Quebec and Labrador. Confined to a
wheelchair.”
Walter Robillard (FRM) writes, “A day does not go by that
I do not thank the people of NY for the wonderful education they gave me—as a result I have my 3rd legal/technical book out by John Wiley. Had a nice visit with John
Porter ’52 and e-mails from Stan Becker ’52 were great .
Very sad to read about ‘Smoky Stover’ death—I visited
just months before his death. Each month I read with
nostalgia about those who made our past great memories.”

Poulsbo, Washington
BS, 1953
Family? Wife Moonyeen, stepdaughter Elizabeth
(Candy), son Robert, son Colin. Career? Retired
Favorite course? Public Speaking, an inspiration
for clear communication. Hobbies? Golf Why did
you attend ESF? Cost was a major factor. What does
ESF mean to you? It was great, I received a degree.
I had joined the US Navy Submarine Reserve in
Brooklyn, NY. After graduation from ESF I attended Officer Candidate School in Newport, RI.
After commissioning ensign marks reverted to
USS Pomfret (SS391). I enjoyed the submarine
service and decided to make it my career. When
I took command of the USS Medregal (SS480) in
1967, the Officer I relieved was a graduate of the
University of Connecticut with a Forestry degree.
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Major. I have had an exemplary civilian career : 6 months
with USAF, ACIC in Washington, DC as a Geodetic
Cartographer; 2 years at US Army Engineer Research
and Development Laboratories as Photogrammetric
Cartographer; 9 years with RCA Missile Test Project at
the Atlantic Missile Range, Florida as Photogrammetric
Scientist ; 3 years with Autometric Corp. in Alexandria,
VA as Photogrammetric Scientist, and 17 years with the
US Geological Survey as Research Physical Scientist in
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. Robert Brock ’58
is also featured on the front page of the News. I knew him
for a long time in my career, and when I retired on 1986,
I brought him my personal Research Library and Card
File. In June 2010, while traveling to Fort Drum for a 10th
Mountain Division Association reunion, I brought a copy
of my book, A Retrospective of the Professional Career
and Published Papers of myself. It was delivered to Dr.
David Newman, Chair, FNR Management. It was donated
to the Moon Library. Robert Quinn ’74, ESF Development
Office, spent most of the day escorting my wife and myself throughout the campus. I have also known him for a
number of years.”

Edmond Kagi (LA) writes, “My first comment is two-fold:
first, how incredibly the world has changed since 1953,
mostly in technology of every sort. Balancing these un1955
foreseen and unprecedented changes are the fact that
basic human nature/behavior hasn’t changed at all. This Deane Brink (WPE) writes, “Still living in my hometown.
duality has served many of us born in America in the Still married to the same wonderful girl—Antonia Maria
early 1930’s very, very well. It has NOT, however, served — you know her as Toni. We have three granddaughters:
much of our fellow global populations nearly as well. For Samantha, Teresa, and Hannah and two grandsons—
many it has been an ongoing disaster. And this is a for- Benjamin and Alexander. I retired from United States
midable challenge for all of us, young and old, educated Plywood Corporation—after a brief stint with Raygold
or not educated. These thoughts lead to my second and Corporation—purchased by Boise Cascade. I’ve been on
perhaps more important comment: My personal deep dialysis three days per week for the past five years so we’re
thankfulness for the circumstances that led me to enter kind of “tied down.” I get to see Bob MacLea ’56 once in
the COF and the LA program. And circumstantial they a while. We’re going to try some short trips this summer.
were! My high school prep was barely good enough to Best wishes to all.”
get a regents degree enabling me to apply to the College
and barely make it through the first year while discover- Tom Luche (FRM) writes, “We keep on truckin’ and look
ing, entering, and then finishing the LA program which forward to our next Class of ’55 get-together. All the best.”
I had not so much as ever heard of before entering. And William Trice (PSE) writes, “Sandy and I are still enjoyall this without one penny of tuition! I feel sorry for all ing retirement on the Landings on Skidaway Island, GA.
those students racking up many thousands in debt, some- Come visit us.”
times for degrees that, unlike mine, aren’t worth the paper (so I hear) they are printed on. Further, my personal
life, familial and professional, has been richly blessed. 1956
With grandchildren now entering college and Alice and Lowell Robinson (LA) writes, “Bill Belden (LA) and Roger
I in very comfortable retirement a few blocks north of Baker (LA) are accomplished artists. Bill exhibits on Cap
the Rice University campus in a tree-filled very walk-able Cod and Rog specializes in spectacular paintings of steam
neighborhood in Houston, Texas (of all places), where trains. I was out of touch with Rog for 3 weeks this sumwe’ve lived for 33 years. Longer than I spent growing mer as he and Sarah were on a Mediterranean cruise.”
up in Onondaga Co.!! I still have a desk and phone at
the Houston SWA office I helped open in 1978 where I F. “Stan” Stanziale (WPE) writes, “Summer and retiretell stories to all the young professionals about the days ment brings time for travel and relaxation. We (my wife
before the multi-screen computers they are all sitting in and I) will be spending the month of July in Europe—
Italy and Germany. Returning to see relatives and friends
front of even existed! Good fortune indeed!!!”
we made while living in Europe with IBM for many years.
Edward Kohler (FRM) writes, “Still able to take care of my In October we travel to Hawaii for a few weeks, then again
five acres of Christmas trees, along with putting up 100+ in Jan. and Feb. 2014 to get away from the cold at home.
face cords of firewood. Will continue to enjoy hiking, fish- Fortunately we are in good health and can handle the riging, and trapping. Also just finished my 10th year in an ors of travel. We welcome classmates in our area to stop by.
18-week horseshoe pitching league. We have fun there.”
Norman Miner (FRM) writes, “Enjoying retirement living at a continuing care retirement community called
Havenwood-Heritage Heights here in Concord, NH. After
a year and a half, we are well settled in with a wonderfully
diverse group of people. I have been learning wood turning (bowls, pens, and wine stoppers) in our woodworking
shop here at H-HH. My wife and daughter and I are seeing southern England and western France during May; a
self-guided tour by car, train and ferry. I plan to be at the
60th reunion. See you there?”

1954

David Wood (FRM) writes, “We are well and enjoying the George Rosenfield (FRM) writes, “I was pleased to see
‘later’ years! Still investigating two introduced tree patho- the name of Bradford Monk ’48, in the Winter 2013 edigens, ‘Pitchcanker’ (pines) and ‘Sudden Oak Death’ and tion of Alumni News. I met Bradford in late 1952 at Ft.
the bark beetles associated with these diseased trees. We Belvoir, VA where he was directing the Post Landscaping
are also spraying trees from the air with ‘anti-attractants’ Project, with assistance of Duncan Harkin ’50, ESF underto prevent pine mortality caused by bark beetles. Former graduate student. I was transferring from teaching at the
students and post-docs keep me in the game. We are for- US Army Engineer School as a 1st Lieutenant, Regular
tunate to have children, grandchildren, and great-grand- Army, after my return from the Korean War in November
1951, into the Engineer Support Battalion. When the
children nearby.”
Operations Chief learned of my BS in Forestry from U.
Mass. in 1949, he assigned me to replace Monk, who was
1953 | REUNION YEAR!
now returning to civilian life. Harkin also returned to
ESF
in just a few months. They may have had a bearThis is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
ing
on
my transfer to Army Reserve in September, 1953,
of events planned for the 2013 Senior Reunion/Alumni &
and
my
enrollment at ESF Graduate School that same
Family Fall BBQ Weekend October 3–5. The events begin
on Thursday night with the Senior Dinner honoring classes month. I received my MS degree in Photogrammetry
that graduated 50 years ago and earlier. Reservation ma- in June 1954. Bruce Stanton was my Major Professor,
terials have already been mailed, so be on the lookout! and Prof. Sammi also influenced me. My Military caQuestions? Contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or reer was 7½ years Active Duty and 13 years Reserve. I
barely missed my 3rd war. I retired military with grade of
alumni@esf.edu.

1958 | REUNION YEAR!
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Senior Reunion/Alumni &
Family Fall BBQ Weekend October 3–5. The events begin
on Thursday night with the Senior Dinner honoring classes
that graduated 50 years ago and earlier. Reservation materials have already been mailed, so be on the lookout!
Questions? Contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
alumni@esf.edu.
John Nesbitt (FRM) writes, “As a retired priest, I am an
associate priest at St. Peter and Paul Episcopal, am the
Diocesan Coordinator for Disaster Preparedness, active
in SAF, member of Diocesan Anti-Racism Commission
and Diocesan Personnel Committee.”

Raymond Edwards (Kent) ’59

Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
BS in Landscape Architecture
Family? Barbara, wife of 40 years on May 15.
Career? Retired from New York State in 2003.
Favorite course? Plant Materials, we did a lot
of planting at DOT. Favorite professor? George
Earle was the most help. I had never had any art
course before. Who would you like to hear from? I
still keep in touch with Jan Vrooman and Lance
Thorten. Hobbies? Gardening Why did you attend ESF? Reason # 1 is they would have me
and in 1955 the price was right. What does ESF
mean to you? I had no goals when I started at
ESF, but going there gave me my whole career.
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Chad Covey ’64 thought alumni would be interested in seeing his forestryrelated North Carolina license plate.
From left, Ed Kilduff ’65, Jesse Dubin ’64, Dan Greene ’64, and John
Kruger visit during a recent fishing trip!

In June, Paul Ebersbach ’67 (center) was awarded the Land Conservation
& Planning Award for 2013 by the Florida Wildlife Federation.

Richard Patrick (FRM) passed away on April 27, 2013 at the annual awards banquet held in Syracuse, NY on January 1967
Hospice Inn at St. Peter’s Hospital. Born on Valentine’s 25, 2013. Buechner is currently associate vice president of
At the Florida Wildlife Federation’s 76th Annual
Day and raised in Oneonta, he was the son of a policeman Barton & Loguidice, P.C.
Conservation Awards Banquet held June 8, 2013, twelve
and a second grade parochial school teacher and the oldChad Covey (FRM) writes, “Judy and I are still enjoying
outstanding Florida conservationists were recognized for
est of five brothers and one sister. While at ESF, he was
retirement on Lake Hickory in Hickory, NC. In the past their achievements. Paul Ebersbach (FRM) was awarded
a 1954 member of the SU boxing team, and a Siskyou
few years we have been active in the Veterans of the First the Land Conservation & Planning Award for 2013. The
National Forest fire lookout in 1955. He designed the
Engineer Combat Battalion organization, the unit I served Federation’s annual selection of conservation award wincircle of flags around the Washington Monument in 1957
with in Vietnam. We are the newsletter editor and pub- ners is one of the oldest in the state. Award winners are
while working for the U.S. Department of the Interior
lisher, and help to support the active battalion which is chosen from nominations made to the Federation’s board
and served in the U.S. Army from 1958 to 1964, active
presently
in Afghanistan. We look forward to the 50th of directors based on their accomplishments on behalf of
duty 1958–59. City planner for the City of Albany under
class
reunion
in 2014 which will also be our 50th wedding Florida’s fish, wildlife and native habitats. Paul Ebersbach,
Mayor Corning and Deputy Parks Commissioner unanniversary.”
as Chief of the Environmental Flight at Avon Park Air
der Mayor Whalen. Acted at the Park Playhouse, Albany
Civic Theatre, SUNY Albany and Russell Sage. He was an Jesse Dubin (EFB) writes, “All is well with the Dubin fam- Force Range, has spent his career turning this 106,000
Eagle Scout, a lifetime member of YMCA, a lifetime ad- ily in Maryland. We are grandparents now and the kids acre tract in Central Florida into a premier conservation
mirer and friend of wonderful women and was secretary live in MA. We recently visited Ed and Diane Kilduff for and recreational area.
of the Westerlo Basic Valley Fish and Game Club from some fishing and family get together. Dan Greene and Robert Sauer (FRM) writes, “Doing some private timber sales,
2002 to 2013. Confirmed at St. Matthew’s R.C. Church wife Barbara came and John Kruger stopped by en route feeling great. Enjoying semi-retirement. Best wishes to all.”
in Voorheesville. Married 54 years to Patsy Patrick “the to an Elder Hostel tour. It was a wonderful time and great
best thing by far that ever happened to me.” Father of two to see the old Kappa Phi brothers. I am happy to report David Tousignant (FRM) writes, “Watching the winter
great sons and grandfather of two super grandchildren. that our Endowed Peace Corps Scholarship has reached weather conditions in the Central New York region this
winter only strengthens my love of coastal Carolina living,
Father-in-law to three fine women and mothers.
the minimum to start funding this year. Thank you to
and the retirement joys it offers. Golf, anyone?”
Timothy Smith (WPE) writes, “I continue to represent three the ESF-RPCVs who donated. More funds can be given
veneer meetings and two custom panel meetings and work to increase the scholarship so we urge RPCVs or others
to donate if you can. It is a significant and tangible way 1968 | REUNION YEAR!
on custom meeting panel projects in the northeast.”
we can show our support for the College and the Peace
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
Nick Tipple (PSE) writes, “On October 27, 2012 I married Corps.”
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
Erika Bonn. She was made in Germany, but has been in
Weekend
October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
Dieter
Gruenwoldt
(LA)
writes,
“Tom
Rogers,
Cory
Gifford
the US since 1956. She is 79 years old, I am presently 76.
campus-wide
reception on Friday evening where you can
and
I,
all
former
NYS
Ranger
School
graduates
(from
the
I will be 77 toward the end of March, God willing and the
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go
Class
of
1960)
had
a
very
memorable
get-together
for
the
creek don’t rise.”
100th anniversary of the Ranger School. It’s always nice to to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the
stay in touch with former classmates. Otherwise, retire- Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
1959
Oakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
ment is much better than previously anticipated. We send
Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or enJohn Dean (PSE) writes, “Spending as much time as pos- our best regards to all of my former LA classmates. I hope joy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
sible in the woods and on the water. Took nice coastal that all is well with everyone.”
the back page for reservation details and event informabrown bear on Alaska peninsula hunt. Activities at Paul (aka Leslie west of the Rockies) Haggard (FRM) tion. If you need an address to encourage your classmates
University of Missouri keep me busy: fraternity advisor, writes, “Awakened this AM by the white noise with oc- to attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
Engineering School advisory board, VA Hospital board. casional thump and bump of the restless Pacific a mile alumni@esf.edu.
Age seems to bring requests for free advice! Coaching away, tent-camping on the Oregon Dunes. Coming to
Mike Birmingham (FRM) writes, “In retirement I find
HS lacrosse in the spring. Jan & I both healthy and active.” realize yesterday just why I’ve chosen to migrate to the
time to garden, birding and other hobbies long neglected
Dale Travis (WPE) writes, “Recently established the Dale NW (Oregon, and Portland in particular)...I’m beginning during years of work life.”
L. Travis Lecture Series. The first was well-attended in my mission, hopefully with the help of the progressive
Douglas Brackett (LA) continues to practice landscape arthe new Gateway Center. Dr. James Gibbs presented his Oregon Senators and Congressmen, to reinvigorate the
chitecture as the Vice President of edr Companies which
efforts in saving the Snow Leopards in Russia/Mongolia. flaccid USFS. Maybe some NW Syracuse Foresters and
has offices in Syracuse and Rochester, NY. He lives in
The next is scheduled for October 10 at 7:00 PM, also in others will join me in the fray to come. Naive, quixotic,
Cazenovia with his wife of 48 years, Leslie. He teaches
the Gateway Building. Dr. William Powell will present maybe, but it’s time for me to get back to my profession
one course at ESF to LA graduate students. He writes,
ESF’s efforts in developing a blight resistant American and kick the hornet’s nest, or stir the timber sale pot a bit.
“Retirement does not seem to be in the foreseeable future!”
Chestnut. Everyone is welcome. ESF’s efforts in so many I hope to meet a County Forester today as a start. I’m in
Coos Cy. now, heading to Curry soon to visit Jim “Buck” Peter Wallace (WPE) writes, “I retired from the chemifields deserve a public exposure. We can all feel proud!”
Rogers (the current John Muir), and to Cave Jct. and cal industry in January after a happy and fulfilling career
George Shook. If you haven’t checked out OPB Episode working with resins for forest products, paper and non1960
2405, Cloud-Cap/Jim Rogers, you have a surprise coming! wovens. My whole career was an outgrowth of a resin
Dan Wojcik (LA) sends his hello to the Class of ’60 Key Why is ESF Alumni so parochial? How about arranging a course at the College of Forestry—WPE 132, taught by
NW Forester gathering? Haver, Davis, Rupp, and 30 oth- Dr. Len Smith. In the end, I was made a TAPPI Fellow
Club.
and received a few awards. Recently I received a Lifetime
ers of us would be happy for it!!”
Service Award from INDA, the nonwoven trade associa1963 | 50th REUNION!
tion. Thank you to ESF for what it allowed me to become.”
1965
This is your class’s 50th year reunion! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Senior Reunion/Alumni & Robert Fowler (WPE) writes, “I recently (May 31, 2013) re- 1969
Family Fall BBQ Weekend October 3–5. The events begin tired from the Department of Biological Sciences at San
on Thursday night with the Senior Dinner honoring classes Jose State University after 37 years of teaching courses in Jean Frechet (CHE) was a recipient of the 2013 Japan
Prize, one of the most prestigious international awards
that graduated 50 years ago and earlier. Reservation ma- Genetics and working on various research projects.”
terials have already been mailed, so be on the lookout!
in science and technology. Frechet was honored for outQuestions? Contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
standing achievement in the “development of chemically
1966
alumni@esf.edu.
amplified resist polymer materials for innovative semiconductor manufacturing processes.” Frechet is vice presKeith Butters (FRM) writes, “2013 is our class’s 50th an- Robert Kon (FRM) writes, “Retired in May, 2012 after 35
ident for research at King Abdullah University of Science
niversary. I hope classmates will return for the reunion.” years with Michigan State University, most of that with
and Technology in Saudi Arabia. He has served as an
the IR-4 program, a national competitive grant funded
advisor to several global companies, including Unilever,
through the USDA.”
1964
IBM Corporation, Xerox and DuPont.
Robert Ungerer (CHE) writes, “I visited with Bob
Neil Brownell (FRM) writes, “Great trip to Gettysburg!”
Haskins (PSE), his wife, Marilyn, and their friends from 1972
The New York Upstate Chapter of the American Society of Denmark when they stayed a week on the grounds of the
Landscape Architects has awarded Stephen W. Buechner, Chautauqua Institute this past July. We attended lectures Terence L. Nyman (EFB) died on February 3, 2012. Terry
RLA, a Lifetime Achievement award at the chapter’s featuring water conservation and sea exploration.”
was kind, gentle and his first interest was to make you
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Twice a year, the Alumni Association holds a raffle for dues payers. Winners
get their choice of an ESF t-shirt or an ESF travel mug. One of our March
winners, George Hoffman ’74, proudly wears his “ESF Alumni” t-shirt!

Another dues raffle winner, Marla Stoner ’75, wears her “ESF Alumni”
t-shirt while on her horse, Limerick!

laugh. He loved to sing with his guitar on his knee. He
graduated from West Genesee High School before attending SUNY-ESF. He worked for the YMCA, Vanderkamp
Center, and as Inside Sales for Northern Nurseries. Terry
enjoyed spending leisure hours brewing Lake Effect Beer
and for more than 20 years he coached and refereed soccer. He was a beloved member of the Rapha Community
for 22 years. He is survived by his wife, two sons, two
grandchildren, a brother, and a sister.

Justin Culkowski writes, “Interest in a 40 year reunion is
growing. Please plan on coming back to Syracuse at a
great time of the year: October 4 and 5, 2013. In addition
to a great reception on Friday, SU football on Saturday
afternoon, we are working on an informal dinner/picnic
on Saturday late afternoon and evening. Another mailing
will be sent as plans firm up. Interested? Contact me via
email: jfculkow@esf.edu. Thanks!”
Thomas Fake (LA) writes, “I recently retired from the
National Park Service in Hawaii after 40 years of service. My
career included over 36 years in Hawaii working in National
Parks in the Hawaiian Islands, American Samoa, Guam,
and Saipan. My last assignment was Project Manager of
the construction of the new Pearl Harbor Visitor Center.”
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communities. Many endangered species exist, such as the
Pygmy hippo, and I am also planning to write a children’s
book about their plight and telling the story of Liberia’s
protracted civil war through the eyes of a hippo who miraculously survived the war. This is a new adventure for
me outside of my other work of consulting that I hope to
do more in retirement, especially in the international arena. On the personal side, I have been quite blessed and
got married in October to my partner, Wilson, of over 5
years. Wilson is from Costa Rica, a country of major contrast to Liberia with extensive eco-tourism and magnificent protected rainforests. And as he is a chef, I have been
doubly blessed. Who ever thought that I would be able
to make use of my degree from ESF as a librarian! But,
if you look at the role of libraries in rural communities
worldwide, it is a critical role. Would love to hear from
dear friends and classmates, in particular Jean Shaback,
who I am having trouble locating.”
Jon Roberts (FEG) was named Distinguished Alumnus
of the Year—College of Science—at RIT. He was the 2013
Commencement speaker for the RIT College of Science.
Joseph Zeglen (FRM) has been Director of the New York
State Forest Rangers since 2010.

1975

Gary Blum (LA) writes, “I’ve been the Senior Principal of
Schlick Design Group in Greenlawn, Long Island, New
York for the past 15 years with no plans to retire anytime
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
soon. My wife Mary and I shortened our time in Florida
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
this
year as the firm was abnormally busy responding
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
to
the
damage caused by Hurricane Sandy. We’ve been
campus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can James Gerringer (EFB) died on November 27, 2012, followmanaging
the rebuilding of the flooded South Shore and
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go ing a long battle with cancer. He is survived by his wife,
wind-damaged
North Shore. We found our expertise and
to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the Jane, two sons, his mother, two sisters, and four nieces.
labor
force
were
a good fit and our clients were happy
Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
Jim, originally from Rush, NY, worked as a manager to see familiar faces coming to their aid during stressful
Oakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
at Arrow International for 27 years. He taught evening times.”
Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or enjoy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See computer classes at Randolph Community College and Douglas Northrup (FRM) passed away October 20, 2012,
the back page for reservation details and event informa- served in many leadership positions in the Boy Scouting
at his home after a courageous battle with acute myelogtion. If you need an address to encourage your classmates program for 10 years. Jim also enjoyed fishing, hunting
enous leukemia. Mr. Northrup was born November 30,
to attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or and gardening.
1953,
in Fayetteville, NY. In addition to his father, Doug
alumni@esf.edu.
Albert Gomolka (FRM) writes, “First, let me congratulate is survived by his loving wife of 25 years, Susan Mary
Eudell Bivens (WPE) and his wife, Shirley Tornatore my fellow classmate Justin Culkowski on his retirement! Spaeth Northrup, a son, a brother, and a sister. He was the
Bivens announce the sale of Lafferty Lumber Company, (It is grand!) Justin has done a marvelous job for our col- owner and operator of Custom Services Group, Syracuse,
Inc., Lemoyne, PA and Bivgar Realty, LLC. Eudell writes, lege and all its alumni as our Alumni Director. Enjoy and NY. In 1994 he moved his family to the Charlotte, NC area
“Retirement is also announced, effective immediately! The thank you for a great job, Justin. I, too, am enjoying re- where he was most recently employed with Balfour Beatty
hardwood lumber industry has been especially rewarding tirement after having worked for 37 years with the New Corporation.
to myself and my family, which now includes 2 children Jersey State Parks and Forestry Service. Looks like I will
and 4 grandchildren. We should now have time to enjoy, be visiting campus a lot in the next 4 years as my son 1976
at a more leisurely pace, life’s other pursuits and callings. Jacob is going to attend Syracuse University starting this
These will include golfing, fishing, racket ball, a huge fall. Life is good!”
Michael Fullam (FRM) writes, “Hello to Warren Knapp and
‘honey-do’ list, and a continuing 20+ year pursuit of truth
Terry
Stein Knapp, and Dr. Larry VanDruff.”
Jonathan Hescock (FEG) passed away on January 1, 2013.
concerning Bible prophecy.”
He was raised in Mamaroneck, NY and attended Stony
Brook School and the University of Maine before ESF.
He was an accomplished prep and college track athlete,
a Vietnam War veteran, and enjoyed sailing, scuba diving and the outdoor life. His career in photogrammetry,
mapping, and imaging technology advanced through a
corporate career to establish his own company, SISAT,
Inc. For the past 16 years, Jon and his wife, Pat, shared
their love for each other and the equestrian farm life in
North Carolina. He is survived by his wife, one son, and
family cousins.
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1974
James Cain ’74/’77

Portland, OR
B.S. 1974 MS 1977
Portland State University
Family? Wife Carol, Daughter Liza Career? Retired
after working as a chemist and teaching high
school math and physics. Favorite course? Wood
structures & properties. It has been useful to be
able to identify tree species by looking at a piece
of wood. Favorite professor? Dr. Dence–my major
professor who lived life in a wheel chair Course(s)
you wish you had taken? I wish I could have gone to
Cranberry Lake. Who would you like to hear from?
People from 1970 and 1971 who lived in Booth Hall
Hobbies? Fishing–mainly fly fishing for trout,
canoeing, hiking, car repair, shooting–hand gun &
rifle, biking, golf–just started. Why did you attend
ESF? My uncle was a class of ’43 PSE major and
it was much cheaper than Cornell, where I was
also accepted. What does ESF mean to you? I still
treasure college life, I often think of all the great
concerts I saw–Jefferson Airplane, the Allman
Brothers, John McLaughlin, Talking Heads etc.
I also follow Syracuse sports–especially basketball. The professors were almost all excellent.

Walter Edmonds (FEG) writes, “I returned as a civilian
GS-15 from the Dept. of the Navy. My 39-year working
career ended on June 30, 2011. Focusing on Intelligence,
Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Precisions Targeting
systems, I was able to rely on my education at ESF. The
MS degree in Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing from
the College of Forest Engineering was the real catalyst to
this career.”
Martin Kesselman (EFB) writes, “Nearing the end of my
formal career which has provided me with wonderful
international experiences, I am finding new opportunities to use my experience, knowledge, and expertise.
As the agriculture and environmental sciences librarian at Rutgers University, I am currently involved in a
major USAID project that is developing a Center for
Excellence in Agriculture and Sustainable Development
at Cuttington University in Liberia, on the coast of Africa.
It is hard work but inspiring. In a country with only a
single public library, only one professional librarian with
computer and Internet skills, I have taken on the challenge for funding the development of libraries and training new librarians. Liberia is a country where the pristine
rain forests are in extreme danger due to illegal deforestation, politics, and ‘slash and burn’ agricultural practices.
Liberia is a country of major gender, digital, and learning divides between Monrovia, the capital and the rural

Samuel Crane ’79

Granby, CO
BS in Zoology, 1979
MS in Geoscience, Mississippi State University
Family? Single – (never married) Career? Science
teacher at Middle Park High School & Park Ranger
for National Park Service in Rocky Mtn. NP (seasonal). Favorite course? Problems of Population &
Environment. It helped to solidify the philosophy
that I have today and that I try to instill in my
students…an environmental ethic. Favorite professor? Dr. Larry Van Druff – he made us work but I
learned so much! Course(s) you wish you had taken?
More biochemistry & some more environmental
science/ecology classes. Who would like to hear
from? Steve Kane, Karen Greene, Charm Foster…
Hobbies? Hiking, fishing, hunting, skiing, canoeing/kayaking Why did you attend ESF? I attended
ESF because my older brother Carl attended ESF,
and the curriculum offered was right in line with
my career plans. What does ESF mean to you?
Attending ESF has played a huge role in guiding
my career path. What I learned at ESF has been the
foundation for everything that followed – my 24
years of teaching high school science, and my 34
seasons working for the National Park Service in
some of the most awe-inspiring places on Earth!
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1977
Gary Ott (EFB) tells us that a grandson, Isaac Daniel Ott,
was born in July of 2012.
Rick Sohn (EFB) writes, “Hugh Wilcox, Professor of Forest
Botany in the 1960s and 70s, and my Master’s degree major professor, passed away this year. I used to visit him in
Ashland, Oregon, as recently as Christmas, and he still
had his strong spirit and enthusiasm in life, especially for
forest botany. His keen and inquiring mind will be missed
by those of us who had the opportunity to know him.”
Barg Coffin Lewis & Trapp, LLP partner Marc Zeppetello
(FRM) has been elected secretary of the Executive
Committee of the Bar Association of San Francisco’s
(BASF) Environmental Law Section for 2013. The mission
of the BASF’s Environmental Law Section is to serve and
educate both attorneys and the general public about environmental law. Throughout the year, the section presents
substantive educational programs, both in person and
via webcast, that are eligible for MCLE credit. Zeppetello
has extensive experience with counseling and litigation
related to federal and and state environmental laws, with
emphasis on the Clean Water Act, cleanup of contaminated property and cost recovery, hazardous waste management, the Clean Air Act and land use. He has been
a member of the Environmental Law Section for more
than 20 years, and has served on the executive committee
for the past two years. In addition to SUNY-ESF, he is a
graduate of the University of California, Berkeley School
of Law (J.D., 1985).

Stuart Weinreb ’80 will be
awarded the LaGasse Medal from
the American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA) at their Annual
Meeting in November.

1981

These six alumni all work for the National Forests in North Carolina,
and were recently together for a photo op! From left, Jason Rodrigue
’97, Theresa “Terry” (Stevens) Savery ’89, Kimberly (Miller) Rust ’01,
Heather Luczac ’01, Dan Belanger ’92, and Lynn Hicks ’77.

1985

Stephen Miller (ERE) writes, “I am participating in the Craig Miller (FRM) writes, “At the start of this year I
Onondaga Lake cleanup as a Parsons Construction was appointed Disaster Response Coordinator for the
Manager for Honeywell Corp. Dredging started in 2012 Metropolitan New York Synod—ELCA. I work with our
and will continue for the next three years along with a Lutheran churches as we respond to and recover from
number of other projects along the wastebeds. ESF is a Hurricane Sandy in the metropolitan New York area.”
partner organization in this program that is changing the John Scanlon (FRM) writes, “2012 was a busy year. I was
look of five miles of shoreline and the Nine Mile Creek deployed as part of a 20-person fire crew to Montana in
corridor. A new Visitor’s Center is open to group book- August and fought two fires: the West Garceau Fire on
ings. Feel free to contact me to facilitate a visit by your tribal lands, and the Felon Gulch Fire. We had a good
organization: Steve.Miller@parsons.com.”
crew and there were no mishaps or injuries. In October
and November I went to Nassau County, Long Island
as part of an Incident Management team to assist with
1982
Hurricane/Superstorm Sandy emergency response. On
1978 | REUNION YEAR!
David Bryan (WPE) wrote to say, “I started my own consult- January 21, I completed 25 years of service with the NYS
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate ing company, Xensell. The marketing classes and 5 public Forest Rangers. It is 19 below zero this morning as I write
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ speaking classes I took at SU/ESF still impact what I do. I this...time to put some hard maple in the fire box!”
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a now consult with US companies who have overseas operacampus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can tions. I help them with how to design their employee ben- 1986
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go efit plans in most any country you can think of. I have been
to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the doing this in one form or another since ’82. I have been Debora Bailin-Schwartz (EnSci) writes, “Still Vice Chair
Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through fortunate enough to have traveled to 53 countries and now of the Environmental Commission of Voorhees, NJ. CoOakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road am off to #54 and #55—Indonesia and Thailand—next Chair of ‘Sustainable Voorhees,’ working on getting the
Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or en- month. I am on a bit of a speaking tour of Asia.”
town certified with ‘Sustainable Jersey,’ a state program.”
joy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
the back page for reservation details and event informa- Robert Fischer (EFB) writes, “Hello to all the 1982 gradu- Neil Nowak (FEG) writes, “I am still in Denver, Colorado
tion. If you need an address to encourage your classmates ates. I wish I could have joined you for the 30th reunion. after 16 years and enjoying the Rocky Mountains...skito attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or The big change this year has been the fact that I have ing, fishing, and overall great lifestyle. I get together with
alumni@esf.edu.
become the Dean of the College of Basic and Applied other ESF alums at our annual golf outing—going on 16
Sciences at Middle Tennessee State University. So if you years next year (except BPW).”
Tisha Drozdowski Morrell (EFB) and Jeff Morrell (’77/’81)
were awarded the Mary Rellergert Forestry Education happen to be in the Nashville area, please contact me and Barbara Skye Siegel (LA) writes, “Since October 2012, I
award from the OR Department of Forestry and ONREP we can get together and talk about the good old days at ESF.” have been enjoying a new job involving community
for their work with the Oregon Wood Magic Program. Dan Robison (FRM) reports that he’s now been at West
Wood Magic is an interactive 3 hour program to educate Virginia University for a full year, since leaving NC State
3rd and 4th graders about the wonders of the wood!
after 16 years. He writes, “Things are good in wild and
wonderful West Virginia—come visit the Mountain State.
And there are several other Stumpies here as well.”
1979
Walter Nestler (LA) kicked off his campaign for election
to the New York City Council in May.

1980
Ray Burger (FRM) writes, “After 32 years in Alaska, working most recently as a land use planner for the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources, I am returning to
Central New York to raise my two little boys closer to
family.”
Betsy Kaemmerlen (LA) writes, “Currently serving on
the Design Development Review Commission which
reviews proposals in Columbia’s historic districts. Very
interesting!”
Michael Long (LA) writes, “Selected as the first ‘City
Manager’ in the city of Oneonta, NY.”
Bob Spencer (FRM) is Executive Director of the Windham
Solid Waste Management District, Brattleboro, VT. He is
also continuing his consulting business specializing in
the composting of organic waste.

Ruth Sundstrom (ES) writes, “After graduation I began a
career with N.Y.S Parks and in April of this year, I retired
after 32 years. I finished my career as a senior detective
with the N.Y.S. Park Police and now look forward to the
ease of retirement.”

1983 | REUNION YEAR!
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
campus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go
to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the
Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
Oakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or enjoy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
the back page for reservation details and event information. If you need an address to encourage your classmates
to attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
alumni@esf.edu.

Stuart Weinreb (LA) will be awarded the LaGasse Medal Kevin Comstock (ES) graduated from the United States
from the American Society of Landscape Architects Naval War College, Newport, Rhode Island with a
(ASLA) at their Annual Meeting in November. The award Master’s in Arts in National Security and Strategic Studies
recognizes contributions to the management and con- in June 2012. He previously graduated with a Master’s in
servation of natural resources and public landscapes. Business Administration from the College of William and
As the director of Capital Assets and Planning for the Mary, Mason School of Business in Virginia, and a Juris
Massachusetts Audubon Society, Weinreb has applied his Doctor from SUNY Buffalo Law School. Kevin recently relandscape architecture skills to protect, enhance and man- ceived the RADM Hugh Howell, Jr., Award of Excellence
age natural and cultural resources for public benefit and for Meritorious Service as a Senior Reserve Officer, the
enjoyment. He also served the Massachusetts state parks highest honor in the Navy Reserve Law Program, awarded
system in his previous position with the Department of annually to one senior reserve JAG in each region, east
Environmental Management, now called the Department and west. RADM Steven Talson presented it on May 19,
of Conservation and Recreation.
2012 at the Joint Base Little Creek.

HollyBeth (Holly) Kaufman-Welsh ’88

Salt Lake City, UT
BS in Environmental Studies, 1988
Professional Geologist (UT)
Family? Married to David Welsh since 1990. Son–
Evan 16, Daughter–Adah 11 Career? Sr. Project
Manager/Geologist with Nova Consulting Group.
Favorite course? Snow Hydrology was the most
interesting class I ever took. I still love to “geek out”
and take a look at the snowpack in the Wasatch
Mountains which are behind my house. Favorite
professor? Dr. Eschner Course(s) you wish you had
taken? I probably should have taken Dendrology.
People ask me about it all of the time and I don’t
have the answers. Hobbies? I spent 15 years teaching skiing at Snowbird. I still spend a lot of time
up there making some turns. When it gets hot,
I like to mountain bike, hike, and visit the many
(relatively) nearby National Parks (Zions, Arches,
Yellowstone, Teton, etc). What does ESF mean to
you? Going to ESF was one of the best decisions I’d
ever made. I was able to put together a curriculum
that allowed me to become a hydrologist before it
was fashionable. The small classes meant that the
professors were approachable. Although everyone
worked hard, I loved the laid-back atmosphere.
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From left, Mike Burns ’87/’90 with Jim Wilkins ’74 and Matt Karp ’96 at
the ESF/SAF reception in Saratoga Springs in January.

During her research regarding the different 19th century explorers who came to
northern Minnesota searching for the source of the Mississippi River, Janet RithNajarian ’87 interviewed Art Keenan ’49, retired Trails and Waterways expert with
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.

outreach on public health issues concerning air and
water quality issues for Pima County/Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ). Also, for the past decade,
I have been an Ecobroker for Tierra Antigua Realty in
Tucson, AZ for clients who enjoy properties with wildlife
habitats and energy efficient homes.

recently been posted in Washington, DC where he served and high school sweetheart, Gina, three children, mothin the Bureau of African Affairs. Paul was a community er, three siblings, and many nieces and nephews. Rich
builder who easily built networks of friends across the will be remembered for his quick wit, skillful hand, and
globe. He labored tirelessly to make every community, meaningful contributions to our built environment in the
especially Potsdam, a better place for all. Among his sig- daily work that Landscape Architects do.
nature accomplishments in Potsdam and St. Lawrence
Erica Wiberg Gerber (ENSC) writes, “Moving the family to
County included the start-up of the North Country HOME
Kalispell, MT where I will be teaching Biology and Earth
Consortium, a housing effort that has brought millions
Science.”
of federal dollars to St. Lawrence, Jefferson and Lewis
Counties over the last 15 years. He led the reconstruction of a landmark block of Potsdam’s downtown historic 1992
preservation district that had been nearly destroyed in a
Rhone Resch (EnSci) writes, “Recently celebrated my
fire, creating new apartments and storefronts. Paul also
7th anniversary as CEO of the Solar Energy Industries
organized the Village’s community forestry program after
Association in Washington, D.C. We worked with New
the 1998 Ice Storm that planted hundreds of street trees
York Governor Cuomo to create the ‘NYSUN’ initiative
throughout the community to replace those lost. Perhaps
that will make New York one of the largest solar markets
his proudest moment during his diplomatic career was
in the country! Go solar!”
being an election monitor in Uganda’s first democratic
elections in decades; he watched as Ugandan’s hand Jeffrey Speich (FRM) writes, “Continuing to manage state
counted ballots from their Kampala voting precinct by lands for the DEC. Recently completed a Conservation
the headlights of his Jeep. His intellectual curiosity was Easement with the BSA. Volunteer with the BSA in sevmatched by his dry sense of humor and comedic timing. eral capacities including: Area Conservation Advocate,
Paul was an avid outdoorsman; he especially loved to hike Council Maintenance & Conservation Committee Chair,
in the Adirondacks but found interesting hikes across teacher at National Camp School. Secretary of the Ranger
the U.S. and those African nations he visited. While Paul School Alumni Association.”
was, in many respects, a world citizen, he never strayed
far from his North Country roots and the values that 1993 | REUNION YEAR!
he learned from his Mom and Dad. Paul is survived by
his parents, a brother and sister-in-law, a niece and two This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
nephews. Paul also left behind many true friends and col- of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
leagues around the world that will miss him sorely.
campus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go
1990
to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the
Woodsmen’s
Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
Christopher J. Kamide (PSE) died on April 16, 2013, in the
Oakwood
Cemetery,
enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
VA Medical Center, Syracuse. Chris was born in Carthage
Experiment
Station,
see faculty demonstrations, and/or enon November 19, 1964, the son of the late Faye T. and Leona
joy
the
local
flavors
of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
C. Shatraw Kamide. He attended Augustinian Academy
the back page for reservation details and event informaand graduated from Carthage Central in 1982. In addition
tion. If you need an address to encourage your classmates
to SUNY-ESF, he attended JCC and Utica College. He reto attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
ceived his bachelor’s degree in Paper Science Engineering
alumni@esf.edu.
and his Masters in Education. He married the former
Sharon M. Snyder on January 17, 1987. Chris enlisted
in the Army National Guard and later graduated from
Officer Candidate School. He joined the Army Reserves
and was activated during Operation Iraqi Freedom serving in Kuwait in 2004–2005. He later served two tours at
James Ganter ’90
the Pentagon and two tours at Fort Bragg, NC, retiring in
Clayton, NY
August of 2001. He was a Quality Control Manager at severBS in Paper Chemistry and Minor in Mechanical
al paper mills in the area including, Champion Int., James
Jefferson Community College
River, Knowlton Bros. and Lyons Falls. He was member
Family? Wife – Terry Ganter, son – Jeremy Ganter,
and referee of the IAABO Board # 59 of Watertown for
son – Matthew Ganter Career? Executive VP +
nearly 25 years, both college and high school levels, a
COO/Partner–Knowlton Technologies LLC Favorite
member of St. James Church, American Legion Post #789,
course? Chemistry – KT is a higher technical comKnights of Columbus Council #291 and was the Inner
pany producing products with multiple materials
Guard for BPOE Lodge #1762 of Carthage. He was a forand frictions modifiers which requires knowledge
mer member of the Carthage Central School Board. He is
of chemicals and their changes in order to keep
survived by his wife, two daughters, a son, four brothers
materials uniform in the z-direction. Favorite proand their spouses, several aunts, uncles and cousins.
fessor? Mr. Bill Holtzman Coruse(s)? More about
technical papers, specialty papers, composites and
1991
media. More about dealing with people’s personalities, or managing people. Hobbies? Boating,
Richard C. Collins (LA) of Rochester NY passed away
fishing, hunting, and sports. Why did you attend
suddenly on January 16, 2013. Rich received both a
ESF? I was working in a paper mill and decided
Bachelors and a Masters of Landscape Architecture
to broaden my education in this field. ESF was a
from SUNY-ESF. Soon after, he was hired by Bergmann
well-known paper school. Their aid also impacted
Associates in Rochester, NY. While at Bergmann, Rich
my decision. What does ESF mean to you? ESF
worked on a number of significant projects, namely the
allowed me to gain knowledge in preparation of a
Rt. 17 Horseheads, NY By-Pass and the West Ridge Road
rewarding career in composites and media manuPedestrian Overpass and Roadway Improvements in
facture. It gave me the engineering background
Rochester, NY. Rich also worked for Kelco Construction
to attack problems and come up with solutions for
on Long Island where he managed several high-proour customers in a defined approach. It allowed me
file park construction projects including Michael Van
the opportunity to start as a young process engiValkenburgh’s Teardrop Park in Manhattan. Rich was
neer and grow to become a partner in a business
a talented Landscape Architect and able to portray his
that supports many families and the community.
design ideas in beautiful sketches. He leaves his wife

1987
Janet Rith-Najarian (EFB) writes, “I have lived in Bemidji,
Minnesota, for many years now, where I work as a professional biogeographer and educator. My town is the first
town on the Mississippi River, and the Headwaters lie
in a wilderness location at Lake Itasca State Park, about
30 miles from my home. I am currently working on a
film project sponsored by the Minnesota Alliance for
Geographic Education and the Minnesota Historical
Society, about the different 19th century explorers who
came to northern Minnesota searching for the source
of the mighty Mississippi River. In the course of my
research, I interviewed Art Keenan (Class of ’49), retired Trails and Waterways expert with the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources, who surveyed the
river in the mid 1960’s and established the recreational
Headwaters Canoe Trail for modern-day wilderness river
explorers . Much to my delight, it turns out that Art is a
Stumpy just like me, though he graduated 40 years before me! (See accompanying photo). Art provided valuable natural history and exploration information for our
project, so we were glad to have him involved. In addition,
his son Chris played the role of explorer Willard Glazier
for historical reenactments in our film, and his grandson
Casey portrayed Zebulon Pike’s sidekick Sgt. Kimmerer.
For more info, visit our film project website at http://veritascaput.homestead.com, and follow the latest updates
on our Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/
VeritasCaput.

1988 | REUNION YEAR!
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
campus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go
to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the
Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
Oakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or enjoy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
the back page for reservation details and event information. If you need an address to encourage your classmates
to attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
alumni@esf.edu.
Paul Stevenson (ES) died suddenly at home on April 16,
2013. Born on April 4, 1961, in Watertown, New York to
George and Teresa Stevenson, he was the eldest of their
two children. Paul attended General Brown schools as
a child. He graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree
(cum laude) from St. Lawrence University, Canton, NY
in 1983. He earned dual Master’s degrees from Syracuse
University’s Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs in Public Administration and from SUNY-ESF.
Paul was proud of his service in the United States Peace
Corp. where he served as a fisheries extension officer in
rural Kenya. It was here that Paul developed a lifelong
love for Africa. For the last 25 years, Paul served his
community and nation working in increasingly responsible positions with the City of Syracuse’s Department
of Community Development, the St. Lawrence County
Planning Office, Director of the City of Ithaca’s Urban
Renewal Agency, Director of Planning and Development
for the Village of Potsdam, and, most recently, as a diplomat and analyst with the State Department of the United
States. Paul served his country with distinction in embassy postings in Uganda, Ghana and Nigeria. He had

Anthony (Tony) Caletka ’90 will be admitted
as a Principal in PwC’s Capital Projects &
Infrastructure (CP&I) Advisory practice.
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1996
Richard Taber (FRM) writes, “I have been working for
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Chenango County for
five years doing outreach tours in forestry, and then wildlife. Now I’m working in grazing and agriculture outreach
and continue to farm in Madison County.”

1998 | REUNION YEAR!
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
campus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go
to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the
Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
Oakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or enjoy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
the back page for reservation details and event information. If you need an address to encourage your classmates
to attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
alumni@esf.edu.

Scott Stahl ’07, a winner in our March Dues
Raffle Drawing, uses his prize: an ESF travel
mug!

From left, Bill Van Gorp ‘09/’12 with David Schmidt ’13 and Gavin
MacKellar ’12 at the Parting Glass Pub in Saratoga Springs for the ESF/
SAF reception.

Sean Creighton ’10 with Lisa Wernberg of Keplinger Freeman Associates at
the ESF Career Fair.

Corrie O’Dea ’10 (left) and Whitney Forman-Cook ’13. Whitney had
just made a presentation at the NY and New England Society of American
Foresters conference in Saratoga Springs.

1999
Paul Yonge (ES-ERE) is a Life Member with MPS degrees
in the areas of policy and of resource engineering. He is
examining the impact of the “Forever Wild” clause upon
railroad operations within the Adirondack Park. There is
a current dispute arising from the Saratoga and North
Creek Railway’s proposal to use the 30-mile-long track
between North Creek and the former Tahawus Mine in
Essex County. He is preparing a presentation for this
October’s Railroad Environmental Conference at the
University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign. Paul can be
reached at: watchowl@twcny.rr.com.

2003 | REUNION YEAR!

This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
2001
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
campus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can
Heather (Whittier) Luczak (EFB/FOR) writes, “From re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go
Syracuse, NY and the halls of SUNY-ESF, six alumni have to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the
found their way to the National Forests in North Carolina. Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
We don’t all work together daily, but we reminisce about Oakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
our days at ESF every chance we get. Kimberly (Miller) Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or enRust ’01 and Theresa “Terry” (Stevens) Savery ’89 both joy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
work on the Uwharrie National Forest in Troy, NC and the back page for reservation details and event informaJason Rodrigue ’97, Lynn Hicks ’77, Dan Belanger ’92 and I tion. If you need an address to encourage your classmates
work at the Supervisor’s Office in Asheville, NC. We were to attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
recently all in the same office at the same time and so we alumni@esf.edu.
took the opportunity to get a photo of the National Forests Angel Rohnke (EFB) was named the 2012 Conservation
in NC ESF Alumni.”
Educator of the year by the Mississippi Wildlife Federation.
“Angel is a well respected leader in Mississippi’s
Conservation Community,” said MS Wildlife Federation
President Rick Dillard. In January of 2013, Angel was proMaren Grunert Roman (CHE) and her husband, Paul, are moted to Assistant Museum Director of the Mississippi
now the proud parents of Sophie Joy. Maren is a tenured Museum of Natural Science in Jackson, MS.
Associate Professor at Virginia Tech. Her husband also
has Syracuse connections in Physics and Engineering.

2002

2006

Kayla Ryan (EFB) and Gregory Cocquyt ’07 were married
on September 14, 2012 in Big Moose, NY.

Kerry Planck-Beiter ’97

Wales, NY
BS in EFB
MS from Binghamton University, 2000
Family? Husband Eric Beiter, a science teacher
and coach; Aiden Beiter 8 year old boy (2nd grade);
Reece Beiter 6 year old boy (kindergarten). Career?
Organic Dairy goat farmer, soap maker, business
owner: alpinemade.com Favorite course? Freshwater
Plant Ecology helped steer me to study aquatic
plant communities in the Adirondacks as a graduate fellow at Binghamton U. Favorite professor? Dr.
Donald Leopold Coruse(s)? Tropical Ecology. I was
granted an opportunity to work for the Tropical
Forestry Initiative in Costa Rica for a semester in
graduate school. Who would you like to hear from?
Classmates Hobbies? Organic farming and networking with people in the sustainable agriculture
sector. Why did you attend ESF? To fulfill my thirst
for knowledge of environmental issues affecting
forests worldwide. What does ESF mean to you? The
hands-on learning experience I received at ESF,
whether it was with outdoor trips to parks or preserves, or the longer term experiences at Cranberry
Lake, awakened my realization that true understanding of complex environmental issues must
be experienced in person, with real contact with
those ecosystems. Had I not had these opportunities that ESF so brilliantly offers, I may not be as
dynamically attached to my environment today, as
evidenced by my present career in organic farming.

2008 | REUNION YEAR!
This is a reunion year for your class! We have a great slate
of events planned for the 2013 Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
Weekend October 4–5. The weekend will kick off with a
campus-wide reception on Friday evening where you can
re-connect with your classmates. On Saturday, you can go
to the SU vs. Clemson football game in the Dome, see the
Woodsmen’s Team events, go on a Dendro-walk through
Oakwood Cemetery, enjoy the BBQ, tour the Lafayette Road
Experiment Station, see faculty demonstrations, and/or enjoy the local flavors of “A Taste of Central New York!” See
the back page for reservation details and event information. If you need an address to encourage your classmates
to attend, contact the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632 or
alumni@esf.edu.

2010
Maegan Spindler (EFB), 25, was tragically killed (along
with a co-worker) by a drunk driver while at work for the
US Fish and Wildlife Service in South Dakota on the evening of July 8. She was a beloved daughter, sister, granddaughter and friend. Maegan’s love of the natural environment and animal life had led her to the beginnings of a
career in Fisheries biology and was working seasonally for
USFWS on endangered species recovery of sturgeon in
the Missouri River. She was based out of Pierre, SD. The
prior two years she worked for Wyoming Game and Fish
in Pinedale, WY as a fisheries technician. After graduating from ESF, she received a Fisheries diploma in 2011
from Vancouver Island University. She was planning to

These happy seniors toast their graduation at the Champagne Toast! At
center is CMWPE student Jessica Nicholas ‘13. Jessica interned in the ESF
Alumni Office for three years.

start graduate school in 2014 to continue work on native
fish species. In addition to her love of the environment,
she was an artist and enjoyed print making, painting and
photography. She loved to cook and had a wonderful vegetable garden. And she was an accomplished fisherman,
having earned a “Cut Slam” certificate from catching all
four native species of cutthroat trout in Wyoming. She
hiked, camped, backpacked and traveled. She was full
of joy and brought it to everyone she knew. She will be
dearly missed by all who knew her and will always be
remembered.

2011
Elizabeth Murphy (EnSci) writes, “Post graduation I have
had the opportunity to develop and implement an integrated environmental science curriculum for fourth, fifth
and sixth grade students in Morristown, NJ. We use a local lake as our classroom. The curriculum I’ve designed
has not only won grants from the William E. Simon
Foundation and Provident Bank Foundation, but also led
to my students being featured in the Sunday edition of
the Star-Ledger! I am so pleased to be inspiring a future
generation of environmental leaders and hopefully, future
SUNY-ESF students!”

2013 | CONGRATULATIONS!

The ESF Alumni Association
welcomes the
Class of 2013 as alumni!
We’d like to hear from you…
send in a Class Note!

www.esf.edu/alumni SUMMER 2013 Alumni News

Graduating Student Survey
Congratulations to our newest group of alumni!

each spring as Commencement approaches, we ask our
graduating students to reflect on their experiences at ESF,
as well as speculate about their futures. We contacted the
entire Senior Class and posed the following questions: 1. Name? 2.
Hometown? 3. Major? 4. How did you learn about ESF? 5. What
are your plans for the next year? 6. What course or professor stands
out as you approach graduation? Why? 7. Where do you hope to be
10 years from now? Doing what? 8. Who has influenced you the
most in your years at ESF? 9. If you had to do it over again, would
you go to ESF? 10. Same major? 11. What surprised you the most
after becoming a student at ESF? 12. If you had some advice for
incoming students, what would it be? 13. What would you like
alumni to know about the College in 2013? 14. Anything else?
Published here is just a sample of the various responses that we
received. Congratulations to our newest group of alumni!

Megan Reymore

Tiffany DellaVentura

Hometown: Randolph, VT
Major: Landscape Architecture

Hometown: Cranston, RI
Major: Conservation Biology

How did you learn about ESF? My mom
and dad met here! Environmental Studies ’84 and Forestry ’82, respectively.
What are your plans for the next year?
Just like every other senior...try to make
some money! Fingers crossed. I’d love to
work at a firm somewhere in the Northeast, but I’m keeping my options open.
What course or professor stands out
as you approach graduation? It’s really
tough to pick a specific one, since the
DLA faculty do a great job of integrating their individual knowledge throughout the 5-year program. Robin Hoffman
was a really helpful advisor, not just in
course scheduling, but with portfolios,
career guidance, etc. Thank you, Robin!
Tony Miller as well. Where do you hope
to be 10 years? In a perfect world, I’d
like to have gotten my RLA license (or at
least well on my way), working on grad
school, and have time to travel in there
somewhere. Who has inf luenced you the
most in your years at ESF? Again, hard
to pick one, but I would like to thank
some specific faculty (Tony et al.) for
instilling a healthy fear in all of us as
freshmen...making it clear that we didn’t
know as much as we thought we did.
This was terrifying at first, but looking
back overall I think it was a valuable lesson. If you had to do it over again, would
you go to ESF? I think so! As a high
school senior, I looked at so many college options, but once I settled on a major, ESF was the one. Same major? Yes.
What surprised you the most after becoming a student at ESF? People talk all
the time about the camaraderie within
the ESF community, and you really have
to become one of the “family” to know
how great it is. This school is definitely a
best-kept secret. If you had some advice
for incoming students, what would it be?
Be forewarned--they’re going to work
you like crazy here but you’re going to
get a top-notch education. Just remember, you’re going to leave with so much
less debt than the SU kids! And that’s a
beautiful thing. 1

How did you learn about ESF? I got a
pamphlet in the mail and came to check
it out. What are your plans for the next
year? I will be working in Nantucket,
MA as an Aquarium Intern at the Maria Mitchell Association for the summer, then hopefully at a large aquarium.
What course or professor stands out as
you approach graduation? The course
that stands out the most is Ichthyology. I
loved being out in the field catching fish
and getting hands-on experience and
having a lot of fun! Where do you hope
to be 10 years? I hope to be working on
coral reefs or at a large scale aquarium. I
want to go to Australia again after studying abroad my junior year. Who has inf luenced you the most in your years at
ESF? There are two people who have influenced me the most at ESF. Dr. Mark
Teece and Dr. Kim Schulz have been
amazing mentors and have really helped
me succeed and excel in school and
in skills. If you had to do it over again,
would you go to ESF? Yes. My concentration is in marine biology but I had

what would it be? My advice would
be to get to know your professors and
make the most of your experience here
at ESF. This school offers so much and
to not get yourself involved would be a
real loss. What would you like alumni to
know about the College in 2013? This
class is full of inspiring, dedicated, and
thoughtful students. I feel lucky to be a
part of this class. Anything else? I will
miss SUNY-ESF so much and I cannot
believe my undergraduate career is already over! 1

would like alumni to know that Alumni
Weekend needs them! I have been to the
event three years and the alumni are the
true stars. Come back and see the progress and radiance of the schools progress. Anything else? I love ESF. I hope
this campus revolutionizes some college
campus function. As well as becoming
carbon neutral and sustainable in every
way the students can imagine. Keep the
fire of passion alive ESF! 1

Amelia Marple

Hometown: Port Washington, NY
Major: Environmental Studies Policy,
Planning and Law
Minor: Renewable Energy

Hometown: Fairfax, VA
Major: Environmental Resource
Engineering

How did you learn about ESF? I was at
a local career fair, in Northern Virginia,
and was looking for a school with not
just a Civil Engineering degree with a
focus on the Environment, but an explicitly Environmental Engineering
degree and we bumped into a woman
who knew exactly the place: SUNY-ESF.
We visited once and the rest was history. What are your plans for the next
year? I plan to get a summer job and
then travel to India and do some volunteer work and some self-discovery. What
course or professor stands out as you approach graduation? The most touching
professor I had at SUNY-ESF was Kristin Cleveland, my freshman year Writing 101 professor. She changed the way
I approached writing and was a radiant
professor with compassion and care that
welcomed me into the ESF family for
life. Where do you hope to be 10 years?
In 10 years I hope to have a Master’s degree from an Ivy League or international school. I will be, at-least, bilingual. I
plan to have traveled to 5 new countries,
as well as rock climbed in Colorado. I
will be in a steady relationship and be a
successful, compassionate, and contributive member of society. Who has inf luenced you the most in your years at ESF?
The most profound person who has influenced me in my years at ESF was my
freshman year roommate. The second
greatest influence has been my advisor,
Stew Diemont, who has always constructively questioned my goals and direction.

❛❛ This was a wonderful community
and I feel lucky to call
SUNY-ESF my alumni home.❜❜
a wonderful time and learned a variety
of things that I probably wouldn’t have
learned by going to another school. I
love the size of classrooms, the professors are amazing, and the people here
are great. This was a wonderful community and I feel lucky to call SUNYESF my alumni home. Same major? Yes.
Conservation Biology fit me so well. I
wish I could be here for the Marine Biology minor if I could do it again. What
surprised you the most after becoming
a student at ESF? Becoming a member
of the ESF Primitive Pursuits Club and
being able to get right in the soil and
learn survival skills. I was surprised to
meet so many great people and I feel
like my friends here at ESF are going
to be my friends I have for life. If you
had some advice for incoming students,
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Each advisor session left me with pieces
to rebuild and enhance my life dreams.
If you had to do it over again, would you
go to ESF? In a hummingbird heartbeat.
Same major? Indeed. What surprised
you the most after becoming a student
at ESF? The most surprising thing after
arriving at ESF was the relationship with
SU. I had expected more integration, although I suppose now ESF is sliding in
another direction towards independence.
If you had some advice for incoming students, what would it be? My advice for
incoming students would be to GET INVOLVED on campus! Stay active in every
sense. The dorms are really not that fun;
there is no need to rush back to them.
Live leisurely, freely, and with compassion for all. What would you like alumni to know about the College in 2013? I

Rigoberto (Rigo) Melgar

How did you learn about ESF? Representatives from ESF visited my high school
in Port Washington, NY. The first thing
that attracted me to the ESF table was
the picture of the planet and the words
“improve your world.” At that moment, I
realized that it was possible for me to
dedicate my life to the protection of the
environment for present and future generations. What are your plans for the
next year? SUNY-ESF for graduate
school in Environmental Science with a
focus on Biophysical and Ecological Economics (BEE). What course or professor
stands out as you approach graduation?
I loved most of the courses (29 at ESF
and 3 at SU) that I took, but the one that
stands out the most and the one that has
changed my life is EFB 522, Biophysical
Economics taught by the great, and only,
Dr. Charles Hall. Biophysical Economics
provides a natural science-based alternative to the current unsustainable neoclassical economic system that is leading
us to planetary collapse because it does
not acknowledge limits to growth and is
based on unsustainable consumerism.
Since economics influences everything
in our societies, we need alternatives
such Biophysical and Ecological Economics (together sustainability economics) in order to be able to secure a future
for human civilization. Where do you
hope to be 10 years? I hope to be working at the United Nations, where my
knowledge on the environment and Biophysical and Ecological Economics can
be shared with all the countries of the
world. I am interested in promoting policies that are based on the biophysical
and ecological realities of our finite planet. Who has inf luenced you the most in
your years at ESF? Dr. Charles Hall
(Charlie) became my friend, mentor and
advisor in the past few years. Charlie has
given me the most important opportunities of my career such as writing a book
with him Spain’s Photovoltaic Revolution: The Energy Return on Investment;
being a teaching assistant; developing a
minor in Biophysical and Ecological Economics (BEE); doing outreach for Biophysical Economics; being part of the
organizing committee for the 5th Biophysical Economics Conference, which
will be held in Burlington, VT in conjunction with the 7th Biennial Ecological
Economics Conference, just to name a
few. I also have enormous respect for
President Murphy, Vice-President
French, Dean Lombard, Dr. Smardon,
Dr. Manno, Dr. Luzadis, Dr. Hirsch, Prof.
Kelleher and the very special Dr. Elizabeth Vidon and Prof. Myrna Hall. I have
Please see Student survey, Page 26
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worked and interacted with all of them
and many more at ESF, and they have all
marked and influenced my life in one
way or another. Most significantly was
coming up with the Centennial Time
Capsule idea in 2011, which I was able to
accomplish with the help of Vice-President French and Liz Mix, with the supp o r t o f P r e s i d e n t Mu r p hy. T h e
Centennial Time Capsule was placed in
the Gateway Center. If you had to do it
over again, would you go to ESF? I could
not have gone anywhere else but to the
premier college focused on the environment, SUNY-ESF. Same major? I would
do the same awesome and holistic major
in Environmental Studies. What surprised you the most after becoming a
student at ESF? What surprised me was
that ESF was better than I ever thought
it would be. All my dreams have come
true at ESF. People at ESF are great. If
you had some advice for incoming students, what would it be? See the big picture of things and not conform to what
they are taught in the classroom because
there is so much more to explore and
learn out there. I would also recommend
them to venture into energy and economic issues because they are of great
importance to our purpose of protecting
the environment. What would you like
alumni to know about the College in
2013? I would like alumni to know that
ESF is more world-impacting and successful than ever before. The Class of
2013 is the largest it has ever been and
everyone loves ESF. But in order for ESF
to continue expanding and being at the
forefront of environmental issues, it
needs the support of alumni to strengthen vital programs such as Biophysical
and Ecological Economics and Systems
Ecology. Anything else? I love ESF. 1

Diana Dunn
Hometown: Angola, NY
Major: Biotechnology, Chemistry minor

How did you learn about ESF? My cousin Cheryl Ritz (Kirst), who graduated
from ESF. What are your plans for the
next year? Attend graduate school at
SUNY Upstate Medical University to
start working on my PhD in Microbiology and Immunology. What course or
professor stands out as you approach
graduation? The Health Science courses
taught by Dr. Sadie Ryan. These courses
made me realize that I love diseases and
made me decide what I wanted to do in
grad school. Also my laboratory mentor,
Dr. Christopher Nomura, who gave me a
chance to work in his lab as a freshman.
He taught me the basics I needed to
know in the laboratory and was extremely welcoming. Where do you hope to be
10 years from now? I hope to be working as an investigative scientist for the
CDC/ a governmental agency. Who has
inf luenced you the most in your years at
ESF? My mom has always encouraged
me. I’m the first person in my family to
go into the science field and go on to get
a PhD and she has always been there
for me. If you had to do it over again,
would you go to ESF? Of course, I love
ESF. Same major? Yes. What surprised
you the most after becoming a student at
ESF? The students. I came from a small
town where everyone was the same and

not as concerned with the environment
or motivated about anything, for that
matter. ESF showed me how you can really go after what you believe. If you had
some advice for incoming students, what
would it be? Don’t be afraid of anyone,
make a ton of friends and get involved. 1

Josh Mahoney
Hometown: Old Forge, NY
Major: Construction Management.

Josh Mahoney (center) with father, Jeff, and mother,
Annette at graduation.

What are your plans for the next year?
Moving to Boston in search of a job
Who has inf luenced you the most in
your years at ESF? Bill Smith, he is a
great guy who is so nice. Dr. Meyer has
great morals and teaches kids daily values. Where do you hope to be 10 years?
Working high up in a company, or working at my father’s log home business.
Who has inf luenced you the most in your
years at ESF? My friends. If you had to
do it over again, would you go to ESF?
Yes. Same major? Yes. What surprised
you the most after becoming a student
at ESF? How much ESF had to offer. If
you had some advice for incoming students, what would it be? Work hard your
first few years and get ahead. Get an internship. Have fun and keep calm. What
would you like alumni to know about the
College in 2013? ESF is growing fast.
Anything else? It’s been a great time. 1

SUNY-ESF Athletics Update
Dan Ramin
Coordinator of
College Athletics
is with great pleasure that
I share with you the first installment of
the ESF Athletics update. Varsity sports
at ESF are relatively new. Created in
2009, the program has grown to include
teams in men’s and women’s cross country, men’s and women’s soccer, men’s
golf, men’s basketball, a track and field
team and our original athletics program,
ESF’s famed Woodsmen’s Team. Most
teams compete in the United States Collegiate Athletic Association (USCAA), a
national organization of intercollegiate
athletic programs with about 90 smaller
member colleges primarily on the east
coast. SUNY-ESF student athletes have
enjoyed a great deal of success within
this organization, from being awarded
several All-Americans, and Academic
All-Americans to competing in post season National Championships, and in the
case of our esteemed men’s cross country
team, winning two of them.

Cross Country

It was another very successful year for
our men’s and women’s cross country
teams. The teams had some very strong
seasonal results placing first in several
meets. Head Coach John View and Assistant Coach Kevin Reynolds had the
teams well prepared for Nationals in
Lake Placid. The women’s team finished
a strong third place, while the men went
on to win the championship for the second consecutive year.

Soccer

It was a special year for soccer at ESF
with the program’s first appearance in
the National Championship Tournament.
Both men’s and women’s teams had great
seasons with winning records and big
wins against some rival programs. The

men’s team qualified for Nationals in
Asheville, NC. The team had a fantastic
run making it to the semifinals.

Golf

ESF’s golf team did very well this year
winning three invitationals. The team
traveled to Penn State and competed in
the post season championship. The team
is led by long time coach and great golfer,
John Turbeville.

Basketball and Track & Field

Debuting this year are two new sports at
ESF: Men’s basketball, formerly a club
team, and a track and field team, brand
new to complement our very strong cross
country teams. Both basketball and track
had great inaugural seasons competing
against well-established programs and
showing excellent results and promise
for future growth and success.

The Woodsmen’s Team

Perhaps our most well-known program,
our Woodsmen’s Team, celebrating their
centennial, had another great year. Winning several meets including the Paul
Smiths’ Fall Festival, the team continues
to be one of the best timber sports teams
in the country.
As a firm believer in experiential education and a witness to the positive experience one gains from being on a team
and competing, athletics complements
the tremendous education students receive at ESF. Our student athletes are
very good at balancing the time commitments and challenges of academics and
athletics. Perhaps our best accolade of the
year—the USCAA awarded 31 ESF student athletes Academic All-Americans.
That’s a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or above
and that’s pretty good!
If you have any questions or comments regarding ESF Athletics, please
feel free to contact me dwramin@esf.
edu / 315-470-4933. 1

Scott Austin
Hometown: Medway, ME
Major: Forest Engineering

Alumni Board Members at the Spring Athletics Banquet.
From left, Peg Coleman ’79, Kelly Reinhardt ’95, and Preston
Gilbert ’73. The Alumni Association funded the trophies that were
awarded to graduating athletes, team MVPs, and team MIPs.

Scott Austin (2nd from right) with his mother,
Marcia, sister, Becca, and father, Chris at 2013
Commencement.

How did you learn about ESF? High
School teacher. What are your plans for
the next year? Continuing to job hunt,
and spending the summer in Maine.
What course or professor stands out as
you approach graduation? Doug Daley
has really taught us about the engineering design approach this semester for
P&D. He is also a really fun professor
and we had a great time in the Adirondacks for the ERE trip. Where do you
hope to be 10 years? I hope to be a professional Engineer and live on a small
farm with my girlfriend Steph. Who has
inf luenced you the most in your years at
ESF? Stew Diemont has really influenced how I think about environmental
problems and engineering. If you had to
do it over again, would you go to ESF?
Yes. Same major? Yes. What surprised
you the most in your years at ESF? Students here don’t appear that diverse at
first but they come from a wide variety
of backgrounds. If you had some advice
for incoming students, what would it be?
Get good at time management freshman
year. What would you like alumni to
know about the College in 2013? The
new Gateway Center looks great! 1

These three ESF student athletes were recognized at the Spring Athletics Banquet. Pictured at right is
an example of the award that was funded by the Alumni Association.
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ESF College Bookstore Expands
This is a very exciting time for the
Bookstore and your Alumni Association
n april of this year, the ESF College Bookstore moved up…literally! We have come a long way from
the cramped basement of Marshall Hall
and are now located on the main floor of
the beautiful new Gateway Center. This is
a very exciting time for the Bookstore and
your Alumni Association as we expand to
meet the growing needs of our students
and alumni.
You may have noticed that we changed
our name as well as our location. We are
no longer “Small Stores,” but the ESF College Bookstore. We can now rightfully
claim this name since our expansion efforts also include the launch of on-line
textbook sales at the end of July. We are
working with Follett’s to bring a service to
our students that is long overdue, the ESF
Virtual Bookstore. While we will not physically carry textbooks in the Store, students
will be able to order all of their course requirements through the Virtual Bookstore
and have them shipped directly to their
home or to the Bookstore itself.
Additionally, the College Bookstore entered into a partnership with the College’s
Forest Properties Division to start a new
line of products called “From the Forest.”
All “From the Forest” products will be
produced at the 4,000-acre Svend O. Heiberg Memorial Forest in Tully and will be

I

available for sale through the Bookstore.
Our first product, 100% pure maple syrup, is painstakingly crafted from the sap
produced by some 2,000 sugar (and a few
red) maple trees. It takes 40–50 gallons of
sap to make just one gallon of pure maple syrup that is then bottled and shipped
to the Bookstore where it is available in
decorative glass containers and plastic
jugs. There is nothing quite like the taste
of pure maple syrup, and it tastes even
sweeter knowing the profit from the sale
goes toward funding student scholarships.
Syrup is available for purchase in the
Bookstore on campus, or on-line at www.
esf.edu/bookstore. In the near future, the
“From the Forest” line will also include
bottled water and concentrated essential
oils from Scotch Pine, Yellow Birch, Balsam Fir and White Cedar.
The Alumni Association is proud to
serve the alumni and student population
through the goods and services provided
by the ESF College Bookstore. As we continue to expand, we welcome any comments or suggestions you may have for
further improvements. 1

THE ESF COLLEGE BOOKSTORE HAS MOVED!

It is now located on the 1st floor of the new Gateway Center.

SHOP ON-LINE

www.esf.edu/bookstore

The expanded Bookstore features numerous ESF logo items such as hats,
shirts, and other memorabilia, and will soon launch online textbook sales
for ESF courses.

The Bookstore is the exclusive vendor for 100% pure maple syrup produced
at ESF’s own Heiberg Forest. Available in decorative glass maple leaf bottles
and plastic jugs, they can be purchased in person at the Bookstore or online.

Blackmore Forest Property Strengthens
Investment, Education and Research
or over a quarter century,
the ESF College Foundation
has acquired forest properties—mostly by donation from
alumni—to diversify scholarship investments, and to support teaching
and research at the College.
The most recent addition to the
Foundation holdings of nearly 1,000
acres is a woodlot of a little more
than 50 acres in the Town of Madison, donated by Ron Blackmore ’79
MS. This property meets priorities
for the Foundation’s forest property
program—good potential to generate revenue for scholarships through
sustainable timber management,

F

and a location that allows easy access
for ESF classes and researchers from
the main campus in Syracuse.
With a soil science master’s degree
from ESF, Blackmore has carefully
managed the property for years under a State-approved plan that allows
a property tax reduction. The College
Foundation will continue to carefully
manage the woodlot, while providing
real-world learning opportunities for
ESF students. In recent years, Foundation forest properties have allowed
students to see the economics of
good, long-term forest management
and the positive impacts of careful
“shelter wood” harvesting.

Donors of forest parcels can realize a significant income tax benefit
for their contribution as a charitable gift, but to many the prospect of
their land being well managed and
utilized by ESF faculty and students
is an even bigger incentive. Some
donors retain some interest in their
land. In Blackmore’s case, he will retain hunting and firewood gathering
rights for his lifetime. 1
Ron Blackmore ’79 and ESF Director
of Forest Properties Bob Davis walk the
beautiful sugar maple stand on Blackmore’s
woodlot in Madison, New York, within an
hour of the ESF main campus in Syracuse.

For information on the ESF College Foundation’s forest property donation program
e-mail gifts@esf.edu, call 315-470-6683, or visit www.esf.edu/development/property
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Alumni & Family

Lodging
Suggestions

Fall Barbecue

OCTOBER 4–5, 2013 : : Reservation FORM
Please complete the reservation form and mail it, along with a check (payable to ESF Alumni
Association) to ESF Alumni Office, 1 Forestry Drive, 219 Bray Hall, Syracuse, NY 13210-2785.
Questions? Please visit www.esf.edu/alumni/fallBBQ or call the Alumni Office at 315-470-6632.
Advance sale tickets are required for ALL events.

➻ Reservation Deadline Friday, September 13, 2013
CONTACT INFORMATION
Name

Class Year

Major

City

State

Zip

Daytime Phone

Email

Address

Embassy Suites Syracuse : : 315-446-3200
6646 Old Collamer Road South;
Rooms reserved at $139/Suites with two
double beds—includes full cooked-to-order
breakfast
group name: SUNY-ESF
reservation deadline: September 4, 2013

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
Cost per person

Opening Reception Includes beer, wine, soda, carving stations,

Number attending

$10

snacks, desserts, and door prizes

Coffee Haus & Campus Talent Show Coffee and munchies served

7th north street area

$

FREE

FREE

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5

PACKAGE PRICE DEAL Package Deal includes BBQ, Coffee with the President, Lafayette Road Tour, and all other Saturday
events listed in the enclosed brochure with the exception of the football game and the Taste of CNY. Prices are listed below.
Cost per person

Number attending

Package Deal Adult (ages 13 and over)

$20

$

Package Deal Youth (ages 6 to 12)

$12

$

Package Deal ESF Students & Children (ages 5 and under)

FREE

FREE

SU vs. Clemson Football Game (Tentatively Scheduled for Noon)
At the time of this mailing, Syracuse University still has not set their ticket prices for the football game during Alumni & Family Fall BBQ
Weekend. We will be reserving a block of tickets as soon as they become available. In the meantime, we are asking that if you are interested
in purchasing tickets to the game, please indicate the quantity below along with your email address. Once the price has been finalized, we
will email you the information and ask that you contact the Alumni Office to finalize your football ticket purchase via credit card. Typically
prices in the past have been in the range of $30.
E-mail:

Coffee with the President Includes refreshments and light breakfast

Included in Package Price

Included in Package Price

Lafayette Road Experiment Station Tour

Included in Package Price

Included in Package Price

Taste of CNY Includes samples of NY wines and cheeses
Tie-Dye Your Alumni & Family Fall BBQ T-Shirt
T-shirts are available through pre-sale only. White with Forest
Green Silk-screen only. Please indicate quantity of each size needed.

$8

$

$7 for S, M, L, XL
$9 for XXL

Size(s)

Qty.

Total Amount Due

Method of Payment

Dietary Restrictions

Please make checks payable
to ESF Alumni Association
and mail it with this completed
form to:

Please note, we will do our
best to accommodate dietary
restrictions:

ESF Alumni Office, SUNY ESF
1 Forestry Drive
219 Bray Hall
Syracuse, NY 13210-2785

Number of Vegans

Number of Vegetarians

Number of Gluten Free
Other

below is a list of hotels at which we
reserved a block of rooms. This is an extremely busy weekend in the Syracuse
area so you are encouraged to make
your hotel reservations as soon as possible as hotels in the area may sell out.
In order to receive the discounted price
listed, you must mention the group
name associated with your hotel choice.
dewitt area / carrier circle

Guest Name(s)

Quantity:

Make your hotel reservations
for Alumni & Family Fall
BBQ & Reunions 2013 soon!

$
$

Parking Passes

0

YES! Please send me a parking pass
(at no extra cost), if available.

Please note that you may receive two parking passes–
one for Friday after 4:00 p.m. and one for all-day
Saturday. On Friday, passes will only be given to those
attending the reception and will be distributed on a
first-come, first-serve basis. On Saturday, if you are
attending just the football game you are encouraged
to park at Skytop on SU’s South Campus and take the
shuttle to and from the game.

15 minutes from campus
Hampton Inn Airport : : 315-457-9900
417 Seventh North Street, Liverpool
Rooms reserved at $109 per room
group name: SUNY-ESF
reservation deadline: September 19, 2013
Super 8 Motel : : 315-451-8888
421 Seventh North Street, Liverpool
Rooms reserved at $59 per night
Group Name: SUNY-ESF
reservation deadline: September 3, 2013
Maplewood Inn : : 866-318-9937 or 315-451-1511
400 Seventh North Street, Liverpool
Rooms reserved at $94 per room
Group Name: SUNY-ESF
reservation deadline: August 1, 2013
Ramada Inn : : 315-457-4870
1305 Buckley Road, Liverpool
Rooms reserved at a rate of $119.99 per
room—includes full hot breakfast
group name: SUNY-ESF
reservation deadline: September 10, 2013
Candlewood Suites : : 315-454-8999
5414 South Bay Road, North Syracuse
Studio Double Suites reserved at a rate of
$109 per room
group name: SUNY-ESF
reservation deadline: September 4, 2013

:: Questions ::
Please visit
www.esf.edu/alumni/fallBBQ
for additional information
or call the Alumni Office
at 315-470-6632.

